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allianoe of some sort exists between
and Turkey grows stronger in
most quarters. Nobody gives the slightest
weight to the denial of the Sultan’s
Grand Vizier whioh is the only offiioal
contradiction that has been made.
A
similar denials
of the Franco-Russian
allianoe, buc lies are without reproach in
an

the moral code of diplomaoy.
Whatever
from the agreement between the Sultan
and the Czar may have taken, it is un-

congress st.

doubtedly a seoret
it
nobody expeots

DRESS GOODS
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Days’ Sale

on

At 6 l-4o yard Double
Fold
Dress
Plaids Double Fold Half Wool Suitings
and Single Fold Half Wool Suitings.

At

right,

the

So it would be; but one of the
most startling faots in these days of crisis,
is that exsisting ties and treaties are held
in the lightest
esteem
and disoussed

GOODS.

Thousandsof yards will
tomorrow morning at legs
their aotual oost.

Dollar and Less.

a

DRESS

be put

on

sale

than one-third

end of our store, on the
shall
devote one oounter to

rear

we

this
lot of goods: Percales, Dimities,
Doublj hold Wool Sateens, Ginghams, and a
yard.
large variety
old 25o Novelties, and of other wash goods will be
Serges, Double
put on this
At

12 l-2o

all wool Dress Flannels.
At 18o yard. All wool

counter for Monday’s|selling, 60 yard.
80 pieces of Spring Styles Zephyr Dress
Double Fold
Covert Cloth,
All Wool Double Fold Ginghams, good value at 12 l-3o, 80 yard.
Dress Novelties and all wool Double Fold
6000 yards of Cambria finished White
Homespun. The regular price of these Ground Prints, 3 3-4o yard.
goods have been 37 1-2 and 42o.
Yard wide Percales,stripes and figures,
For 25o yard. 60 inch all wool Dress 9o yard.
Flannels, 60 Inch Twill Broadcloths, 44
40 pieces fine style Crepons. one yard
inch Plaids and Novelties.
wide, 11 l-2o yard.
$10.00 Novelty Dress Patterns for $5.00.
Bleached and Unbleached Towels, 18
$8.00 Novelty Dress Patterns for $4.00.
by 36 inches, 6c each.
Black Dress Goods, Double fold BroAnother gigantio sale of Bleached and
cade Mohairs, 17o ard.
Unbleached Cottons, commencing Mon38 inch English all wool Sergo, 25c.
day morning. All widths and qualities.
44 inch Black English Serge, 89c.
48 Inch Black English Serge, 50a.
White Embroidered Flannel, a regular
We shall sell 76o quality, 69c yard.
Figured Taffeta Silks.
another lot Monday at 48o yard.
11.00 quality for S3c.
This is the same quality of silk whioh
One lot Light Pink Embroidered Flanattracted suoh a orowd at our silk counter last week.
hel, J1.50 quality, 38o yard.
*1.36 quality oolored Satins, 39o.
Infants’ Blankets, $1.00 quality for 76c.
$1.25 quality for 83c.
1.78 quality for $1.39 each.
Come Monday and you will buy goods
of us
for oua-third less'than any other
at the stores of
store In this olty. The Knauff Brothers
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stock
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days.
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verywhere as among the most ephemeral
factors of the situation.
The part whioh America threatens to
take in the Eastern question to-day commands public attention.
The suggestion
in tlis Sonare yesterday that the United
States might invite Russia to pacify Armenia and send a fleet through the Dardanelles to enforoe retribution for the
treatment of Amerioan missionaries, is
taken seriously in London. Nobody imagiues that President Cleveland would
take such a step without privately ascertaining first how Russia would regard it,
and if it is true that the Czar
has a
friendly understanding with the Sultan,
of course the answer would be unfavorable.
I HAVE HEARD A

WHISPER

of another suggestion which is singulaly
apropos of the present condition of English feeling.
Suppose President Cleveland should make the above proposition
to Great Britain at the

present moment
The Venezuela
question, as far as England is concerned,
if recent expressions of public sentiment
instead of to

meau

magic.

Russia.

anything,

would

disappear

like

Any concession in reason which
the United States might ask in
settlement of the boundary dispute
would be
if
the
granted
public opinion of the country had any weight with the government.
It is only just beginning to be realized

in England that the policy of the British
government in dealing with Turkey has
met with the most ignominious
failure
in modern diplomaoy, and whether the
Sultan and the Czar are In full alliance
or not, their relations are of the closest
description, while Great Britain has suffered humiliation and defeat.
a large special unreserved sale of
We do not know yet what the result is
or will be of England’s almost obsequious
overtures to France in the settlement of
the Indo Chinese qusetion.
One cannot
help speculating how muoli vaster would
be the Inducements held out just now by
of 15.000 dozen Ladies’ Fine
consisting
Enlgand to tho United States, if the two
Embroidered and Muslin Underwear. countries happened to be on l’riendly
Field. Chapman & Fenner, auctioneers. terms. It has even been suggested that
it
uld be to the advantge of Great BriOur buyer bought the following lots.
o negotiate for the
to
transfer of all
These goods will be placed on sale some her American
possessions to the United
States in oo nsideration of a hard
and
day next week for a One Day’s Sale.
Only slightly damaged by water. The fast, permanent Anglo-Saxon alliance.
The”value of Amerioan friendship never
advertisement will
appear in the daily stood so high in British estimation
as
papers this week.
now.

Messrs. D.LSicher & Co. New York
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Satins
Edge Gros Grain, and a
few Gros Grain Moires:
No. 5, 80 yard.
No. 7, 0o yard.
No. 9. 7o yard.
No. 18, 9o yard.
N». 16, llo yard.
No. 92, llo yard.
No. 10,19c yard.
No. (50, 19o yard.
These goods are all colorinas and most
every shade of every oolor is hero.
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Protect Against tho

Boston, January 26.—Hon Elijah A.
Morse in the House of
Representatives
and probably Senator Hoar in the
Senate,

scientific and magnetic healer, 113 Free St
corner of Oak street. Portland. Me., treats al
diseases thai flesh is heir to.
Second sighl
consultation free. Office hours from 9 a. m. to

12m„
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will tomorrow introduce the
following
resolutions framed by the Boston Evangelical Alliance. After reciting that three
times during the past year, the

Evangeli-

oalJAliluno. has voioed the; protest of
Boston Christianity, the resolutions “respectfully but urgently memorializes the
Congress of the United States to make to
the Sultan of Turkey the emphatio formal protests of tho government of
the
United States on behalf of the American
people, against tho blows inflioted upon
Christianity and humanity in the atrocities and massaores perpetrated upon our
Armenian fellow Christians in the Turkish Empire, and to acoompany this protest with an affirmation and declaration
in behalf of the people of the
United
States that only impartial justice
and
toleration ot all religions, as the accepted
polioy and practice of the government,
in this enlightened age, be the
can,
ground of the moral respect of the American people for any nation, of whatever
The resolutions is
race or
reliigon.’’
signed by Arthur Little, president, Chas.
L. Goodell, Nathan E. Wood, Fred
B
Allen, Jaa T. Black, Cyrus CunningWin. Nash Brodham, Vioe Presidents
beck, M. D. Kneeland, E. H. Byington,
Edwin S. Wheeler, John M. Lowden and
W. Fred Allen, executive
committee,
Will C. Wood, secretary.
John Tyler, a son of
died in
Washington
advanced age.

President Tyler,

yesterday

at

8n

The week has witnessed the practical
extinction of a proud and anolent nation,
but amid the turmoil of international
politics the event lias passed almost unnotioed.
Whatever the Anglo-French
treaties and agreements may say, Siam
has ceased to be Independent,
and the
hand of pitiless fate points to its^eventual
partition between the two great western
powers whose frontiers in Asia have been
steadily approaohing each other during
the past decade. Lord Salisbury, in an
apologetic despatch to the British ambassador in Paris, but really intended
for
the English people who are
alroady dehis
surrender to France, speaks
nouncing
with great gravity about the necessity
for maintaining the independence of the
King of Siam and tho integrity of his
opinions, and in the same document
oalmly explains bow the Frenoh and Brit
ish governments have altered tho Siamese frontiers and taken slioos of Siamese
territory without either deeming it needful to ask Siam’s leave or even to pay
the empty compliment of asking her in
what particular fashion she would prefer
to be despoiled.
It is a faot that throughout the AngloFrenoh negotiation the
government of
Siam was not once consulted upon matters
OF THE MOST VITAL
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STICK FAST.
The Great Liner St. Paul In the
Sand.

1896.

be fouml neoessary to lighten tbe vessel
or to shift the cargo.
The St. Paul sailed from Southampton
on January 18 and Was due here yesterday. She has $1,000,000 in gold aboard,
consigned to W. H. Crossman & Co. of
this city.
Shortly after 8 o’clook the life savers
decided that it would be safe to launob
tbelr surf boat and rowed out to the vessol with a great deal of difficulty.
Captain Jameson, who is lu command
of the vessel, told them that none of the
passengers were in a hurry to land, and
tbat he would await tbe arrival of the
tugs froio New York before doing anything further. At the time when the
St. Paul ran ashore the life savers said
there was only about four feet of water
over the shallowest
part of the bar.
The wind at 9.30 o'clock was still blowing from the northwest at the rate of
eight miles an hour. The sea was still
high and the surf rough.
As the air became Clearer
between 9
and 10 o’clook it was seen tbat the vessel
was only about a quarter of a mile from
tbe iron pier at Long Branch. Her bow
was pointing almost directly toward tbe
shore. *The life saving crew of station
3 at 1.45 o’olook began the work of transferring the passengers from the vessel to
the tngs. The task was an extremely
difficult one, as there was a heavy sea
running, and it was with considerable
danger. to tho passengers, unaccustomed
to positions where surety of foot
and
coolness were necessary.
Especially was
this true as regards the women.
It was|ju8t about 12 hours from the time
when the ship first struok tbat the first
passenger came down tho ladder at tbe
side of the ship. He was an elderly man,
apparently about 70 years old
As he stepped cautionsly down the ladder the oowds of passengers on the deck
of the steamer above him and the orowd
of people on shor<and on the long iron
pier watched his progress with Interest.
He was received safely by the life sav
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WORK FOR CONGRESS.

Blaze.

The Silver Bill aud the Tariff to Be

Considered.

A AD
HOUSE
OPERA
HOTEL,
ancient crowns in the world !
Greater AN OCEAN RACE ENDS
INGLORIat
issues than the fato of Sinm were
A Hope that Congress May Adjourn Before
BLOCKS GOAE.
stake, and he was nothing more than a
the Presidential Campaign is Fairly On.
pawn which could be conveniently sacriOUSLY.
ficed when the need arose.
Washington, January 26. —The time of
The necessity oame, and Siam was bethe House this week will be largely ooouwithout
trayed, not. it is to be hoped,
Moat All Owned By B. G. Howe—H, L.
some compunotion iu Lord Salisbury’s Her Passengers Are All Landed Safely By
pied iu the consideratiou of the appropribreast. When everything had been comDoyle Was Landlord of the Hotel—He ation bills. The
Means
of
Jameson’s
Tugs—Captain
diplomatic and consular
pleted, and not one moment before, the
and Gueata Lost Everything—The Sin- bill is
readyJ,o'be reported. The debate
First Accident—She Was Moved a Short
King of Siam was informed of the accomunder
gular Thing la Nobody Appears to Have upon it may begin immediately
plished fact and urged to accept it with a
Distance Yesterday and it is Now
pretence of thankfulness, lest even greatthe rules. Tomorrow is assigned to the
Inanrance to Speak of,
Any
er evil might befall him.
Will
Bo
Hoped She
Successfully
Distriot of Columbia.
As yet tbe comThe events of the past few weeks oon
St. Johnsbury, Vt., January 3t>.—A fire
Floated.
mittee on the affairs of the distriot have
tinuo to make a severe strain upon the
started from
a
a
In
room
In
the
lamp
verse makers of England, but they still | New York,
before the House only two unimJanuary 25.—The American
Avenue house at 4.80 today. It spread plaoed
respond nobly to the demands upon ine steamship St. Paul ran ashore in the
The diplomatic aud
measures.
portant
so
them.
with great rapidity throughout the hotel,
The little Poet Laureate is
consular bill will probably be good for
dwarfed by some of his uncrowned com- fog off Long Branch, shortly after midsome guests barely escaping with their
several days debate and when it is dispatriots that ho now cuts a pitiful flguie. night this morning.
Signals sent up
lives.
One was burned about the face
Here is Mr. William Watson’s latest from the vessel attraoted the attention
posed of the Distriot of Columbia approand
hands
in
thunderbolt aimed at the Sultan:
escaping. The hotel was
of the life saving patrol of the
bill will be ready for report
to
priation
Long
burned to the ground. It was owned by
Caliph, I did thee wrong. I hailed thee Branch life saving station.
the House. Tbe committees on elections,
late
B. G. Howe and was valued at $30,000;
The patrol at once gave the alarm, and
particularly oommittee No. 2, will be ocAbdul the Damned, and would reoall my
insured for
H. L. Doyle was
$13,000.
w ord.
the entire force of life savers at the stacupied withreports on one or two oontest9
landlord
and
had no insurance. He lost
It merged thee with the unillustrous herd tion hurried down to the beaoh.
referred to it tomorrow
the
in case
The
Who crowd the approaches to the infereverything, including papers and per- House should laok
great hull of the vessel coula he seen
occupation, although
nal gate.
sonal property valued at $3500,
The first
looming up indistinctly on the outer bar,
Friday Mr. Jones of Arkansas, in oharge
Spirits gragarious, equal in their Btate,
floor was occupied by stores. Th3 ocon- of the House bond
As is the innumerable ocean bird,
bill, gave notice he
just off the hotel Brighton.
Gannet or gull, whose wandering plaint
pants sustained losses. There wore about would ask the Senate to remain in sesA hoavy sea was running, and the long
sion
next
is heard
until the bill is dis3 0 guests in the hotel, who lost everyThursday
ground swell rolling up all along the nra in t.h« hnnf ■
On Ailsa or Iona desolate.
posed of. It is hardly likely the vote will
thing.
be reached that day, as a number of
For in a world whore oruel deeds abound Jersey coast was so powerful that the
The next passenger to make
UUD
UUbVl
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nujuiuiug
lUtOUUUU
tUOIl
The merely damned are legion.
With life savers decided that it would be
UA^flOBODU
linTHE
PERILOUS
DESCENT
of
such souls
the Howe opera house, and this was also
speaking on tbe free coinage substiand tbe time is too short after tbe
Is not each hollow and oranny of Tophet praotluable to launch their big life boat was a woman of about the same age aptute,
destroyed, but the oooupants of the town
until tne sea went down to some extent.
crammed?
parently as the man who preceded her. stores on the ground floor had time to morning business eaoh day has been attended to to permit of the deliver
of
Thou, with the brightest of hell’s Preparations wore at onoe begun tor The man had seemed
timid, but the wo- save their property.
an reoles,
speeohes. It is probable before the week
communication with the vessel, man name down in a confident
opening
and
is
out
that
the
vote
will
have
been
Dost
shine
taken.
way
North of the Avenue house was a small
supreme,
incomparably however.
crowned,
stepped into the stern of the boat which block owend by B, G. Howe and in- Mr. Jones asserts positively that tbe flee
ooinage substitute will be adopted and ho
The life Une
Immortally beyond all mortals damned.
apparatus was hauled was tossing about on tbe waves. 1 A girl sured for
14500. The first floor occupied by places the majority between five and
down to the edge of the water and a shot followed the woman.
She
came down E.
A $50,000 LOSS.
C. Brooks, a tailor. The second floor eight votes Incidentally during the week.
with a life line attached was fired
out the ladder backward and landed safely in
There will be more or less discussion in
was used as
a hall for the
Hod Men.
into the fog where tbe dim outline of the boat. Then followed five
the Seuato on the Monroe resolution remen, one This block was also destroyed.
The Bass Bock House Burned at
East the
vessel could be barely distinguished.
ported by the committeon foreign relaafter the other.
The
Mr. Thurston of'Nebraska, giving
first
shot
Mass.
went
tions,
directly aoioss the
All the first and second class passenGloucester,
Loss 83000, Fully Insured.
decks of the big steamer. The men oa gers were transferred safely to the steamnotioe that he will address the Senate on
board hauled in the line hand over hand boat
Barre, Vt., January 26.—Early this the resolution Tuesday. Quite an array of
Starr by 4 u’clook this afterGloucester,
Mass., Ja nuary 36.—The until they had dragged the end of a haw- noon George
and that vessel left for New York. morning
fire caught in the building talent has been seoured for the dieoussion
Bass Book
house on the south side of ser fastened to the line by the life savers. The third class
of the silver bill this week. Senator Nelpassengers were transUpon the signal from the steamship ferred to the L. Pulver and at 4.30 p. m. ocoupied by Marr & Thompson, granite son of Minnesota, will address the SenEast Gloucester, and the furniture therethat all was made fast, the lif9 savers that vessel stood
tool manufacturers and G.E. Mills’s pol- ate tomorrow.
away for the city.
in, was destroyed by fire early this morn- sent out the breeches
Mr. Tillman of South Carolina, will
The George 3tarr arrived here with 200 ishing mill, and spread to the polishing
buoy to the vessel.
ing. It was one of the finest and largest The big fog whistles of the St. Paul had passengers this evening.
Tuesday.
Among the
Among the mill of O. H. More & Co. The building take the floor
been
at
summer hotels
on
intervals
on tbe bill will be Senator Voorthe New
the
going
cabin
speakers
kept
England
during
passengers were James Armour, In wbioh the fire started was a total
loss hees, ex-chairman of the finance
comnight.
W.
Bourka
A.
Harvey
and
was
owned by the estate of
Brown,
Cochran,
coast,
was partially
Shortly before she went ashore the fog E. Dwight Kendall, Capt. R. E. Palmer, and the More building
mittee, who it is said will take Senator
the late Henry Souther of Boston. The was so dense thnt the
Sherman
to
task
for
whistles were kept Prinoe Serge Wolkonsky and Dixon C. destroyed.
his atttitude on the
Much
machinery in both flnanoial
The noise Walker.
building was surrounded by many fine going almost continuously.
question, and will pay his remills were destroyed. The losses are estinot only had tbe effect of keeping the
to
the
reoent
bond
The
all
R.
speots
J.
Barrett
syndicate. Mr.
The
fire
oalled
at
tug
cottages,
unocoupied.
origiquarbut many
of them antine at 6.30 p. in. with about 60 passen- mated at 13000; fully insured. The cause Cookrell of Missouri, Mr.
Mitchell of
nated in the kitchen and is attributed to passengers awake,
were on deck when the vessel struck tbe gers from the St. Paul.
Tbe health offi- of the fire is unknown.
Oregon, Mr. Bacon of Georgia, Mr.
an
inoondiary, as the building was un- bar.
She bad beau kept going at low cer
and
Mr.
Hill of
oleared them and the tug brought
Hansborough,
possibly
New York, will
RUNYON DEAD.
ocoupied. Several other buildings caught rate of speed, and the shook when she them here. Tug C. Evarts also stopped
speak on the money
at 7.05 d. m. with the
question.
fire from burning embers carried by the grounded was a comparatively gentle one. at quarantine
Immediately after she struok the passen- balance of the
after the silver bill is out
St. Paul’s passengers,
wind, but the firemen succeeded in savOur Ambassador to Germany Dies Sudden- of Immediately
were
all
summoned
to
the
the way, the tariff measure passed by
about
gers
a dozen, in number.
deoks,
ing them with slight loss. An annex where they were notified of the aooident
the House will be reported to the Senate
ly.
to the hotel, containing 30 rooms, in the
and were told that the vessel wns in danand that will taka precedence as unfincourse
of construction and the stock for
ished business. It is not known whether
ger. The rigging of the breeohes buoy
The St. Paul Probably AH Right.
Berlin, January 26,—Hon. Theodore this will be favorably or adversely
this, was totally destroyed. The loss is was oarriod on in the forward part of the
report^^S
■estimntHrt' at 530,000, with an insaranoo
It- all depends upon the vote of
vessel, out of sight of the passengers, who
N.
American
36.—The
ambassador
Long Branoh,
J., January
Runyon,
here, ed.
of $30,000.
were not informed ot the work of the stranded
James of Nevada.
He has not yet given
steamer St.
Paul has been
life savers until the hawser was made moved 170 feet seaward, but tbe flood died of heart failure at 1 this morning.
his final answer on the subject.
If it
THE WEATHER.
fast and the
should be unfavorably reponed the Reof tide
was not of a sufficient duration
will
have
it
on
calto enable the orews of the steamer and
the
publicans
placed
Hon. Theodore Runyon was born in
BREECHES BUOY READY
ender. They claim to have enough votes
the wrecking companies to haul her into
N,
October
He
Somerville,
J„
25,182a
JanuBoston,
to call it up and give it the right
of
deep water enough to float her. Those
to oarrry passengers.
Yale in 1842. In 1846 way.
in oharge predict that tomorrow’s high graduated from
36.—Local
They also olaim to have a aulliary
All those on board were then informed tides
oient
number
of
votes
to
it
when
the
will
be
he
was
'than
that
admitted
to
of
the
bar. In 1858 he
pass
higher
today
forecast
for
time for
the vote shall arrive.
favorable
that they might go ashore if they ohose, and with
conditions expeot was made oity
attorney, and in 1856 oity Both the taking
Monday: Fair,
Utah Senators, although acto
the
work
last
complete
begun
night.
tbe
but
fact tnat they would be iu no
westerly winds.
Petty offioers strongly deny that the oounseilor of Newark, N. J, a position knowledged silver men, are said to he
danger by remaining on board was again St. Paul was engaged in a raoe with the be retained until 1864, when he became favorable to protection, and will vote for
Washingt o n,
emphasized.
Campania prior to the acoident. This mayor of the oity. He was appointed In the measure agreed upon by tbe recent
January 26.—
Republican caucuses. The flnanoial quesAll of the passengers decided to remain story is not generally believed as Capt. 1856 commissioner
to revise and oodify tion can be
Forecast
for
of the life saving station, Na
easily discussed in connection
on buard in preference to takiDg obances Mulligan
the
militia
Iswr
of
New
and
with
the tariff bill while this substitute
who
Jersey,
was
first
to
board
the ship in
for
4,
Monday
with the breeches buoy.
breeches buoys Saturday morning, states in 1857 was made,brigadier general, and may be the last effort to pass tbe free silMaine: Generver bill through Congress, it will hardAs quickly as possible, after the appar- that the first question put to him by tbe
ally fair Mon- atus was in working order, a message passengers when he stopped on deck subsequently major general of the New ly be the end of the discussion on the
national
At
the
outbreak
Jersey
guard.
“Where
is
winds.
was
was
sent
from
the
Bnbjeot. There is a disposition to take
ashore
the ship, to be telday, slightly oooler, northeasterly
Campania.”
The
entire orew, numbering 400, in- of the Civil War he was placed i n com hold of the appropriation bills as soon as
egraphed to the agents of the American
in New York, notifying them
line
of cluding
many women, still remain on mand of a New
Jersey brigade of vol- possible and for that reason the tariff
WEATHER CONDITIONS AND GENthe.aooident. Another message was sent board, and have not come ashore since unteers. In 1865 he was the Democratic measure will be debated by those in its
ERAL FORECAST:
favor as little as possible.
the
St.
Paul struck. Tbe steamer carto the Merritt & Chapman
Already tbe
Wreaking
candidate for governor of the state, bat leaders are beginning to figure on
an
The belt
of high pressure extends company, asking that powerful tugs be ried a cargo of fruits, nuts,gold and genat onoe to tbe assistance of eral merchandise.
this morning a was not elected
From
1873 to 1887 he early adjournment, in the hope that Condespatched
Early
throughout the Mississippi valley from the steamship.
lighter floated to the shoreward side of was ohanoellor of N ew Jersey. In March, gress can get away before the Presidential campaign is fairly on.
Canada to the Gulf. Eastward pressure
Owing to the light shock with which the vessel and hundreds of tons of cargo 1886 he was
appointed by President Cleveher
she
had
struok
officers
from the steamer’s
diminishes in Nova Seotia, where slight
thought that were transferred
AT THE AGE OF 91.
with slight assistance she
might be hold to the lighter. The offioers of the land American minister to Germany and
depression exists which is all that is left pulled off in case tbe tugs reach ed the St. Paul deny that the vessel was Inshortly afterwards was made ambassaof the recent storm. The westward pres- spot before tbe big bull of the vessel had jured when she struok.
They say there dor. The degree of LL. D. was con- The Mother of D, L, Moody Pasted Away
sure drmishes to the extensive storm area time to work its way down in the sand is no water in her hold and her plates
■? esterday.
of the bar.
are
as
intaot
as
the
just
day she was ferred upon him by Yale, Rutgers and
whioh exists on the north Paoifio coast.
The St. Paul’s own engines had,
of
Wesleyan
collages.
The pressure has fallen west of the Miscourse, been reversed as soon as the vesNorthfleld, Mass., January 96.—Mrs.
Moved Seventy Feet Off Shore.
the Paoifio storm is sel ran on the bar, but their efforts
to
sisaipi river and
ON THE HIGH SEAS.
Betsey Holton, widow of Edwin Moody of
the
back
were
N.
Sandy
Hook,
26.—The
drag
ship
inland
unavailing.
J.,
January
around the
slowly advancing
Northfleld, Mass., and mother of EvanThe orewa at Seabright and Monmouth Ufa saving people report that the steamer
northern spur of the Rooky mountains,
Hu Gone to the Assistance
gelist D. L. Moody, died at 11.30 a. m.
'ike temperature has risen on the Rooky beaob were the first to arrive to assist St Paul was moved sventy feet north- General Gareia
savers.
At day east cf’the shore at
the Northern Pla- the Lone Branch life
mountain slope and
high water this ABa of llis Struggling Countrymen,
She suffered from a cold for a week and
East of the Mississippi there has light this morning the news that a big morning.
teau.
Saturday morning took to her bed. A
had spread for The
been light changes in thermal conditions steamship was asuore
St. Paul a Triumph of American Ship
Philadelphia, January 26.—A looal doctor who was called said she had an
and excopt Maine has been no precipita- miles along the coast, and the boech was
Building.
The funeral will be held
tion throughout the country save spora- lined with crowds of ourions lookers-on.
paper saya: Gen. Calixto Garola, the most attack of grip.
dic showers in Florida and two or three At that time the wind was blowing from
The Amenoan liner St. Paul, is the distinguished Cuban general now outside in the Congregational church ^Vedneeday.
The wind
similar showers on the lower lake shores. a southwesterly [direction.
vessel of the St. Louis, and has of Cuba, bas escaped the watchful eyes of Mrs. Moody was in her 91st year and is
A partial cloudiness exists in southern was blowing on shore, and consequently twin
New England, Ohio valley and the lake was not oaloulated to increase the size of no peer, save her sister ship, among the the Spanish agents and galled from this survived by four sons.
big rollers that rams in from the sea greyhounds of the Atlantia
regions. Generally fair weather is indi- the
ooean.
Her port Thursday, it is stated, on the fruit
He Was Everybody's Friend.
cated throughout the country for Monday and broke with terrific force on the bar.
The life savers were still afraid to ven- principal dimensions and oharaoteristlos steamer Bernard, bound for Cuba. Gen.
and a higher temperature will prevail
Oakland,
Me., January 26.—Charles W.
ture
out
the
to
Cuba
at
tba
head
of
Into
surf
life
boats
are
ns
Garola
the
wth their
follows:
goes
in the Mississipi and adjacent uistriots to
Length between the
Henry, everybody’s friend and prominent
boats
the westward. Throughout the east the at that boar, but they had their
636 feet; length over all, most formidable expedition that ever left
perpendiculars,
down at the water’s edge and dressed in
in Masonry, Odd Fellows and the Grand
temperature will be nearly stationary.
comcork jaokets and oil skins stood in readi- 664 feet 3 inches; extreme beam, 62 feet this oountry, which he will take
Local Weather Beport.
Army, died suddenly In a neighbor’s
ness to launoh a snrf boat as soon us the 9 incites; depth from first deok to fiat of mand of on the high seas, where he will
house Sunday at 5 p. m. from heart faillocal sea should go down a little.
January 36.—The
Portland,
meet anotner fruit steamer, the Jasof,
keel, 42 feet 4 inches.
ure.
The point at which the St. Paul strnok
weather bureau ofiioe reoords as to the
No Atlantio ship afloat
surpasses the with over 300 men on board and a large
is opposite the point known as East End
St.
Louis
the
and St. Paul
Endorsed by Seventy Million Freeman.
Went; er are
In the magnifi- qauntlty of arms and ammunition. The
following:
whioh lies between Long Branch proper
cence of the outfit for the comfort and
8 a. in.— Barometer.30.103; thermometer, and New
Long Branch. This point is
plan outlined for the expedition waB for
Colon, January
dew
26.0;
point, 25; humidity,
96; almost directly opposite the Brighton convenience of passengers. The St. Paul the Jasof to cruise on the high seas until been restored in the 26.—Tranquility has
province of Barranhas
a capacity for 1800
wind, N; velooity, 7; weather, snow.
passengers and the arrival of the Bernard. When the two
hotel.
and the state of siege proclaimed
quilla
and
to insure the safety of this
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.994; thormomeorew,
it
is
believed
Gen.
Garola
between
met
and
vessels
Messages passed constantly
there.a few days ago has ben raised.
At
number
while on the sea every
ter, 28.7; dew point, 28; humidity,
94; the vessel and the shore during the oarly
his son, Carlos Garcia, were transferred a banquet given in Bogota to the Amerievice of known value has been
wind, calm; weather, oloudy.
applied.
hours.
Prom these it
was
Jasof.
the
morning
to
can and Venezuelan
the
formThe bulkhead divisions have been so
ministers,
Mean daily thermometer, 28.0; maxi- learned
that the officer on duty on' the
The Jasof is expected’to reach a point er deolared that
President
Cleveland’s
constructed that with any two or even
mum thorraometer, 30.0; minimum theroff the Florida coast today and there i t message to
steamship was not aware of the proximi- three compartments flooded
on
Congress
the
Monroe
mometer, 25;
maximum velocity wind ty of the ooast until
the vessel is
the
to
transfer
entire
she struck. would remain
after
as
expediplanned
doctrine,
RDpliod to the Anglo-Vene12, N; total preoipitation, 1.0 inch.
perfeotly seaworthy. Com- tion
The vessel
to a steamer whioh will meet it od zuelan boundary
voiced
the sendispute,
plete boat accommodations also have been the
high seas.. From those fmlliar with timent of seventy million freemen.
The
All Important Victory for Union Men.
WAS ROLLING HEAVILY
provided.
it
is
learned
that
the
Garoia’s
Gen.
plans
banquet was made the occasion for a
once
Barre, Vt., January 26,— At a mooting when she struck. The
at
make
for
wilt
some
expedition
great publio demonstration in honor of
The Neophyte Ashose
has
St. Paul
last
night, after a hot disoussion the
point near the boundary line of the prov- the United States.
ubout 200 bags of mail on board.
Granite Dealers’
[SPECIAL TO TB* PRESS.]
Association voted to
ince of Pinai Del Rio and
province of
rescind
the previous vote to use no disWhen the Chapman wrecking company
East Maohias, Me., January 25.—Bark Havana.
crimination
between union and non- received the message asking
Gen. Gomez is thoroughly Informed of
help, three Neophyte of Yarmouth, N. S., ninety
union cutters.
By this notion Barre be- powerful tugs were dispatohed to
all the plans for the expedition and at
Long days from Dublin, Ireland, for St. John, the point
comes a stronger union town than over,
agreed upon for the landing of
as it
means
that only union men will Branch. The Luckenbach Towing com- N. B., put into Cutler
have a strong body
Friday for pro- the expedition he will
be employed by the large firms.
of troops.
pany also sent three tugs and the New visions and fuel. In the
Owing to his great popularof
easterly gale
York Towboat oompany sent three more
ity in that ditsriot, it is expeoteu that
Saturday forenoon she dragged ashore and Gan. Garcia will at once place himself at
Skating Contest for Championship,
early this morning. Seventy! longshore- is now lying on the rooks.
Assistance has the head of a strong body of men in the
were sent down on the tugs to aid
St. Paul, Minn.,
January 36.-The men
Among the
province of Plnar Del Rio.
in handling the cargo in oase it should been summoned from St. John.
mile skating raoe at Aurora
park yesCubans in this country great hope is
terday for the ohampionship of MinneOne of the
Bad Accident to a Raymond Sc Whitcomb placed in this expedition.
sota
was won by
Barley Davidson in
drawbacks of the Cuban cause has been
2.37 4 5, MoDaniels second and SudheiTrain.
the laok of commanders who
combine
mer third.
A LETTER.
The five mile championship
and
military sagacity.
Roanok, Va., January 36.—A seotion both bravery misfortune
race,
open only to Minnesota skaters,
befall
Should any
either
Wo will guarantee to care your cough or pay of the
was
contested by 12 men.
Raymond & Whitcomb excursion Gen. Gomez or Generals Jose and Antohive yards you back the money on a bottle of Dr. Ball’s
from end of
course Davidson collided Cough and I.ung Syrup.
train coming south of the Shennondoah nio Macao, the Cuban cause would be in
with MoDaniels.
Nilsen won, McDan
valley railroad, was wrecked lBat night a rather embarrassing position. Gen.
iels second, Budd third. Time 16.13.
is fully competent to take either
at 10 o’oloek near Hlverton.
Two Pull- Gareia
A cream of tartar baking powder.
at a moment’s notice.
man cars and a baggage car were burned. general’s place
Death of *’H urlburt.”
of all in leavening strength
A
colored porter named Phillips was
Highest
Tne great Cough Remedy of today,
Chess Match by Cable.
New York, January 26.—Philip Ripley,
and
instantly killed.
Latest
Long
25c aud 50c.
Engineer
United
Government
States
formerly a widely known newspaper
Bireman Popper were sevorely Injured.
New York, January 26.—Articles were
C. H. Guppy & Co..
Food Report.
man, died shortly before midnight last Clinton
The
for
a cable chess match
without
yesterday
passengers
escaped
injury.
J.
H.
signed
Hamel,
Gilson,
night at Bellevue hospital in his 69th Slmmonds & Hammoud
E..K. Guenthner The wreck was oaused by the fall of a mass to be played between the United States i
Powder Co.
(***
yearjans
of rock across the track.
of A marina and the United Kingdom of I
>03 Wall St* N. I,

“HUSTENA”

—

throughout

j

CENTS.

Great Britain and Ireland, Maroh 13 and
14 on eight boards, for a trophy valued
at 1800, presented by Sir George Newues,
baronet, tbe president of the British
chess club of London, tbe American team
to play under the auspices of the Brooklyn Chess club aud the Britishers under
of tbe British Chess club.
the

treat

MOMENT

to its conuntry. The King was treated
with no more consideration than would

»bet Be

similar

soooud-rate, gin-drinking,

PRESS.

Mvuuivuio

treaties.

what will be sold at

50c

understanding,

and
to he
avowed at
present. Most of those who discredit the
reported alliance point out that it would
be in direot contravention of
exsisting

from the Kmuill stock.

The Seventh

26— A London
The belief that

Russia

COMPANY,

Square._

Effusions of the Pro-

English Poets.

New York, January
special to the Sun, saya:

a

He
l'etich-hugging African potentate.
had cherished the delusion that England
would remain his friend and help him
get the French troops out of Chantaboon,
where they were quartered in oynioal
disregard of solemn promises and treaty
obligations; and he had in his state
aroliives a written pledge by the British
sercetary of state for foreign ailairs that
England would defeud the territorial integrity of Siam but alas for this unhappy
TOWARDS monarch, this wearer of ono of the most

English Believes in the Tcrkc-Rns-

establishment—there’s

chase

DAILY

Royal Baking

NEW
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A SPANISH FLAVOR

Save

GROWTH

Have the Latest AdTices From Cuba’s

OF SOUTH

THE PLUMMER SUIT.

Bartlett to commit the crime of
perjury,
did you mean when you wrote,
‘Who will be the next
young man to lay
The Testimony All in Saturday Night. himself liable to state prison for a term
of years by taking a false oath by direction of this guardian of onr laws?
“The words were meant as a
The Arguments Will Re Made This Mornprotest
of the spotter Bysagainst the dangers
*nS Some Spicy Evidence Introduced tem, dangers that would lead
the spotter
Saturday—Judge Gould Says Plummer to commit perjury, and the officers to
the bounds of propriety.”
overstep
Told Him Bartlett Tied.
Never before, to witness's knowledge
The $10,000 libul suit ol Chug. A. had such oriticism of the spotter system
appeared in the Express.
Piummer agaiust the
Evening Express
Why didn’t you say that you mea t
was continued in the
Supreme court Sat- that as a criticismjof thejspotter system?”
“I
am uuaole to auswei that ques ion.”
urday. Mr. Coombs resumed tiie direct
“When you said‘by direotion
f this
examination of Editor Goo. W. Norton.
guardian of our laws, you meant it did
Before writing the article of
net you?”
July 3d
witness
“Yes.”
read
the
PRESS*'
report of
'lbe quotation from the Bridgton News
Swett's trial and
compared it with that was
ny witness’s authority.
of the Argus and
Express.
Witness never caused to be
published
Mr. Coombs offered the article
and any retraotion of the artioles.
Mr. Noble objected on the
that it was the
couldn’t
Wituess
say
ground that
custom to send out marked copies of the
it was hearsay and
newspaper reporta are

PORTLAND.

Isle.
General Marin Claims to Have Won Tleto

Your

rieg Over the Kebelg—The
In the

Furniture
'"'.

i

j

New Regime

Unhappy Inland.

Washington, January 25.—Senor Dupuy
,De Lome, the Spanish minister, received
the following official despatch this ntornug f rom George Sabas Marin,
acting
Cuba, dated at
governor general of
Havana, last nigbt:
before yesterday,
“The day
Major
Tolavera, of the Mexican regiment, defeated the band of Aullet, numbering
about 200 men, disbanding them, killing
Chief Castillo and capturing 11 borses

Repaired

THE WILSON

WILLARD’S PAVILLION.

BLOCK.

and saddles beside arms, ammunition
and sanitary supplies.
Following this
advantage, he found a band of about 800

At

men

them

original sources of information
The judge admitted it. Mr. Noble took
exceptions. Mr. Coombs read the report.

killing four, among them the Mexican.
They had many wounded and the troops
captured also horses and arms.
“The lieutenant of the civil guard of
the Cervantes Post met the
rebels ou
the
‘Singnano’ plantation, Matanzas,

taking ten prisoners, among them the
leader, Jaointo Collado, and capturing
also arms and ammunition
whioh they
left in their flight.
“Ummander Alonzos of the Alava battalion had an

Cieufuegos provinoe

HAD
fifteen

TWELVE KILLED,

wounded,

five horses killed
and
fifteen oaptured with saddles. In Salud,
I Habana provinoe, fifteen insurgents vol-

HOUSEOF F. G. HAMILTON.
two ago, lbe PRESS printed an account of Duering’s growth during the past year. Deering is to Portland what Brooklyn is to New York. It
is very largely a oity of homes of those
A week or

who work in the larger city.
But all
the growth of the past jear in the plHoes
roundgabout has not been in Deering.
yet eonfirmod, Jose Maoeo with
1,500
South Portland has felt the boom, and
men, has orossed the Cauto river, marohnew houses are springing up there in all
ing to the west."
directions especially along the line of the
Senor Dupuy De Lome explains that
electric road. In South Portland village
Jose Maoeo, now officially reported as
and Willard, the assessors estimate that
passing Cauto river in tbe eastern part
there are about $100,000 worth of new
of Cuba, near Bayamo and
Moganlllo,
buildings to be assessed, which have been
was said by insurgent advioos
mailed
erected sines last April, or a total of
to this country to be in the province of
Santa Clara with Rabi.
This leader,
as already reported, was wounded
in an
We hod the books and accounts neatly
and systematically kept, which greatly
engagement with Gen. Gasco.
The Spanish miuister received the fol- facilitates the work of the committee.
We feel that the citizens of the state of
lowing cablegram this afternoon:
Maine may well feel proud of their effic“Habana, Jannary 26—Twenty-five ient treasurer, F. M. Simpson, and his
oavalry volunteers’of Matanzas defeated competent corps of clerks. We take this
to
thank them
for thoir
in Cangrejos a group of Insurgents of opportunity
oourtesy and assistance.
about tbe same number, killing
tbe
Respectfully submitted
A. R. DAY
leader, Fructuose Miranda, and capturJ. W. MAXWELL
ing horses and ammunition.
Thursday
JAMES CUNNINGHAM
tbe bands of Cardenas, Saavedra and
C. H. GILBERT,
Matildi Delgardo, made a raid on tbe vilWESTON LEWIS
lage of Savanllla wbioh was defended
WAIN WRIGHT CUSHING
The defenders reby local volunteers.
Committee.
pelled the enemy who left 17 d ead on the
Augusta January 25 1896.
streets.
Lieutenant Colonel Aldoa had State of Maine, Kennebec
ss.
an engagement yesterday in the plantaSuboribed and sworn to before me,
tion San Canyetano with the band of
CHARES J. HOUSE,
Rafael Cardenas, dispersing tbe enemy,
Justioe of the Peace.
who lost four killed and three wounded.
Col. Galvls,
knowing yesterday that
IN TRANSVAAL’S JAILMaximo Gomez was brassing tbe line between Poso Redendondo ana San Fellps,
marched to Punta Brava to out off his«d- Americans Are Still Confined While
Engvanoe.
He desoribed tbe main body of
lishmen Are Released—Olney Will Look
Gomez’s forces. Directing against them a

untarily surrendered too with their
arms.
According to tbe same reports not

HOUSE OF MESSRS J. W. AND A. E- BARBOUR.

1146,000 for the past fifteen months.
Several handsome private residences
have been erected in South Portland
within the past year, ranging in oost
from $3,500 to $0,000 each, and on what
is known as the Point in Willard, just
about

above Slmonton’s Cove, are elegant summer cottages rangiug in oost as high ns
$3,000 each.
Of course the building of the electric
road has had much to do with the building boom here, and land is being bought
up all along the line, mostly for permanent residences, and
in many places
ground is already broken preparatory to

building

spring.

in the

attacking them he sucoeeded in
plaoing himself in the middle of the
enemy’s foroes in the Petrero San Rafael.
He obliged tbe enemy to retreat towards
Qulbloan, following and oausing them
The
many lossse.
Spanish mounted
guerillas had an engagement at olose
quarters and with their maoheteB killing

Into the Matter

Officially.

and

five rebels and oapturlDg arms, saddles,
horses
and two prisoners, who
have
acknowledged that the insurgents are
badly armed and scarce of ammunition
and that Maximo Gomez Is wounded. ’’
ACCOUNTS CORRECT.
The

Committee

counts

*

on

State

Reportsiand

Treasurer’s Ac-

Burns

Cancelled

85.—-The

following

Bonds.

Augusta, January
I report

was

made today:
State

House,

Washington July
patoh has been
from
sular

2a—A long cable disreceived by Mr. Olney
the United States con-

Mr.Manion,
agent at Johannesburg,

who give
the details of the situation, with reference to John Hays Hammond, the California
mining engineer, and the other
Armeioans arrested for alleged complicithe
Uitlander oonspiraoy.
Mr.
ty in
Manion says that all American prisoners
except Hammond whose
case differes from the other Americans in
that he singed a conditional Invitation
to Jameson to dome to Johannesburg in

are out

the

on

event

parole

of

extreme

peril.

Jameson

marched toward Johannesburg before the trouble arose and when
this was discovered the American leaders
and the principal men issued a proclama-

however,

tion oalling upon the people to refrain
from hostilities.
Instead of limiting rebellion, Ham-

Augusta, January 25, 196.
in
the beginning, according to
To His Excellency, the Governor, and mond,
Manion, raised the Transvaal flag
the Executive Counoil of the State of Mr.

We make

specialty

a

of

repair work of all
We emdescriptions.
ploy experienced workmen

in

ment

every

depart-

with

and

our

and
newly
enlarged
workrooms
improved
able to do

we are

very

best of

short notice.

repaired,

work

at

Furniture

polished and

re-covered in

possible

the

the best

manner

and

at the very lowest
consistant

prices
with good

work.

in the movement swore alleyour Jommlttee ap- gianoe to the government. Clement and
pointed uniter authority *f Section, 71, other Americans took arms from many
chapter 2 of the Revised Statutes, to exNot
amine the
acoounrs of the treasurer of of the persons and sent them home.
the state for the year ending December a shot
was flred by the Johannesburg
31.1895, would respectfully report that party, says Mr. Manion; there was
have tunefully examined said aothey
NO DISTUBBANCE,
couuts and find the same to correspond
with the amounts as stated In his report. not a single act of hostility; arms were
A
correct voucher was found on file for
peacefully surrendered and every effort
each disbursement.
The amount of cash on hand at the was made to maintain the Transvaal Beoommenoement of the fiscal year, January publio as against the British enoroaohMaine:
The undersigned,

1.1895. was $468,165.85.
rnout.
The receipts from various sou roes for
The oases against the American prisonthe year 1895 were $L 533,700.15, making a
total of $1,991,986. The expenditures for ers will be tried in court,though the govthe year have been $1,701,656.30, leav- ernment has not yet indicated the time.
ing a balance in the treasury on Decem- Mr, Manion adds that the Transvaal
ber 31, 1895, of *290,240.70,
The bonded indebtedness of tbe state government has aoted magnanimously.
Beoretary Olney aoted promptly on Mr.
January 1, 1896, was $2,353,000, as follows : $2,084,000 bearing 3 per oent Inter- Manion’s dispatoh by cabling the latter
4
oent
interest,
per
est; $150,000 bearing
to take the most active and vigorous
*118,500 bearing 5 per cent interest. 700
due October 1, 1889 and not presented for measures for the relief of the Americans,
and to that end to make the Transvaal
payment. No temporary loan exists.
There has been paid during the past
government dlreot representative in
year *50,000 on tbe bonded indebtedness,
behalf of the United States.
us follows:
Registered bond numbered
It will be seen from Mr. Manion’s de210 for *5000 and registed bond numbered
414 for *28,000 of the reissue loan of June, spatch
and the other
that Hammond
1864, and registered bond numbered 416 Americans arrested,
are not m serious
for *17,000 of the reissue loan of October
peril. Notwithstanding this, Secretary
1, 1869.
oommitcee January 23,1896, in Olney has
Your
determined
to make their
the presenoe of the state treasurer, V. M.
safety a surety so far as the goverment
Simpson, destroyed by burning $50,000 is
conoerned, and therefore oabled Mr.
of registered bonds; also *10,000 of registered bonds for whioh now registered Manion the instructions given.
bonds
bad
been issued. We have
In pursuing this course, the United
certified to the amount of each bond deStates government is acting independstroyed. We have verified all trust delist of which appears in the ently in its own interests and in behalf
posits, a
treasurer’s report.
of its own citizens and not as the sympathizer or alley of any other power.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, 1,
Mr. Manion’s despatch conveyed to this
Lucas County,
j
the first authentlo aooount
government
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is the
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & of the partolpation of Hammond in the
Co., doiug business In the City of Toledo,County Johannesburg trouble. As Mr. Manion
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS lor says be is held in custody after the other
because
each and every case of Catarrh that eannot be Americans have been released,
cured by the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure- he signed an
invitation to Jameson to
FRANK J. CHENEY.
come to Johnnesburg, conditional upon
Sworn to before mo and subscribed in my extreme
peril threatening the Uitlanderg
presence, this sixth day of December, A. D., there. This fact, despite the extenuation
1888.
furnished through his action in raising
the Transvaal llag, coupled with the per!1 skaT. 1
A, Vf. GLEASON,
and business relations with Cecil
Notaiy Pub ic. sonal
is believed here
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and Rhodes,
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
TO BODE NO GOOD
of the system, bend for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO
Toledo, O.
for Hammond’s oause, and it is oertain
gy Sold by Druggists, 76c.
that the Boers are anxious to punish

Z

'—

JFrcc Street.
i»u27

dlw

and all

ot those have alroudy been given in the
papers. Another is tlio large pavilion
and restaurant recently erected at .Siinonton’s Cove by Mr. Chayles Willard. The
pavilion is 80x50 feet, 10 feet post, with
a floor surface for dancing of 3,000 square

Jameson

aud the

will

take

a

pretty

Simontons’ Oove.and
the pavilion at
The
blook.
business
Wilson
of the
house of Mr. Barker is at Knightvllle.
and
The others are in Sout h Portland

seating capacity

The growth of South Portland is not
It
the demand for homes.

I

advantage

of

this pro-

discrimination in favor of British subjects. Mr. Olney la taking a gnat interest in the oase of Hammond, and has had
sevoral consultations concerning it with
both
California
senators
and other

prominent
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Day
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a
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Bullet
of

and

Night—
the

Into
Sad

Cage.

beyond his years, full of sentiment and
with an unsalable thirst for knowledge,
his mother’s favorite child, and he was
her. The revolver he used
devoted to
in Prospeot park
one he had found
was
last summer. It was 22 calibre.
hour last night Rosenberg
a late
At
w as a live.

men.

“THANKS

AWFULLY!”

Obliged for Your Kind Wishes,
‘‘Don-cher-Kuow.

heal
told
said
into

Nathan Rosenbery Couldn’t Stand His insensibility.
Young Rosenburg was, aocording to
Mother’s Death.
hi3 father a peculiar boy, advanced far

test

against Hammond’s trial in the
Transvaal courts on the ground of unjust

Willard.

!
probe and must let suppurate and
if the boy is going to get well. He
he shot himself aud
the onroner
that he wanted to die and relapsed

FAITHFUL TO HEATH.

members of bis

party to the British Imperial authorities
for trial. Secretary Olney in all proba-

bility

throe stores and a number of apartment.
This morning thePRKSS presents views
of a number of South Portland’s new
builings. including specimens of the
and comfortablo house’s views of

for 350 people
the tables. The inside is finished
at
throughout in North Carolina pine, and
the floors are of the finest quality birch.

feet, and

him severely.
Hammond’s hopes lies in
the act of President Kruger iu turning
over

HOUSE OF WILLIAM BARKER.
has made itself felt in the need of more
and better stores and to supply this want
the Wilson blook, wliloh is the subieot of one of the accompanying piotures
has been erected. This building contains

The new oas'no at Simonton’s Cove,
anil the power house ami car stable at
Knigbtville enter largely into the total
cost of the new buildings.
Descriptions

confined to

■

HEAVY ARTILLERY FIRE

j g[Q“WhAt

not

commanded by the Mexloan, forcing
to abandon tbeir posiitons and

encounter yesterday in
with the bands of
Serrafln Sanchez and
Anloeto Hernandez and Aullet. The enemy

j

New York, January 25.—Grieving over
of his mother, Nathan Rosenberg, a 17-year old boy living at No. 45
Floyd street, Brooklyn, attempted suithe death

A TRIP IN A BOX
Jemima’s Arrest

Did Not Prevent Lewis

at Boston.

shooting himself
yesterday by
For months
through the right temple.
Mrs.
Rosenberg had suffered from an
London, January 25.—Unless some of illness that
required the constant attenthe jingo politloians invent a new soare,
tions of several physioians. During this
It may be said that the sensation caused
time young Nathan watched by her bedby the Venezuelan boundary dispute is side.
Both father and son worked dur-

Boston, January 25.—Offioers ot Divls
1 this
evening captured Lewis
Jimina, 25 years of age, and plaoed him
under arrest as a fugitive from justice.
is wanted in Portland, Me., where
He
he is oharged with assaulting with a

finally played

razor

out.
All voioes here from
the press and platform call not only
for peace, but for an increase of amnity
with the United States.
The despatches
sent from America
announcing fresh

Anglouhobe developments

on the
part
Congress do uot excite an extra throb
of the publio pulse or lessen the effusions
of protests by publio speakers of Great

of

Britain’s friendship for Amerioa.
The Better Fart of Yalor.

cide

ing the day in the leaf tobacco shop on
floor of the house in which
the ground
they lived. The boy alternated nights
with his father in keepiug watch over
the invalid.
A oonsultation of

physioians

had been

The condition
held the
day previous.
of the mother had given them no hope.
Her strength yesterday in the early mornseemed better than at any time for
months.
It
was the rally that comes
before the death of persons afflicted with

ing

Jannuary 35.—The Buof American Republics this morn- her
trouble, and was mistaken by the
ing reoeived newspapers from British boy as a sign of improvement.
Oulana dated as
late as
8,
January
The mother called him to her side and
wbieh indioate that the belligerent spirit
evinced by the colonists several months told him that the end was near. What
ago has ealmed down considerable or is the doctors
had ooncealed from him,
being discreetly stullfled on aooount of because
they found that ho was not
the more serious turn the Venezuelan
dispute took upon President Cleveland’s strong enough to stand it, she told him
speoial message followed so olosely by the herself. When she informed him that
complications growing out of the Trans- her death was only a question of a few
vaal.
hours the lad begged her to live. Tears
rau down his face and fell in the pale
hand that he held in his own,and he told
Sir Frederick Leighton Deed.
her that she must live. A younger sisLondon, January 25.—The Globe an- ter, Lena,a year his junior, and his fathnounces the
death
of Lord Frerieriofc er, stood by the bedside and wept while
Leighton, the celebrated painter and the boy held the hand of his mother and
of
the
president
Royal Academy. No prayed God to spure her life.
While they at nod about the bedside,
particulars have been received as to the
oausa of bis death.
In May of last year the father holding the nine months old
he was seized with a oritioal illness while baby to be Kissed by the mother,she died.
on a visit to Algiers and was not ex- The boy
triod to rouse her, and called
pected to recover. So long known as to her to speak to him. Then, realizing
“Sir” Frederiok, he became a lord on the that it was all over, he threw himself
first of the present month, when he was across the bed and sobbed.
elected to the peerage by the Queen.
It was in that posltiun the neighbors
found him half an hour afterwaid when
they learned that Mrs. Rosenberg was
Money at Interest.
deHd.
Friends took him a id led him
Augusta, January 25. —It may be of in- away. His father reasoneu with him
terest to know how much “money at in- and told him that it was no use to cry,
terest” under our existing laws, finds its and that they must not give way in front
of Lena,
who, after all, wus the worst
way onto the valuation books. The tooff of all. The
looked out into space
tal amount returned to the valuation and said “All boy
right,” while his father
oommluion in 1890 was in round
num- left to eomfort the daughter, who seemed
A few miuutos later the bells of
bers $8,500,000.
In 1895 tbreo hundred dazed.
the church a few blooks away rang the
oitles and towns have included money at
noon hour.
To the young boy they were
interest in their valuation, the
total tolling the death of his mother. The
amount being $11,015,382, an inoreaee of people in the house heard him go into
next room from where the body of
about $2,250,000 above the amount re- the
hie mother lay ana search a bureuu draw.
The following cities and
turned in 1890.
Then he entered the
room and kissed
towns
returned sums above $100,000: the lips of the
corpse. A neighbor womPortland, $3,526,960; Bangor, $862,500; an watohlng in the room heard him say:
Skowbegan, 317,375; Brunswick, *225,610; “I will soon be with you, mother.”
He left the room, and in an instant
Augusta, *352,155; Calais, $128,000; Lewiston, $125,000;
Yarmouth,
*104,807; later a shot was heard. Nobody in the
Deering, *104,807; Bath, $1,023,220; New house for an instaut connected the shot
Gloucester, *389,800; Belfast, $226,945; in any way with the boy’s grief, and
Houlton, 1213,046; Farmington, $141,350; thought it was a noise on the outside,
Rookland, $139,000; Watorville, $122,656; until they reached the front room. LyThomaston, $108,000; Saco, $107,396. The ing apon fbc floor, with a revolver in his
amount of bank stock returned in 1895 is
hand, the boy waB found unconscious.
The doctor, who had been sent for to
This does not represent the
$9,070,745.
whole
amount owned in the state, as see if anything more could be done for
large blocks of the stock are held by sav- the mother when she was found to be
ings banks and some by literary institu- dying, arrivod and did what he could
tions and this stock is exempt from mun- for the son. The bullet had entered the
right temple and lodged in the brain.
icipal taxation.
Restoratives brought the boy back
to
consciousness and he said:
“I waut to
At the Falmouth hotel last night were: be with mother, no matter where she
is;i
did you wake me up?”
G. W. Manning, A. J. Jones,
M. A. why
without expressing a regret for
Then,
Jonse, C. O. Marks, H. O. Smith, Bos- his crime, he fell into a
swoon.
ton; M. A. Harris, Calais: F. A. Mcln- | When the ambulance from the Homeotire, Bangor; G. H. Fitzgerald, Island pathic hospital was carrying him to that
institution he again regained consciousPond; J. D. Beaohem, C. H. Bullook, ness and said that
it hadn’t helped matA. J. Brooks, It. C. White, New York; ters any for him to have
attempted suiG. O. Seward, B. A. Harmon, Philadel- cide.
At the hospital last night he was unphia; C. J. Forgs, Detroit; H. E. Carr,
oonscious
When
by turns.
Coroner
New Bedford; F. D. Ellis, Dedham; E. Coomoes called
toHake an ante mortem
E. Record, Glen Falls
statement ho said: “What did you shoot
yourself with?”
“With a revolver. Did you
suppose it
HOOD’S PI ELS ours hirer Ills,
was a knife?” was the answer of the
boy
the blond oozed from the wound in
as
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,
his head
that the surgeons could not>
A pleasant laxative. All Druggist*
Washington,

reau

ion

with

intent

to

kill

Guisseppe

Immediately afof nis friends packed

Ritando, May 12, 1895.

ter the affair some
In a box and forwarded him as
him
Boston. The box was
merchandise to
perforated to allow tbe entranoe of air
was given the man to keep
and food
him in good spirits. At this end there

other friends waiting to reoelve
With its living contents it was
the box.
oartod to a house on PriDoe street, where
the officers finally located the man. Officers from Portland are here and the man
will be taken back immediatetly.

were

Woman

Washington,

Suffragists.

January 25.—Mrs. Anna

Shaw of Philadelphia, m the absenoe of
Susan B. Anthony, presided over today’s
session of the woman suffragists, which
in the
was
devoted to reports of work
field read by Mrs. Catt, of New York.
to
The afternoon session was devoted
a discussion of the methods to be adopted
by the organization to seoure the right to
vote in state and national elections.
House Letter Box

It is

System.

reported

that Postmaster General
Wilson has issued an order to restore
the order No. 125, which establishes the
house letter box system of mail distribution and collection and that thiB system
will be tried in Portland. It is expected
this order will go into effect under Mr.
Swett’s administration.
Joonson, Goff and Kicker Held by Court.
The case of Robert G. Johnson, Wal
lace H. Goff and Arthur L. Ricker, for
having obscene prints In their possession
came up in the municipal court Saturday
morning. The reading of the oomplaints
and examination

waived and the
Probable
prisoners pleaded not guilty
cause was found and Johnson was held
under $1,000 bonds, and Ricker and Goff
under $500 each. D. A. Mealier appeared
were

cuiiuuui

was wrirren auouc me

nrsc

seizure, aud nothing as indicating that
there was any spite in that.
The artiole in suit was inspired ohiefiy
by the trial of Swetfc. The Kxpress was
represented by Mr. Bigelow, who was
assigned to the City Hall reporting. The
latter spoke to witness about the trial
He told him nothing about Plummer’s
stepping up to the Judge’s desk during
Bartlett’s testimony.
Witness didn’t remember about
Bigelow’s
telling him that Judge Gould
spoke out sharply to Bartlett and SHid
“Do you mean to say
that nobody sent

for Johnson and George F.
Libby for
you there?”
Goff and Ricker.
The reports of the trial said
nothing of
Edward H. Carr and James
McKee
that or about Pluuimer’s going
up to
Carr was sen- speak to the
were up for intoxication.
Judge during the testimony
tenced to 30 days in the county jail and sen- of Bartlett.
In Col. Dow’s offioe he
told
witness
tence suspended, Carr promising to take
what Bartlett said to him at his house.
the pledge for one year. McKee was fined
Mr. Noble asked if witness’s knowl$3 and costs.
edge as a reporter was not that it was
the oustom of the officers not to make
Hum Taken From Three Saloons in W'ls- public the names of their detectives.
The question was excluded but Mr.
casset.
Heath admitted
that
that was
the
Jauuary 25.—A raid was custom.
Wisoasset,
three saloons here Inst night,
made on
Co). Dow did not tell
witness that
kept by Wm. B. Taylor. C. E. Gater and Bartlett told him that Plummer told
ho
Bartlett
that
should
falsify upon the
Lewis.
Fred H.
Deputy Sheriff Seth stand.
Patterson,assisted by Officers Alfred Call
Witness knew before writing the arBartlett
had lied
and Warren Pushand, entered the shops ticle that
upon the
stand.
He did not investigate any furthe
oomoooupants
very quitely, taking
ther before writing the artiole.
pletely by surprise and oapturlug a large
“Where an editorial appears, reflecting
“the stuff.” An
amount of
express upon
individuals, shouldn’t the editor
all possible means to ascertain the
wagon was required to haul the liquid take
At a hearing truth?”
of the plaoes.
from two
“An editor should
be satisfied in hia
this afternoon before Jutice C.E. Knight, own mind of the truth.”
“Did you consult Mr. Plummer before
the three men were fined $100 and oost,
that artiole?”
from which
judgment they appealed, writing
“I did not.”
giving bonds for their appearanoe at the
Witness did not seo Mr. Plummer at
April term of court.
any time, nor Judge Gould to find out
just what took place.
New Maine Postmasters.
always had a high regard for
Mr. Plummer?” Question excluded.
Washington, D. C., January 25.—F. H.
Witness did not take measures to ascerWheeler has been appointed postmaster tain whether the artiole was
libellous
at Bowery Beaoh, vioe Mrs. E. M. Marri- before he read it.
Witness did not receive any direct iuner, and Karl Kaiser at Newhall, vioe W.
_that Plummer had directed
F.

Newhall,

Express.

As to oopies of the Express, containing
articles about the “spite” case, thfi artiole iu suit or report of the trial, witness
marked copies
whether
didn’t know
1 lie report of tho Swett
trial by the were sent out or not.
Aav.'rtiser was offered and reud and oblibel
served
“Was
a
criminal
upon you
jected to and admitted like the others,
for writing this article?"
vv itutss had also
read
that aooount beDirest
This
was excluded.
fore
wrung the article in suit. Mr. resumed.question
Coombs offered the report of the
Expiess.
to
came
After
Jan. 1st ’91, facts
Judge Strout excluded it because it was wit: ess’s k
owle’dge which changed bis
defendant’s
paper.
Exceptions mind as to the iffi' ienc.v and laitbfulness
of Plummer as a liquor deputy. Prior
At the time witness wrote the
article, to April 1st, '91, witness wrote an article
he believed the information which
in- entitled the
“County Commissioners’
spired it. He bad
no ill-will against
Before writing that witness
Report.”
Chas. a. Hummer.
had received information
prejudicial t®
“What was the object in writing that the
liquor deputies, as a whole
article.”
The
Commissioners”
arflicle
County
Mr. Noble objected. Mr. Heath conwas again offered and
again exoluded
tended hat the de lease had to siiow good
The defense offeree at tills
time the
faith.
bond of Chas. S. Swett in the sum of
Mr. Noble contended that the
question $500, given Col. Dow, after the first seizwas cumiug
ami.the line of demarkation ure, that, ho would not sell liquor.
was to be made between defamation and
Mr. Nob e did not object to this, blit
oornment, between criticism and accusasaid that it was a personal bond
and
tion.
There was discussion as to the there were no sureties.
right of a paper to oritioize men in pubIt was also admit ed that no suit was
lic and private positions, Mr. Noble ever
brought on the bond. Mr.
Nohio
contending that oniy the truth was in- S lid that the bond was given April IB,
volved.
and yet Swett hai
dmitted that he sold
juuui e^uiuaeu tue
question.
liquor down to May 1st. Mr. Coombs
Mr. H*Hth contended that it was in- denied this.
cumbent ujjou the defense to show that
CLERK OF COURTS STONE.
Mr. Norton wrote that article from a
sense of duty as a journalist
Bonj. C. Stone, clerk of oonrts, took
Air. Oooines asked if in writing that the stand,
with the docket for 1895. He
article witness acted from a sense ot read the entry in regard to the nuisance
duty to make what he believed a fair indictment against Swett and its being
criticism of a public officer
noi prossod. The defense rested its case
”1 did.”
hero.
Witness’ attention was called to an arIn rebuttal the plaintiff called to the
ticle in the Express of April 4tb, ’94, stand
wniuh
he
the County
wrote, entitled
GEORGE F. GOULD
Commissioners’ Repurt, two days before
of the Municipal court in 1894. He
judge
the ilrst seizure at me Durant Douse.
at the trial of
Swett.
The
Mr. Heath said that it was offered
as presided
At tiro time of
showing reamn for spite on the part ot state had no counsel.
Bartlett’s false statements Deputy Sherthe plaintiff against the Express.
iff Pluiumer stepped to the w’ltoegs’a
.Excluded, and exceptions taken.
Mr. Noble objected to the question as desk and spoke in a lew tone, not a
to whether, previous to April ’94, witness
The judge
whisper. He said “Jin
bad c. itieized the liquor deputies
Didn’t you say
Mr. interrupted aud said.
to
me
that you did send the
Cooinbs contended that if it could bo
boy.”
shown that the first search was the re- Plummer replied, “Yes,I ilid. The boj's
sult of spite, this matter should be ad- lying.”
While Bartlett was testifying,
witness said t.o him,“Do you mean to say
mitted. Judge Strout exoluded it.
to the court that Mr. Plummer did not
RECORDER
TURNER.
send you to the Durant house?”
This
At this point Recorder Turner of the was after Plummer told witueess that
Municipal court, took the stand. Ho had Bartlett was lying, Prior to the trial
Plummer toid witifess what evidence ha
with him the docket for ’94.
The object
Witness
of introducing this reoord was to contra- had against the Durant house
dict the plaintiff’s testimony iu regard to hau known Plummer for filteen years.
“Do you know what Mr. Plummer’s
his always bringing a nuisance indictwas
for integrity and veracment when the searoh and stizuro case reputation
o' 1 ctod.
Mr.
Heath
ity?”
Judge
was a weak one.
sirout said that the att ck if the
paper
Air. Noble objected, contending that it
in
I is .fficial capacPlummer
was
upon
was the judgment of the offioer, not tue
and he did not understand it as an atrecord of
the court
tnat determined ity
tack upon him as a citizen.
n hether the case wus a
good one or not.
Mr. Noble argued that the
Judge Strout exoluded the Municipal would maintain that the articleplaintiff
attackcourt records.
ed him os a eirizt n in the matter of subMr. Noble then offered a inunicipal
ornation of perjury.
court reoord for the purpose of impeauh'! he judge ruled that witness might he
ing tbe credibility of Dhas. S
Swett
The record •was in regard to the pajmcnt asked v hat Plummer’s reputation was
as an officer.
of a fine of $100 for a searoh and seizure
Witness said that be didn’t know.
ease at Swett's hotel on Temple street.
Cross examined by
Mr. Coombs, witThis was admitted.
ness’s reoullection was that Plummer told
had
CROSS EXAMINATION OF EDITOR him that he
suit a man to the Durant house to buy liquor and would put
NORTON.
him on the stand. Therefore at the time
witness naa Deen engaged
In journal- Bartlett denied be had been sent
by
ism slnoe ’88. He was reporter till ’93, Plummer, it had oocurred to the witness
that
that
was
false.
possibly
upon the Express only. He was assigned
Witness declared that before the trial
to City Hall work from ’88 till '93. He
Mr. Coombs knew that Plummer
had
was then brought into Intimate connectold the judge that he had seut a man
tion with the courts and officers and
and would have him as a witness.
thei methods. He knew that the liquor
He diidn’t know
whether he
told
sheriffs were In the habit of employing
Cooiulis or Coombs told him. It was in
detectives.
He saw Liquor Deputy the latter’s
office tnat they tallied of it.
Plummer nearly every day and had no
After Bartlett’s perjury witness did not
personal differences with him. While inform the defense
lie
of the tact that
witness was rep rting he regarded Plumauuw
x lie ueieuso was put
Jii
>viiumer as a very
faithful, fearless, efficient ouc witnosss sa'ing anything
alout it.
and impaitial officer.
fie sross-examined Swett while in possesPrior to April 6th ’94, nothing had apsion o£ the fact that Bartlett had not told
peared in the Express editorially, criti- the truth.
Wnen witcizing Plummer by name.
Before the trial, witness’s recollection
ness became editor he had
general over- was that Plummer told him that he had
sight, not entire charge, of what went two witnesses who had
bought beer there
into the paper.
and
witn ss’s
impression was that
Sometime during the middle of April,
Plummer said that he sent one of them.
Col. Dow communioated the information
Witness could not bo sure just how he
to him in his private office. Col. Dew
told Mr. Coombs about the witnesses,
probably did not call witness into his whether he conveyed the fact about
office. He told witness
that he got bis Plummer’s sending a witness or not.
information from Coyle. Witness took
The reason that the witness did
not
memoranda
of the
conversation.
He call the defense’s attention to his knowlwas collecting at that time all
possible edge of tho perjury of Bartlett was tieinformation in
regard to nou-enforce- cause the case Had attracted much attenment of the liquor
law. Previous to tion and he
thought it would be better
then be had written articles criticizing
for the parties involved in the case,
if
the sheriff’s office.
Prior to the second the defense should oomo out and tho case
seizure at the Durant House, no article
be ettled on its merits rather than have
had appeared against Deputy
Sheriff the ease dismissed at once as he ordiPlummer, by name.
narily should do.

|formation

Air.

Heatu withdrew

his

objection

to

the question as to the
honesty and inJudge Gould was
tegrity of plaintiff.
asked about the plaintiff’s general reputation as to honesty and integrity at the
time of the trial. He replied that it was

good.

he
Rev. S. F. Pearson testified that
had known Plummer for seventeen years
his
for
reputation
intimately and thnt
honestv and integrity in '94 was good.
Justin S. Libby, Frank Lovell, overL.
seer of the noor, and Hall
Davis, all
testified that they had known Plummer
for many years and (hat in ’94 his reputation for honesty and
integrity was

good.

Ex-Sheriff Cram testified that he had
talk with Charles S Swett after April
Mr. Heath objected to his telling
ti, ’94.
what it was they sain, contending
that
Swett’s sta ement 1 hat Cram told liini
that the first seizure was aimed against
was brought one on cross-exCol. Dow
amiution. Judge Strout ruled it
out.
Witness
declared
that
Plummer’s
reputation for integrity and honestv was
good April 4th, ’94.
The plaintiff, Charles
A. Plummer,
again took the stand.
He had a let er
from Sheriff Cram stating the date of ms
reinstatement. This was offered in evidence. The date was September 22, ’94.
Witness was present in court while Coile
was examined.
He denied the alleged
conversation
in front of the
stare on
F re street.
The only conversation ha
ever had with Coylo was about a month
ago at his home at Scarboro.
Cross-examined.
Witness drew $2 a day all the
time that ho was duputy sheriff, especially designated to enforce the liquor law.
This concluded tne testimony and the
oourt adjourned
m.
this
a.
till II
morning, when the arguments will be
made.
Hon. H. M. Heath will make the argument for the defense, if his health will
permit it, ha not having beon well during
does
not
health
the trial.
If his
who
has
Coombs,
Mr.
permit,
of
eonduoted the examination
witnesses,
make
the
will
argument.
Hon. Frank L. Noble, who has conexamination of witnesses,
ducted the
will make the urgumeut for the plaintiff.
a
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“Ise in Town

|

Honey.”

§

presslve plea for absolute devotion to th6 bars of tbo hose
company ami belongs to
highest ideals, for a willingness to woik them. The school liouse at hum’s corner
as a
for Goa, and for the
crowning blessing has been used to ward room hitherto.
Ml. Sinai Commandery Guests of Bea* to
It was voted
aeoept the offer and it
society, true knights of God, men who
was ordered that the location of the ward
cou Coiumanderj.
are willing to follow the standard of the
room be changed to the hose house.
cross, to fling down the glove to all evil,
The order creating the office of
superintendent of lire alarm and
telegraph
A Grand Gaud Time—Visit to First Baptist and to say to sin, “You and Christ canwas passed finally, as was also that in
not abide togethar, Christ is
Church—Some Idea of the Order.

A fraternal visit under the auspices
Mount Sinai Cornnrandery, No. 166,

Pancake

jI

j

Flour.

:

|
gof

of
of

.Medford, Mass., accompanied by officers,
Sir Knights and invited supreme and
grand officers was made to Beacon Commandery, No. 98, K. of M. of this city
Tho visitors were
Saturday evening.
entertained at their hall No. 80 Exchange
street.
The visiting Sir Knights left Boston by
special train Saturday afternoon at 2.30

A combination of the great staffs *
life WHEAT, CORN and RICE.S o’clock and reaohed Portland at 6.30.
5 A grocer who offers voti any other j They were met at Union station by the
Red when you V
jjj colored package than Aunt
reception oommittee and taken by elecGenuine
Jemima isw
jjj ask forto the
if he deceives g tric cars to the Preble house, whore they
and
deceive
you,
jjjS tryingin this matter
he may in your ac- a wore quartered
their
during
you
stay
g runts. Remember the Red package, j in the oity.
counterfeits.
Beware of
8
$
HERE’S OUR

GUARANTEE.

package of Genuine Aunt Jemima’s SelfPancake Flour, and if you do not find it
m^kes the beet cakes you ever ate, return the
empty box to vour grocer, leave your name, and
tbe grocer will refund the money and charge
it to as.
Scientifically Prepared and
Manufactured only by
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IB. T. DAVIS

MILLCQ., Si. Joseph,

MoJ
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:[wha?sBestj
for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things ? What’s
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used ? W’hat’s best
for digestion
for health ?
Thousands of women answer:
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Gloucester

Schooners

Gone

With

Twenty-Four Mariners,

Gloucester,Mass., January 25.—Schoon
er
Falcon, owned by Ernest Won stun,
which sailed

from this port November
23, on a oodflsbing trip to the Georges
has never been heard from and her owners today
give her up for lost. She carried a orew of ten men, as follows: Andrew NelHon, Sweden, master and partwife and four children in this city;
a native of Newfoundland, wife and five children here;
Jebez Smith, Port Medford, N S., wifo
and two children at this plaoe; William
ner,

Frank Redmond, cook,

Brown, Henry Thomas,

Cornelius Hatt,
Patrick Ryan, Thomas Murphy, natives
of the British provinces and unmarried;
Nelson Jacobson and Martin Matteson,
The vessel was
Sweden, unmarried.

of 73 tons and built in 1873 and insured
in the China Mutual for 32000.
The soboonor John W. Bray, 79 tons,
owned by John F. Won6ton & Co., was
commanded by Alexander McLeod, which
sailed from here on a cod fishing trip to
the Georges on November 17, has never
been heard
from since and while the
owners
will not give the names of the
fourteen members of the orew for publication, they believe the vessel will never
return.
The schooner Masoonomo from Grand
Banks reports that at 9 a. m. today she
spoke tbe barge Henry Clav, 18 miles
southeast by south from Halfway rook.
There were three men on board
who reported that while in tow last night durthe
violent
the
ing
(storm
barge broke
adrift
and sepsrated from tbe steamer
and had not seen her.
The barge was
drifting with the wind and sea. Tbe
men on board asked for no assistance.
Folger’s Testimony.

Washington, January 25.—The Senate
committee on naval affairs, now engaged
in investigating tbe alleged irregularities
in the navy department relative to over
charges for armor plate, the patents issued thereon, etc., held a secret session
this morning. Commander B'olger testified, but at the suggestion of the committee his testimony will not be given
out until iator on.
Among the documents submitted was a statement from
the Secretary of the Navy supplemental
to bis testimony of last week aud
a
reoord of the testimony given by Commander William M.
Folger, taken by
denositlon November 1. 1894 in the suit
of James R. Davies vs. the Harvey Steel
company, in the Supremo court of the state
New York. It is said that the records in
this case, ail of which was laid
before
the committee today, shows that tho
Harry Steel company took action od Janto employ Commander
uary 10, 1893,
Folger, that he served as consulting engineer from January 1, 1893, at 85,000 a
year and that 200 shares of stock of the
Bar value of $100 were transferred from
Harvey to Folger. The secretary of the
company swore, so tire record shows, that
this stock was worth about par.
Sami-Annual Dividends.
The following dividends on Maine securities will be payable in Boston next
month:

Bos.& Mo. Imp. 4s
Bost.& Me.Imp. 4s,
Bost.& Me. 4s, 1942
Augusta 4s
Belfast, tis, 1898, R
Belfast 4s, 1923
Calais 4s. 1900
Maine Town bonds
Knox & Lincoln 2d 5s,

Dividends.
2
2
2
3
3
2
3
—

I®,
2'i
Penobscot Shore Line 4s 2
Portland & Rumford Falls
Mort. 5s
2^

Amount.

$48,380
20,000
50,000
4,000
14,981
2,263
180

20,000
8,125
26,000
10,825

Kumford rails Power 5s 2'A
5,000
Sko hegan Water Co. 5s 2k
1,950
Peppered M’fg Co.
7
84,000
The Maine town bonds lnolude
Bath,

Damarisoolta,
Newcastle,
N'obleboro,
Hookland,
Thomaston and Waldoboro
bonds, issued in aid of the Knox & Lincoln Railroad company.
There is good reason for the
of
&

popularity
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy. Davis
Buzard, of West Monterey, Clarion

Co., Pa., say: “It has cured people that
our physioians could do nothing for.
We
persuaded them to try a bottle of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, and they now
recommend it with the rest of us. ’’
25
and 59 osnt bottles for sale by
Landers
& Babbidge, Druggists
Portland, and

C, B. Woodman, Westbrook.

Bay State, leaving

a

lasting impression from the city olerk,

with their fellow companions whom they
The following are the
have visited.
names of the visiting Sir Knights:

Sinai Commandery in a
an
manner, after which
exemplification of the various degrees
was made, ail of whloh will
materially
aid Beaoon Commandery in their future
work snd ceremony. At the olose of the
convocation a line spread was prepared
the banquet hall by Caterer Robinson
co which ample justice was done, after
wbioh remarks were in order as follows:

in

Mass.
Grand Prelate—W. H. R tnkin, Boston
Commandery, Boston, Mass.
Grand Standard Bearer—J. N. Shattuck, Cross and Crown Commandery,
Boston, Mass.

MOUNT SINAI COMMANDERY, NO.
166, OF MEDFORD, MASS.

which he supposed
for the sewer from Pearl street up to
Grant street on his lot.
He thought it
altogether too much, and couldn't see
tbo reason for it. He found that he was
taxed betwoen three and four times as
much as the other lots there. His bill is
for 4,000 feet of land. Other lots containing 7,000 feet are taxed but $55.
Alderman Berry asked if Mr. Foss expected to get that sewer as uheap as the
others when he petitioned for it.
Mr.
Foss said that he didn’t know as he did,
but when
lie petitioned he
expeoted
they’d carry the sewer up Perkins street.
to
the
assessment
According
now, the
abutters above him had to pay for going
by his land. He considered that they
should have added the oost of that pieoe
of sewer to the whole oost of the Pearl
street sower, and then tax him his
prowas

STANDARD

CLOTH0O CO.

-o-i

In order to entirely close out

our

fine

surplus stock

of

Overcoats, Ulsters and Reefers
This season, we offer at

Marked

on

80 MEN’S

portionate part.

Plain Facts

each ticket the following:

OVERCOATS.

Grand Generalissimo—George S. DelaAlderman Davis said that the sewer
was put up there solely for Mr. Foss, but
no, past commander.
Grand Senior Warden—W. I.
Peak, the latter said that the other 12 who
signed the petition did so because they
Toastmaster—Captain General W. M. past commander.
Sir Knight
Commander—George F. wanted the sewer to go up Perkins street.
.Vlaoomber.
Merrill.
No action was taken on Mr. Foss’s reResponse for Grand Commandery of
monstrance.
Generalissimo—W. W. Savage.
Massachusetts—Grand Generalissimo Geo.
William W. Morrill of East Deering and
L. Delano.
Captain General—W. M. Macomber.
Samuel A. Packrad of
Oakdale were
Prelate—A. P. Joioe.
Response for Supreme Commandery—
27
drawn
to be special traverse jurors at the
Recorder—A. H. Tuinter.
Right Eminent Sunreme Reoorder brank
the
of
term
Assistant Recorder—A. Crowell.
January
Superior court.
Gray, of Philadelphia.
The mouthly bills were approved.
Treasurer—H. K. Richardson.
Response for Mount Sinai CommandSenior Warden—N. H. Arobabald.
Also 57 men’s and yonng men’s winter
er}-—Sir Knight Commander George E.
sack
THECIVIC LEAGUE.
Junior Warden—H. A. Smith.
Merrill.
and
frock SUITS at the same HALF PRICES.
Standard Bearer—George H. Archibald.
Response for Boston Commandery—
Sword Bearer—A. P. Sorannage.
P. S.—When it is understood that these
Grand Prelate Win. H. Rankin.
Second Address in tlie Series by Rev. Mr,
are
Warden—T. J. Byrant.
ComResponse for Cross and Crown
the
and best of our entire stock
?
Cate,
Sentinel—A. H. Nelson.
mandery—Past Commander John N.
lower
ones
First Guard—J. E. Jones.
been
it will dawn upon
Shattuck.
Seooud Guard—T. D. Kyle.
The second address in the series given
Response for Beaoon Commandery—
you that HERE are some RARE
Sir Knights—Ralph Higeins,
R. under the
C.
Sir
Knight Commander Augustus B.
auspices of the Civio League
Sale
Brown.
Worth, H. W. Magee, J. R. Ramsdell, was the one delivered
by Rev. Mr. Cate
Response for Bay state Commandery 0. E. Kyle, J. W. Webber, M. S. Culver, G. A. H Brd, H. B.
—Grand Reoorder Geo. S. Jones.
Porter, E. L. at the First FreeBaptist ohuroh yesterday
T.
H. afternoon.
Response for Red Cross Commandery— Johnson, P. C. Richardson,
Fietoher, C. F. David, H. Hamlin.
Captaiu Geneial Wm. F. Batchelder.
The exercises began with the singing
Response for Palestine Commandery— CROSS AND CROWN COMMANDERY, of
the hymn “Something for Jesus,”
Sir Knight A. H. Silloy.
NO. 167, BOSTON.
followed by the reading of the XXIII.
Response for the State or Maine—Deputy Supreme Commander diaries F. Carr
Past Commander—Duncan C. McDon- Psalm by Mr. Cate. Rev.
-oMr. Haok of
of
by other Sir ald.
Portland, followed
the Second Parish offered prayer and the
Sir Knights—Wm. C. Byam, C.
Knights.
Saunthen sang “Onward ChrisTrue Knighthood Defended.
ders, C. ol Stone, T. J. King, J. Al- congregation
J. H. Clark, C. J. Davis, IV. tian Soldiers.
phonse,
the
of
members
the
Yesterday morning
J. Loheeil.
G.
H.
D.
Peters, ,T.
Mr. Cate then said that as there were
order of Knights of Malta of this city aid Corkam, D. L. Oulton, E. IV. Towna number of clergy yet to deliver sermons
escort duty to the supreme and
grand tend, Rotiort Hamilton, J. E. Smith, under the
auspices of the League he had
G. F. Better, W. Mosher, George
F.
officers of the order, the Sir Knights of
Currier, D. J. Gleason, G. F. Lovell, D. deoided to confine himself to its princiof
Sinai
Mount
Medford, McDonald.
Commandery,
ples, and let the others deal with the deMass., and other visiting Sir Knights. BED CROSS
COMMANDERY, NO. tails. Our friends, he said, had asked us
The march through the streets from the
what we hoped to effect by our organi166, OF CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
ball of Beaoon Commandery to the First
zation. They say this is but the usua
Sir Knights—A. P.
C.
II.
Hanscom,
was
ohurch
witnessed
Baptist
by many
Hanscom, O. E. Holman, Edward A. spasm of virtue that precedes an elec
who oould but admire the military bearPercival, David J. Hanna, B. L. Mc- tion. But the election is not the end th
ing of the member's of the knightly order. Clair, W. F. Batchelder.
League has in view, or is it the ultiinatn
At the ohurch the frost centre was reBOSTON
COMMANDERY, NO. 167, ohjactjof tho efforts of the League. We hope
served forgthe Sir Knights, who paoked
OF BOSTON.
we have come to stay.
Of course, we
the reserved space closely. There was a
Sir Knights—\Y. E. Hall, Geo. IV. hopo to influence political action but
large audience present. The pastor, Hev. Hill, W. V. Jonah, J. T. White, C. H.
not by political methods.
We think we
W. S. Ayers, oonducted the service and Rider, E. M. Carle, G. A. Griffith, IV.
have too much politics already. We would
took for the subjeot of his sermon, “True Phillips, H. F. Mitchell, F. H. Snow,
not lauuoh another party.
We propose
W. E. Butterworth.
Knighthood.”
au educational campaign in regard
to An
The greatness of a man does not con- PALESTINE COMMANDERY, NO. 176,
law".
Wo have
all
been
taunted
OF FITCHBURG, MASS.
sist so much in opportunity as in servioe.
or
:
:
:
:
:
:
with our lack of knowledge in city matSir Knight—A. H. Silloy.
Every man knows that he has received a
It is a shame that we have known
ters.
The
local
oommitee
of
call to something higher and better than
having charge
moro of buried Troy than of our
own
he finds in his business or
Augustus B. .Brown,
professional affairs were:
town.
The League is influenced by
life. Some men live as if they thought Charles F. Carr, Howard Winslow, E.
Christian patriotism and our object
is
thoy wero created only to do business, E. Benson, E. M. Tasker.
True patriotism is a
The
Illustrious Order righteousnenss.
Ancient and
while the true man, the true knight of
its authority purpose, not a sentiment alone. The exGod knows that it is his highest duty to Knights of Malta derives
from tho Imperial Commandery, whose cuse for our being is the spirit of lawlessdo the will of God.
ness that prevails calling for
loyalty to
The service may be rendered on a sick headquarters are located in Scotland and
law on the part of good oitizens.
If we
bed, or it may be by wandering from ie a direct doscenrlant f rom the grand
do not like a law there is a legal way to
land to land, and irom port to port. You old Protestant Knights who made Sootland the first
Protestant
oountry and deal with it and that is through tho leg1 Gloria Umbrella §1.60, former price 16.00.
to belong to an order of knight, profess
who were under the leadership of John islature, or, if the
3 Gloria Umbrellas, 1.5ft, former prioe 5.87.
fails to relegislature
and
the
true
is
one
who
is
hood,
knight
3 Gloria Umbrellas, 60, former prioe 1.12
Knox in 1557.
we do not wish to go to that
it,
or,
peal
to
do
the
will of his Master, and
1 Colored Umbrella, 50, former price 1.75.
ready
The growth of the order on this conti- tribunal, we can fold our tents and
get
1 Tapestry Stand Cover 35, former price 1.35.
the question for every man to answer is
nent has been rapid.
It is now located out.
A number of statistics was read
1 Embroidered Table Cover 75, former price 3.35.
“Who is my master.” The world too of4 Plaid Chenille Table Covers, 1.00, former prioe 2.36.
in fifteen states, Canada and the District from the Chicago
Tribune, to show the
ten takes up all the time a man has, and
Lot Black Brocade Velvets, 39. former prioe 3.00 and 4.00.
of Columbia.
crime in the five years between
of
growth
world
is
then the
his master. In effect
Lot Black Brocade Hernnni, 75, former price 6.0C.
The supreme Grand Commandery has 1890 and 1895,
1 Gossamer Cape, 1.00, former prico 6.00.
necessitating the toning
the Sultan has said, “If I choose to kill
its headquarters established in Philadel1 Gossamer Cape, 1.00, former prioe 4.00.
up of public sentiment all over the couna portion of my subjects that is
no con1 Black Ckudda Shawl, white siik border. 4.00, former prioe 11.Oft
phia. Five grand commanderies are con- try.
cern of the people of other
1 Blaok Basket Weave Shawl, 50, former prioe 2.00
nations, for
the affairs of as
states.
ducting
many
said
The
there
weie
speaker
institu2
Light Plaid Shawls, 2.50, former prioe 6.00.
my people are my personal property.”
There are 150 aotive commanderies in this tions in Portland
1 Light Plaid Shawl, 1.60, former prioe 5.00.
today as autoeratio as
We are to oonsider ourselves as belongLot Lace Pillow Shams, 18 per pair, former price 60.
oountry, with a total membership of any in the world.
They ilefy the law
1 Pn Gr«v Clnnkimr Plush. 6.09. former nrice 14.00.
ing to Christ. It is a sad thing when a
and are stronger apparently
than the
man
has gone on resisting this c^U to 13,000.
2 1-8 yd. Black Cloaking, 6.00 for po., former price 13.00
1 7-8 yd Blaok Cloaking, 3.25 for pc., former price 11.25.
political and military power combined.
do higher things, until the greater part
1 1-8 yd. Blaok Cloaking, 1.75, for po., former prioe 4.75.
1£ people are to be lax In regard to the
of his life is over, andwhen he has only
1 1-2 yd. Black Cloaking. 2.75 for pc., former price 8.00.
saloons how do they expect that the laws
a few years or months, or
2
yd. Blaok Cloaking, 6.00 for pc., former price 12.00.
perhaps days
of
the
Meeting
are
City Council Saturday.
in regard to the rights of property
2 pos 3 yards each Diagonal Cloakings, 5.00 for pc., former prioe 11.25.
in which to be a knight of God.
It is
5.50 for po., former price 13.00.
1 po. 3 1-2 yds. each Diagonal Cloakings,
the
Saturday evening
in offoot pledging a life to God when
Hearing oity to be entorced. The speaker then dwelt
1 pc. 3 1-8 yds. eaoh Diagonal Cloakings, 5.00 for po., former price 13.00.
government held its adjourned regular upon tho saloon element in Portland,
there is no life to pledge.
1 pc. l 5-8 yds. each Brown Diagonal Cloakings, 3.00 for po., former prioe 6.87.
After all the great test is this, “Are we montblyjmeeting.
30 Remnants 12 1-2 ot. Printed Percales for 6 cts.
Absent, Aldermen which every ono knows, who knows any12 Remnants 12 l-2ot Printed Duok for 6.
and
Cobb
thing, is here in force, and deprecated
to
our
Libby.
interests
to
ready
yield
God’s in20 Remnants 10 ot. Printed Flannolette tor 5.
terests?” A man may believe himself to
Mayor Mitohell read his second veto. It tho ory thHt ono mustn’t say anything
40 Remnants 13 1-2 ct. Printed Goods all kinds, for 6.
if
because
lie
it
does
about
it
will
was
a
of
veto
the
order
give
be a true knight of God, and then may
passed at the last
18 yd. Remnants 87 1-2 Curtain Scrim for 30.
had
name.
a
Would
a
not such
Lot 12 1-2 ot. Cold Illuminated Crepe Weave for 6.
suddenly find himself face to face with meeting, whereby $50 of the sewer assess- the city
Lot 12 1-3 ct. Printed Flannel for 6.
ment of F. E. C.
Bobbins was abated concession pub as much heart into our
some deal of a business nature that
may
Lot 75 ct. Damask Bureau Scarfing for 25.
be greatly to his advantage, while not in and held as an asset of the oity until enemies the saloon keepers as it would
Lot 25 ot. Cold and White Jersey Underwear for 18.
of
us.
We
out
take
it
abcannot
such
time
as
the
is built upon,
land
expeot
accord with the things of righteousness.
Lot 10 ot. Hand Corded Hatting for 6.
solute enforcement of the law, it is true,
Lot Children’s Blaok Cashmere Hose, cost from 37 to 60, for 20i
Shall
he go on, or shall he stop, is the when the $50 is to be piad.
Lot Children’s Cold Cashmere Hose, cost from 25 to 50, for 12 1-2.
for nothing is^absolute except to God. We
The veto was as follows:
question that confronts him, and the reLot Gent’s Cold Cashmere Hose, oost from 19 to 60, for 20i
“The action of the board in the matter can enforce the rum law as absolutely ob
sult will show whether he is or is not a
Lot Ladies’ Cold Cashmere Gloves, cost from 26 to 60, for 15.
laws.
other
do
wo
of the aewor assessments on the property
Lot Ladies’ Cold Jersey Vests, cost from 50 to 75, for 36.
true and knightly soul.
Lot
Gate
that
be
Ladies’ Camel’s Hair Pants and Vests, oost from 1.25 to 1.50, for 75.
Mr.
there should
argued
The order of Knights of St. John ol of F. E. C. [[Bobbins on Bryant street
43 Remnants Colored Dress Goods, all kinds, from 1-3 to 3-4 less than former
no partisanship in municipal poliitos and
has
not
invariable
The
my
from
approval.
whioh the
Jerusalem,
order of
would be well goverued. prices.
25 Dress Patterns of Colored Novelty Dross Goods, the choicest of this season’s
Knights of Malta olaim desoent, was or- praotioe of this government has been to then the city
of both parties
tho
Then
would importation, 1-3 off to close.
good
ganized to defend the tomb of Christ, the assess and collect on all property that is
44 Good Unbleached Cotton, 5.
and
there
no
would be
of come together
use
modern knight defends a living Christ. of sufficient elevation to make
5- 4 Good Unbleaohed Cotton, 8 1-2.
to hagglo with the laws.
the sewer. This I beliove to he in accord- temptation
The Christian manhood of the
8- 4 Good Unbleached Cotton, 12.
oountry
ance with the provision of the oity char- He said he felt tempted at times to wish
10-4 Good Unbleaohed Cotton, 16.
if banded together would form an
army
to
the
for
4-4 Centennial Cotton, 5 1-2.
out
all
sinks
power
the
written
sweep
ter and also agreeing with the
for righteousness not to be resistted.
40 inch Centennial Cotton. 6 1-2.
expression of the oity solicitor now on of iniquity in town, but it was doubtful
The true knight counted it as his
4-4 Good Bleached Cotton, 5.
highif that would be
well since it would he
9- 4 Good Bleached Cotton. 15.
est honor that he was permitted to defend file in the office of the oity clerk.
tho officials from the work that
releasing
4-4 Pride of the West Cotton, 11.
a
“It
has
in
oases
been
hardship,
many
his banner, and shall the modern
knight which
Lonsdale Cambric Cotton, 9.
with great reluctance been is imposed on them. The officials should
has,
bo ashamed of the banner of God?
Good
4-4 12 1-2 cts. Drab Curtain Holland, 6.
do the work but be encouraged by the
be light.
enforced
to
because
thought
true
men
are
Lot
10 ots Outing Flannels, 6.
in
knightly
men,
the ma“This property is in a condition to be citizens. It is an injustioe to so hamper
Those are all good goods in good order and the only reason for making sneh
jority, but they are not united as the evil
there is nc the laws that officials are deprived of the ridiculous low prioes is they are odd pieces that we want to sell before putting in
elements are united, and much of their benefleted by the sower and
new goods.
differ- powers of sight and smell.
It may be
We need a union of sufficient reason why it should be
influence ia last.
said that public opiuion does not desire
treated.
ently
in
order
that
men
good government
good
the enforcement of the law in the oity
“My idea is, and as long as I am in
bo assured.
There is
position to enforce it, I shall insist, that but that it d nes in the state.
Christ taught the necessity of
devowith strict impartiality, everyone shall no publio opiuiou for officials
except
tion. A man who is ansorbed in the dobo used alike.
The precedent that will what is voiced by the oracle at Augusta.
ing of his work is a man wno is absolie a The civic league desires to make it easier
be established by this action will
!
lutely eafa The preaoher made an im;jan35rt*t
serious matter to this city in the years to enforce and harder to defy the laws.
sancThe
is
withhold
to come.
therefore
iny
that
the
I
the law break- law and who will give
most atiiii-~
great difficulty
it.
The condition now is deplorable,
ers combine as a unit, and are strong, geut assurances that they will
tion to the order.
carry it but the skies are
looking brighter. Pawhile the law
obiders look askance at out. At present between the saloon and
for consti“W. W. MITCHELL, Mayor.”
Beecham’s
triotism is ocming to the front.
Our
No action was taken looking toward each other and do not therefore put forth tho politicians on the one hand, and the children
sing patriotic songs and the
io*
the passing the order over the veto.
their strength. It is the aim of the civic ministers and temperance men
on the
waves over the eoliool
country’s flag
A oommunioation was received tender- league to combine all In favor of law and other the ‘bed of an official cannot be
book at
and ing the use of Hose house No. 5 as a order, to have them at the oauouses, to one of roses. Now we want to make a houses. The latent feeling among our
people is for good. We will awaken it.
ward room for Ward One, provided that let the aspirants for publio office know good official fee1 that his position is seThe congregation sang “My Country
go
used. what we are, and
the floor be washed when it is
to
that we propose
cure.
It is not impossible to realize our ’Tis of Thee,” and the benediction was
Annual za'es mor«* than 6,000,000 bozes*
| This hose house was built by the mem- vote only for those pledged to enforoe the idea. Other towns and oiti$s have done pronounced.

34
25
35
105

About

MEN’S ULSTERS.
MEN’S REEFERS.
BOY’S OVERCOATS.
BOY’S ULSTERS.
BOY’S REEFERS.

Clothing-

year, in February and August we clean up our stock of goods.
It is our honest belief that this makes our stock cleaner and more seasonable than that of any other clothing store in Portland. February is about
here and beginning Saturday, January 25, wo propose to have a

Every

weight

goods

higher priced
having
priced

BARGAINS,

SATURDAY, JAN. 25.

Honest

Sale

of

Honest Goods

Deception

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,
Jan.

Clearing up Sale.

(the

sold)

begins today

THE SEA’S VICTIMS.
Two

of Mount
efficient

very

MISCELLANEOUS.

3

SUPREME AND GRAND OFFICERS.
Supreme Recorder—Frank Gray, OriAt 7.4o the line of march was formed
ental Commandery, Philadelphia, Pa.
S. Jone.s, Bay
and proceeded to Beaoon Commandery’s
Grand Recorder—G.
Maes.
and State Commandery, Worcester,
hall, where the work of tho Malta
A. Scott,
Warden—G.
Grand Junior
Black degrees were conferred by tho offiWorcester,
Bny Stnto Commandery,
ers

MISCEIXA1TEOUB.

ammammmmmmmmmmmmm B'nmnm—im lim iiBi iSiiTiiiTi miiT a

to come inmy life, aud you must go out.”
The rest of the day was passed in visiting plaoes of interest about the olty and

relation to new streets.
It whs ordered that in
the damage
caused by the raising
of that
part of
Ocean street between the residences of
M. T. Doten end J. T. Woodbury, tiiere
sooial conversc.and at 6 p. m. the visi- ho allowed to t ie heirs of Amos
Knight,
tors took the train for Boston.
$500; and to C. N. Pierce, $50.
that
It was ordeied
the sewer assessW. P. Peak, past commander of Mount
lot at
Sinai Commandery, the ohairman of the ment against the primary school
the corner of South and Nevene streets,
committee for the visitors, must be given of $43.01, be paid.
credit for his efforts in bringing about
MR. FOSS OBJECTS.
this pleasant pilgrimage of Massachusetts
Mr. Charles S. Foss was present to
Sir Knights, whioh has done much to speak about his sewer assessment.
He
bind the fraternal links between the old said that lie hud received a bill for $100

'--JLILZ"_L

MISCELLANEOUS.

KNIGHTS OF MALTA.

and

!:

THURSDAY,

I

3

Ulster Prices.
During this sale, the prices

i

I

j

Without |

Humbug.

WEDNESDAY

In this sale will be included about $1000 worth of Ulsters. The season’s sales in these garments have been smaller than UBual, and so there
is choice picking here for those who wand first-rate Ulsters at seoond-rata
prices. There are a good many Overcoats going into this sale too. Nearly
all of them are plain black Kerseys—always standard. You can buy them
The above Ulsters and Overcoats are ewery
now for the next five years.
But we have about a dozen Overcoats that are
one this season’s goods.
two or three seasons old. small sizes, that we want to sell.
Prices
on this “dozen back numbers” are from $3,00 to $5.00,

on

Ulsters will be

as

follows:

Very heavy, rough Ulsters reduced from $25 to
$15.00
Chinchilla Ulsters, reduced from $22.50 to
15.00
Chinchilla Ulsters, reduced from $20 to
lo!67
Frieze
reduced
from
$15
and
to
heavy
Ulsters,
$16.50
Very
10.00
Odd lot of Ulsters, reduced from $10 and 20 to
6.00 and 10.00
On Overcoats just 33 1-3 cents have been chopped off each dollar.
Bare figures like these can’t tell the story of "little prices like a
personal visit to the store will tell it.
Better come in before the “picking over” begins. Those who arrive late
won’t get the best bargains.
We shall include in this sale a few suits of heavy goods at one-third
off of regular price, and a few Suits of worsted goods at similar reductions.

We have also made a decided cut on heavy Underwear, but not on the
whole stock. And on some colored Shirts and Hosiery prices have b een

squeezed very hard.
If you buy anything her* and it doesn’t turn out to be in every way
as good as we say it is, come back and get your monoy.
We don’t want
it if we don’t give satisfaction.

If
8
g

Ej
jS

S§
jgj

97, 98, 99 and 30.

A. F. HILL &

CO.,

SOI CONGRESS STREET.

jan 24dlw

_

DEERING.

J. M. DYER &

BARGAINS
IN

—

MEN’S

|

—

AND

BOYS’

CLOTHING
|

|

AND

[LADIES’

CLOAKS.

Special bargain sale in broken lots of
Winter Goods now going on in the different departments in our store.
Many of these Odds and Broken Lota
will be sold for half price.
If you can find your size you can
•ecure a

paying trade.

HASKEUljONES,
Tailors. Clothiers,

Furnishers,

%

AMD LADIES’ CLOAK MAKERS,
3anl3

monument Square.

eodtl

CO.

__

pation

pills
25*.

and

your

by it.

Get

druggist’s

CITY OF PORTLAND.
MANTELS
WOOD
TILING.
and
Largest and finest stock.
est Prices.

w.
octb

a.

NOTICE 1s here
by given that the Police
Examining Board will hold its quarterly
Low- meeting
on
TUESDAY,
Jaunary 28, 1S06, at
8o clock in the
evening, at room 8, City
Building.
Per order.

Tlle n,
dtf

Foot of Preble atreet,

NOTICE.

I

GEORGE TRKFETHEN,
Secretary.
1 21 dtd

Portland, Jan. 21, ljoe.

PORTIAS!) DAILY PiluSS

Every

Dew declaration will be construed control the hell-fire of fanaticism which
the other side of the water as a new be has kindled In Armeula, and the apTurkish
defiance or a new threat whioh will ren- pearance of our war fleet in a
harbor might provoke instantly a massader
it more difficult for the people of cre of our
citizens in the remote interior
Great Britain to admit, as they are now highlands.
There
is
one way, and one way orly,
apparently inolined to do, our right, to
interfere in the boundary dispute in In which we can signally promote the
rescue of our fellow Christians in ArmeVenezuela. What the United
States nia and acquire the best possible guaranwants is a practical admission on the tees lor the safety of our oitizens in TurIt was by Senator Frye that the
part of Great, Britain that our position key.
straightforward and effective oourse was
on this
continent entitles us to control
“I do not
out

MISCELLANEOUS.

MI8CE11ANEOBS.

FINANCIAL.

FIN AN Cl AX.

GOVERNMENT
BONDS.

JANUARY INVESTMENTS.

amusemjsnts.

on

—AND—
MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.

Daily tin advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at tli
ate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
cents a quarter; 25 cents lor trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

months; $1.50

Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
first
Three inserweek, 75 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
ates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-tlurd additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpanel type and
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
line each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
2f> cents per lino each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advernot paidl lin advance, twill be
isements

barged

at

regular

to a
certain extent the destiny of the
South
American
republics. If we can
that without war we have won a
get
Indeed if we get that
great triumph.

shall have secured a praotioal recognition of the Monroe dootrine from one
of the great powers of Europe. We shall
we

have gone a Ion g way toward incorporating the dootrine in the laws of nations.
We are in a fair way to accomplish this,
more or less indirectly, perhaps, but effectively nevertheless, if we will only be
patient. Everything is working in our

present time.
European
complications are springing up that are
tending to increase England’s desire to
favor

be

the

at

on

of

terms

country and

to

friendship

concede

with

this

good deal to
accomplish that deBire. Pubilo sentiment in Great Britain is daily becoming
a

favorable to an acknowledgment
of the reasonableness of our position.
The wise thing for us to do is to allow
these forces to work freely, and avoid
hampering them by resolutions and
more

to

speeches tending

and stimuIf Great Britain were
arouse

late British pride.
trying to get an acknowledgment from
of some claim she had set up, we
us

rates.

should regard
it as pretty poor polioy
Press—$1.00 per square on her part to intimate
through the
insertion, and fifty cents per square for
medium of resolutions in the House of

In Maine State
for first

subsequent insertion.
all communications relating to sub
ncriptlons and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
New York Office;
No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
Byron Andrews, Manager.
each

Address

THE

Lords that

sought
greater

JANUARY

was

acknowledgment

only

she

stepping stone to
especially if the dis-

a

demands;

oussion of those resolutions was filled
with attaoks upon us. We
oertainly
shouldn't think that [a good way to get
our acknowledgment of her claim.

PRESS.

MONDAY,

the

CURRENT COMMENT.

27.

A MAN

WHO

NEED NOT BE SE-

CRETED.
rumored that the Sutlan will a! -!
(Lewiston Journal.)
low Miss Barton and her associates to
“As it looks now, tlie Speakership, inArmenia as individuals, but will
eater
stead nf being a stumbling block in Mr.
adhere to his determination to exclude Heed's way, will prove a lover that will
the Red Cross Society. This is the Sul- advance his prospects for the presidency
very materially,’’ remarks a mugwump
tan’s method of backing down.
A large man filling a large
exchange.
place, creates new reasons for a higher
The story of a
allianoe between call to further responsibility. The highRussia and Turkey is reaffirmed by the er the service required,the more ii genius
in request. Anybody can fool with Fate,
London Speaker with great positiveness.
like Buchanan, but not everybody can
The story seems to command Le ief on put bits iu the mouth of Fate and takes
the contiuout. If it is true, England has the reins like Lincoln. The gentleman
who thought
it unfortunate that Mr.
been badly outwitted.
Reed could not be secreted from public
view till
after next November, evidentThe Rev. Mr. Cate, in his address at ly did not understand the man. Everythe Free Baptist church yesterday, said body living in this year of our Lord
should kuow that it is puerile to try to
the Civio League proposed
an educahide him who cannot be liid. For cannot
tional campaign. That is the only kind is ought-not.
Moral courage, political
social intelligence,
of campaign that will secure the perma- and
experience in
nent supervision of the liquor traffic. affairs and a large brain do not need to
be
against themselves,
There may be spurts of enforcement, muchquarantined
loss against political
bacteria.
but until the great mass of the commu- There is no man safer to be abroad at
nity are educated to regard liquor selling this juncture than the eminent Man
fro o Maine
who seems to have much
as
a
moral offense as well as a statute
the same moral and intellectual right of
offense there will never be any permaway to the White House in the winter of
nent
of
the
trade. 1895 that Abraham Lincoln had in the
supervision
Fear of
disgraae or loss of stand- winter of 1860. The Democratic conditions that
the country before the
ing among their fellows keeps men from war wereperplexed
due to reactionary influences
crime quite as much ns fear of statute in politics arresting free labor and social
The first Democratic respenalties. But in tho business of liquor development.
toration to full power in the government
Belling that fear exists only to a small after a
third of a century, has left us In
extent, if at all. Bishop Healy testified financial and econoinio
perplexities as
before the Canadian commission that his menacing to
industry and to social
as
those
of
1860
were to labor
did
not
look
people
upon it as a disgrace equality
and to political justice. No! brethren
to be sent to jail for soiling liquor.
They of the mugwump world, Mr. Heed as
regarded it simply as persecution. Fear of Speaker is no mistake either in the first
disgrace is not present in their case as or second instances. It seems to us there
an intellectual
precedent for bestowa restraining influence.
And if we take is
the Presidency upon a lender who can
tho druggists and hotel keepers, who ing
lend with tne use of the head of publicisell occasionally,
fear of disgrace does ty and without the use of the heel of senot operate upon them, for the reason crecy.
that as long as their liquor selling is
Senator Frye Hits the Nail on the Head!
only a small part of their business, very
There is reason to fear that the House
little, if any, personal disgrace is involved in it. There are plenty of men in of Representatives may cjncur without
this town
known to sell more or less amendment in the resolutions regarding :
liquor who have not lost caste socially the Christian victims of Tuurkish savto any appreciable extent or had their agery in Armenia, which were passed on
We express this
Standing among their business associates Friday in the Senate.
effected. An educational campaign that opinion with regret, but for some reason
Shall succeed in convinoing the great best known to its leaders, the House of
Inass of the people that liquor selling Republican, has shown itself during the
in all its forms is disgracefulas well as last eventful month a less faithful and
of true American feelUnlawful—in short that it is
tbej*‘gigantic vigorous exponent
crime of crimes”—will do very much to ing than the Senate, in which Demorcrats and Republicans are more evenly
Suppress it.
matobed. We shall find it easy to show,
BETTER KEEP QOIET.
however, that the resolutions in question
It Is

secret

—

The

time

present seems
to

exploit

a

very

inopportune

Monore

doctrines or
twist the British lion’s tail.The response
to the President’s Venezuelan message
phowed clearly that the great mass of the
thinking people of the land were opposed to any conflict with Great Britain
^nd were anxious that the difference' in
Regard to tbe Venezuelan boundary
Should be adjusted

amicably. Popular
sentiment in Great Britain was in gym
with
popular sentiment in this
pathy
There were a few hot heads
country.
|n both countries who wanted to fight,
but they were a very small and insigniffcan minority.
Since tho first ebullition
of feeling the tendency has all been in
the direction of peace. England has come
down off of her high horse, and has even
consented, unofficially of course, but
oevertheless effectually, to submit her
case in the Venezuelan matter to our

commission.

Every sign points now to
amicable adjustment which will involve no humiliation to either country.
But the matter is uot yet absolutely settled, and until it is it would seem to be
the part of wisdom to refrain from acts
or words of an irritating tendency.
If
an

our

of

desire

is peace,

public opinion

and the expressions
have left no room for

that it is, we are stultifying
ourselves if we do and say things that
tend to hostilities. Congress has already
put itself on record sufficiently with regard to tho Monroe doctrine. When it
agreed to the President’s plan of the appointment of a commission to investi-

tbe commission reports. To make
more declarations on tho subject is Bimto irritate the people of Great Britain.
until

pjy

to

Congress.

Reports

have been received of
fresh
at Oorfa and Birijeh, Armenia. Several thousand ar e said to have
been killed.
The Porte has given its promise to
United States Minister Terrell that Ismail Bey shall be retained in his position
as Governor of Hadjin. Ismail is the successor of the late Governor of Hadjin,
who threatened to destroy that town and
sow barley upon the site of it.
He has
been conspicuously active in protecting
the lives and property of the ladies of the
American mission at Hadjin.
Despatches from ail over Maine say the
snowjhas been received with rejoicing,
especially among the lumbermen.
The Senate committee ou commerce today ordered a favorable report on Mr.
Frye’s bill to repeal the law undor which
massaores

tonnage

ones

are

countries that

exemption

exempted

reoiprocally

tion simply authorizes Mr. Cleveland to
make a threatening naval demonstration
in Turkish waters, it may defeat the
For
very end for which it is designed.
the
Sultan is now unable of himself to

against

grant
vessels.

a

like
The

to Amerioan
bill will doubtless
be antagonied by
the representatives of the German lines
of steamers for it strikes at them more
than any other.
Grave fears are being enterlainod for
the safety of the sohooner J. F. Coolidge,
Capt. Jesse Bragdon of Lamoiue, Me.,
which sailed from Guadeloupe, November 18,
and
lies now
been over two
months on a voyage
lhat would
orditake
about
narily
eight days. By tunny
has been
the craft
for
given up
lost.
Several Maine me n were in the crew.

WOODBURY
& MOULTON,
BANKERS,

caused

bj

torpidity oi
the liver. This
the
igestion of
food, which
ferments and
decomposes in
the stomach
and causes distress, dizziness, headache, insomnia, nerHood’s Pills Invigorate the
liver, care biliousness, constipation, jaundice, sick headache, etc. 25c; all druggists.

DR. F. AUSTIN
Office

and Residence

Woodford..

BAILEY &

CO.,

MUNICIPAL
“

Weakness, night losses and weak, shrunken
parts.
I have no scheme to exhort money from
any
one whomsoever.
I was robbed and swindled
by the quacks until I nearly lost faith in
mankind, but thank Heaven. 1 am now
well, vigorous and strong, and anxious to
make this certain means of cure known to
all.

Having nothing
no

money.

to sell
Address

Delray, Mich,, Box 366,

or

send

JAS.

C. O. D. I want
A.

HARRIS,

—AND THE-

BEST
and
CHEAPEST
m VnF Line
I INF
OUUC
ROUTE, including all exor
send
for
penses.Call
prices and family il.
lustrated advertising.
J. A. Flanders, E. Agt, T. G. Eger T M
201 Wasli’nSt., Boston. 6 Bowling Green N Y‘
'Ct*

TSATAmo,

j

BEDOUIN

“

“

Incorporated 1824.

“
“

AND THE JAPS.
VH

E=

Current

Lehigh

(Semi-Bituminous)

£2 P. P. P.
£
2

AND QIC SORES
PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH. MALARIA
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES
Hakes
and DYSPEPSIA

j

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison

2

Rheumatism

|

and Scrofula

#

A

4M

wT
X
(w
nT

jdB

Wr

ifwD
Vi*'

^
w

%
Am
V

X
V
X

A/gjk
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Are

entirely removed by P.P.P*

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
Strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happinessandwhere sickness, gloomy
lassitude first prevailed.
feelings
For primary, secondary and tertiary
■vphllfs. for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
eczema—we may say, without, fen. of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
speedy and permanent cures
positive,
In all cases.
Ladies whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood is in an Impure conciition. due to menstrual irregularities,

8PKIKQPIELD, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak la the highest terms of
your medicine from my r>wn personal
Knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
85 years, was treated by the very bt.it
physicians sna spent hundreds of dollars, tried every known remedy wlthout finding relief, lhave only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done me more
good than anything I have over taken.
I can recommend your medicine to ali
sufferers of the above diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Green County, Me,

TELEPHONE

OFFICE:

(
J

^

(r
V-;^

Book,

^

BONDS,

lb!
ih
cts.'lb.'

Crackers,

Biscuits,

Assorted Cakes,
Graham Wafers,
Chase and Sanborn’s Coffee in
2 lb. cans.
Chase and Sanborn’s Orlotf Tea,
try it.

lb.
lh
lb.

lb.'

186 Middle

—

jam

City Water Works Co, of Kenosha,
of Wis., 5’s, 1924.
FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
City Water Co. of East St. Louis,
All ordero by mall or Mlephop* promptly at
111., 6’s. 1914.
—MTlhoJtt
City Water Co. of Chattanooga,
LADIES DO YOU KNOW Tenn.. 6’s, 1907.
Streator, III., Gas & Light Co., 6’s,
,'j$ DR. FELIX LE BRUN’S
1913.
Ottawa, 111., Gas & Coke Co., 6’s,
1904.

Tnlimonyfrom ihe Mayor of Sequin,Tex*

jv
6P;

Sequin, Tax., January 14.1893.

Messrs. Lippman Bros. Savannah,
Ga.: Gcntlerujn—1 have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing, and found great relief: it
purifies the blood and removes all irrltsUon from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
I bt ve taken flvoor six bottle®
sores.
and feel confident that another course
■will effect a cure. It has also relieved
me from indigestion
and stomach

^

jgfr
iLp

JJn
4&\

'Ar

x

rfgt
3ft

J-]-

trouble®. Yours truly,

OAPT. W. M.

RUST,
Attorney at Law.

V

Jf

Bo® cif m Diseases Helled me.
ALL

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

LIPPMAN BROS.

4

PBOPBIETORS,
Uwmu’i SIsefeMrniitiliea

T

PROFITS.

4 lb. Seedless Kalsins, for
5 lb. Currants for
6 lb Good Kalsins,
3 lb. Fancy Kalsins,
100 Crackers.
20 lb. Sugar and 1 lb. 60c Tea,
Good Cooking Molasses.
Saner Kraut
10 lb. Boiled Oats,
4 lb. good California Prunes.
salt Pork bv the Strip
Beans, all kinds,

25 ets.
25 ets
25 ets.
25 cts.
25 ets

Si.50.
25 cts gal.
5 cta p,
25 cts
25 cts.
7 cts lb
50 cts nk

EXCHANGE,

,,

SPARROW &

of Middle &

in

BOYD

Exchange

BLOCK,

Streets.

Telephone connection.

CO.,
Corner

Up one
decsyitf

Housewife,

|

H

who

^j

greatest variety of paladishes, is indeed a
jewel. Here’s a new sug-

can

prepare

the

Stable
■j j

gestion

for your break-

fast table:

J

MolherX_r

J
J

Jl
it
it
iL

jnn22(lt,f

__

J

Something essentially diffrom

mm

Easily, Quickly,Permanently Restored.
Lost Vitality, Nervou® Debility,

Insomnia, Faiflng Memory, andall
Wasting Diseases and all Weaknesses resulting from early or later
Si per box. 6 for $5. Mailed to any address bv
The Japanese Pile Cure Company, St. Paul, Minn.
excesses.

For sale in Portland by JOHN D. KEEFE, 205Mldal St., and
f>75

SIMMONS & HAMMOXu

DR. MOTT’S

The only safe, sure ancl

Congress Street.

nnvedtf

PENNYROYAL PILLS. i«i§

Ask for D*. MOTT'S PENKYBOYAI. PILLS and take no other'
13? Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, tt boxes for $5.00.
X)B. MOTT’S OHEMH1 AT, CO.,
Cleveland. Ohio.
For .ale by Landers & Hubhidae. 17 Monument Hears, Portland Mo-

all

other
cereal preparations. Can
be served hot or cold
with sugar and cream or
It’s a revelation,
syrup.

EXCHANGE

STREET.

dec31___dtf

UNITED

STATES

Popular Loan.
The Portland Trust

Company

will subscribe for $250,000 of
the new 4 per cent If. 8. Bonds
lor itself.
It »lso
offers the
public the
opportunity to submit
bids through its office for ad-

ditional bonds, anil will furnish
the gold for
payment without
drawing same from the U. S.

It

Good Seats

If

at 50
pur-

cents if

L K

chased at
once.

The charming Prima Donna Soprano of N. Y.

Miss Grace Haskell,

on

sale

Stock bridge’s

at

music store

?a*f £arf
Lat,e Trtain
all holding
It., to a?,dv
-‘Oudricek”

M. C. R. R. and

on

G. 1.

tickets.

jan23

6dt*

ECALlZ

CITY
Last but

one

of the

ST0UARU
LECTURERS.
TO-N1CHT AT 8.

THE GLORIES OF INDIA.

Reserved Seat* at Stock bridge's. Admission,
oOc. Half tare on railroads.
lang3
Jan24,25,27

MECHANICS’ BUILDING

AUDITORIUM

Huntington Avenue. Boston.

GRAND

OPERA

SEASON

—

Italian, French and German,
Under the direction of
ABBEY. S llOEFEEL &- GRAU,
From the Metropo itan Opera Momy
TWO WEEKS ON: \
Beginning MONDAY F« b
Repertoire for irst

Y

joint appearance of Melba and Cave, “Lucia
Di Lammermoor” and “Cavalleria Rustieana”; Friday, “Tristan and Isolde” (in
German); Saturday matinee, “Carmen”;
Saturday night, “Falstaff;” Sunday night,
Feb. 23, Grand Sacred Conceit.
Subscription sale now in porgress at TREMONT THEATRE, Boston, closes Jan. 31.
Orders by mail, with certified checks, will
receive prompt attention.
Address ABBEY. SCHOEFFEL &
GRAU,
Tremont Theatre, Boston, Mass.

STOCK BRIDGE
cwtsi I

ar*

8 SUPERB ENTERTAINMENTS
For February,

March & April.

ONDRICEK—Grand Concert.
GEO. KENNAN—New Lecture.
REV, T. DeWITT TALMAGE—New Lecture.
MISS JERKY—A Grand Novelty.
ROYAL HAND BELL RINGERS.
WATKINS MILLS* GRAND CONCERT.
TAVAKY GRAN D OPERA—100 Artists.
SOUSA’S BAND—SO musicians and soloists.

COURSE | $8.00 I SHALL OFFER
TICKETS

•J».,*0 I fur sale
3.501 in

i

Admission

Course

a

Tickets

$1.50. each.

P»r the above service no comor
will
be
protit
charged, other than the cost
price of gold so procured.

All above now on sale an Stockbridge's.
Talmage and Kennan,evening tickets now on
Jon23d6t*
sale.

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

AUCTION SALES

H.

BUTLER, Secretary.

dtf

_

bonds!

l

jj l|

F.

0.

ASSIGNEE’S SALE OF

Groceries,

Provisions,
Fixtures,

Store

Express Wagons, Pungs, Sleigh,
Harnesses, Etc.
AN WEDNESDAY. January 29tll.
at
2
vr
o’clock p. m., we shall sell the stock of
Andrew II. Gurney, No. 18 Washington St..
consisting of a large line of Canned Goods,

OLD COLONY R.R. Teas, Coffees, Molasses, Flour. Sugar,Extracts,
Cigars, Lard, Pork.Provisions.etc.
j
Fixtures, consisting
Oil Tank. Coffee
Scales, Meat Grinder. Show
4’s, due 1924.
j |
Blocks.
jt
Counters, together with goods usually kept
store. Terms cash.
try it.
By
j I BOSTON & MAINE grocery
jan27dtd
GFORGE LIBBY, Assignee.
R. R.
Brown & Josselyn, j [
By F. 0. BAILEY”* CO., Auctioneers
i l
Portland,
193<i.
4’s, due
Agents for flaine,
General Household Furniture, Cabinet

Supply the

il

tobacco and

of

Case

Meat

Marble

Mills.
cases. Butter
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Monday, “Faust;” Tuesday, “Carmen**;
Wednesday, “Les Huguenots”: Thursday,
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Regulators

are the original and only FRENCH
safe and reliable cure on the market
Price, #1.00; sent by mail. Genuiue
sold only by J. H. Hammond, corner
Free andCentre Sts.; and L. C. Fowler, corner of
Congress and Lafayette Sts.; Portland. Me.
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J. D. JOHNSTON,
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I tried ovary known rema*
my face.
dy buc in vain,until P. P. P. was used,
and am now entirely cured.
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To all iohom it may concern: I here*
bv testify to the wonderful properties
of P. P. P. fo? eruptions of the ekin. I
ioffered for several years with an unsightly and disagreeable eruption on
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Mr. Arthur Bresford,
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Mr. Isidore Luokston, tl,e £Jork
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Ginger Carl wheels,
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Portland Water Co., 4s, due 1927.
Maine Central R. R., First Mortg.
7s,
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Abbedbbn, O.. July 21,1891.
Mhssrb Lipfman Bros. Savannah,
G*.: Beak Sirs—I bought a bottle of
P, at Hot Springs.Ark.,and
yourP.P.
It baa done me more good than three
months* treatment at the Hot Spring®,
Band three bottles C. O. D.
Respectfully yours.
JAS. M. NEWTON.
Aberdeen, Biown Oour/sy, Q,
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—Prickly Ash. Poke Root and Potas*
slum, the greatest blood purifier on
earth.

Accounts received

unsurpassed for general
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin, City of Zanesyiile, Ohio, 4s, due 1915.
City of Piqua, Ohio, 5s, due 1903.
English and American Cannel.
City of Seattle,'Wash., 5s, due 1910.
Chicago Sanitary District, 5s, due

<
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City Hall, Wednesday Eve., Jan. 29tli.

Town of Yarmonth, Me., 4s,
due
1916-1926.
steam and
Calais. Me., 4s, due 1901City

f

Bands and Drum Corps—3

allowed on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations. Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact
Banking bu,iness of any description
through this Bank.
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Georges Creek Cumberland Coals
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MCALLISTER,

A Full Assortment of

1

Williston Church,

ONE MILLION

1905.
1901.
1930,
1915.
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RANDALL i

CIRCUS

Tickets, 25c., at Cressey, Jones, & Allen’s.

38 Exchange St.
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Ashland, Wisconsin, 6’s
Cincinnati, Ohio, 5 s,
Town of Pittsfield. Maine, 4’s,

AN HONEST MAN.
Dear Editor: Please inform your readers
that if written to confidentially. I will mail in
a sealed letter, the plan
pursued by which I
was permanently restored to health and
manly
vigor, after years of suffering from Nervous
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JAMES E. MCDOWELL,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MAKSTON, Sec’y,

bruit

diseases of the
EYE and the fitting of LENSES. Consultation
free. Will call within city lfmits of Portland
and Deering on notice by postal or otherwise
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Austria, ’trance, Italy, and Russia, will
speedily take decisive measures to stay
the hand of fanaticism and lawless violence.
The events of the last year have
proved that prayers on behalf of the
Armenians,addressed to the powers collectively or to Great Britain In particular,
are perfunctory and vain.
With respeot
to
tljp second object of the resolution the
protection of Americau citizens in Turkey, the Senate binds itself to support
the President in the most energecio
notion for their security.
It this declara-

as

4s.

County, Ind.
City of Anderson, Ind.
Territory of Arizona,
Maine Water

not

ly, to safeguard the lives and property of

ernment swioh signed the Berlin treaty,
those namely, of Great Britain,Germany,

Ihe new 4 per cent United States
30 Year Bond issue, by

BRIEFLY TOLD.

susceptible of material improvement,
and that this Improvement should follow
the lines suggested by Senator Frye.
The ostensible atm of the resolutions Is
twofold; first, to put an end to the butchery of Armenian Christians, and seoondAmerican
citizens
in the
Ottoman
dominions. As regards the former purpose, the Senate conflnos itself to the expression of a hole that the European Gov-

GOLD will be furnished and
orders taken for subscriptions to

be said,” how the Unie d States
Amerioa oan interfere in
Turkey,”
seek
and ho proceeded to show that to
such Interposition from the
European
Britain
Great
or
from
in
powers
general
singly, would be an egregious oxample
of how not to do it.
He reminded the
“the
Senate that for a twelvemonth
beeu waiting,
of
have
powers
Europe
watohing enoh other with suspicious
eyes, and fearfng eaoh to make a move,
lest some other should receive from it a
benefit.” He recalled also the damnatory
faot that, although by the Berlin treaty
and by the supplementary Cyprus convention, England bad assumed speeial
responsibility for the security of life and
in Armenia, sb« has sat quietly
property
by for a whole year and watolied the
slaughter of Armenian Christie,ns, refusing them help herself and refusing to
Czar to help them, exo-pt
permit the
conditions
and odious
upon onerous
which the Czar could
not possibly
In
view
of
these
aocept.
patent and
abominable
faots, Mr. Frye declared
that
“regardless of what Great Britain
might have thought,” he would, had his
will prevailed In the Senate committee
iu foreign relations, “have memoralized
Russia to take possession of Armenia at
once, and would have
proclaimed that
the United States would back her in the
doing of It.
Suob, undoubtedly, would
be the mode of assuring the redemption
of Armenia, if this were the Senate’s
single hearted aim.
We wish we oould believe tha t the wise
and righteous words of Senator
Frye
would have due we’ght with
Speaker
Reed and the other leaders of the House
of Representatives.
One precautionary
amendment at least they should append
to Ithe Senate resolutions, if they desire
to disoharge their duty and to earn the
We aocuse
gratitude of their country.
nobody of an Intent to make a base and
iniquitous use of the wido and
vague
powers given to the exeoutive by the their
resolution ;
but we warn the House of
Representatives betimes to render such
an abuse impossible by
declaring in tbe
plainest and most peremptory words that
nothing in the resolutions passed shall
lie construed as authorizing the President, upon any pretext or under any cirthe
cumstances, to direct the fleet ot
United States to cooperate with the British navy.—(New York Sun.

Senator-elect Money of Mississippi is
a
believer in the administration’s
Venezuelan polioy.
He says, “I snail
not yield to the war spirit that seems to
have swept like a wave over the nation.
In my humble judgement the most unhappy consoquenoe would follow a war
between our country and Great Britain,
the two great English speaking nations.
An order in council has been passed in
the Dominion government
permitting
American oattie to be shipped in bond
to the port of St. John, N. B., for a
shipment to England, but the cattle
must
not come in contact with Canadian cattle.
Jose ph Chamberlain, in a speeoh at
Birmingham, last evening, said that the
Venezuelan dispute would be peaceably
settled. The British, he said, looked
with pleasure upon the possibility of the
Stars and Stripes and the Union Jack
floating together in defense of a common
cause sanctioned by
community of sentiment.

City of Belfast, Me.
City of Waterville. Me.
Hamilton

ot

are

doubting

gate the disputed territory in Venezuela,
to all intents and purposes it declared
stand by the Monroe
its purpose to
That is sufficient certainly
doctrine.

pointed
know,”
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Bed, Etc.
WEDNESDAY, January 29th,

at 10 a. m
at No. 256 Brackett street, we shall sell
general line of furniture consisting in part
of parlor furniture, ash and cherry chamber
sets, cabinet bed and bedding, dining furnia

ture, kitchen range and utensils, carpets, oil

1 clothes,

1
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FOR ARMENIA.

would

be In out navy, hut
only hope
Buppose we could guooeed In capturing
Constantinople, then the unanswerable
Interesting Exercises in Portland
question would arise, “What shall we
Churches Last Evening.
do with the Turks?’* Give to this question a onreful, nonest and faithful delib•
lie did not believe in oalling
eration.
Cleaves and Adjutant General ConTurks “beasts.”
They are men, but
Speak—The Bishop of Maine Has a
Word to Say—Many Other
Portland

nor

Clergymen

some

of them are had men, monsters per-

haps.

Subject.

Dr. Fenn spoke of his visit to Turkey,
and of seeing the Sultnn on his way to
Last
6V3ning meetings were held at
The
State street, Free street, Chestnut street, prayers attended by his guards.
Congress street and West End churches appearance of the Sultan was in his
It did not seem to him that the
at which many of the clergymen of the favor.
city spoke in I elialf of the outraged Ar- man lives who would deliberately sacrifice six million
lives of his subjeots.
menians, and Bishop ISeely, at the Cathedral of
St. Luke’s, also had a word There is a strong race feeling in Europe,
and it is
divided against itself. The
to say.
Greeks hate the Turks, and the hatred
Free St. Baptist Church.
is relurned with Interest. The Italians
A
large auuieuce assembled at this dread the Frenchmen, and there is no
by
church where addresses were made
love lost in return. France and Gormauy
Kev. Henry Blanchard,D. JO., of Congress stand in dread of each
other. Tho great
D.
Asa
D.,
Dalton,
Kev.
Square church,
powers are ulvided. We are hardly in a
the
and
of St. Stephen’s church,
pastor,
position to criticize the acts of the Turks
1
Rev. T. S. Samson.
recall
when we
the fact that we have
^ The choir < f the Pay son Memorial church driven tho red man almost from the face
leu tne music and also sang very beautiof America.
He then gave a UriUliant
fully an anthem.
of the African question, and
description
abstract of the addresses is given
An
quoted from Ur. Livingstone to show
below:
tho horrors of the slave trade, and fcaid:
Dr. Blanchard began by alluding to the
“Africa lias suffered nn re at our hands
attitude of England toward the Armeniand at the hands uf our fathers than the
an question
and read the poem of WilArmenians are suffering at the hands of
liam
Watson, whom said the speaker, the Turks.”
He spoke of the treatment
should have been made the poet laureate,
of the Chinese in some sections of this
the noble poet woo so boldly, heroioally,
He spoke of religion as being
country.
assails the
mpassive and indifferent the
great element in the development of
of
reasons
For
feeling
England.
many
the races, and this is a case of religious
should our own government be called
fanaticism. He spoke of the coming of
to act in this matter. Our own
upon
the Armenians to tiiis country. Some
Senators and Representatives in Congress
of them have accumulated great wealth,
should be appealed to, because it will be
and are sending their money home to
impossible for individual efforts to ac- help thoir oountrymen. While the Arcomplish what is necessary to those who menian hue advanced,the Turk has stood
are not destroyed by the cruelty of the
stilt, and there is in Turkey a resolution
Turks.Measures should be adopted which
to orush this spirit of Armenian advance,
would oompel
the Sultan to listen to
something almost out of place iu that
the
ultimatum of
the powers of the
stand still empire.
Let us appeal to
worm,
loo time mis come ior toe estaoGod, and “move the arm that moves the
lishment
of a world’s tribunal, before
world.” We can express our feelings in
wbioh all international matters should
many ways besides making threats. By
be brought for
Toward
adjudication.
such as cannot
publlo
this should the thoughts of the rulers of hnln h n Idemonstrations,
nvoat affanr .4-Vin UiiUnn
the

on

n

world

the
churoh

bo

should

turned

demand

and

the

ail who

call

themselves statesmen to hasten the formation of suoh a tribunal. I ask, therefore, that this message be sent to our

legislative representatives by this assembly tonight. God speed the day when
Chritians everywhere shall show thoy
are
His
followers bv their deeds rather
than by their words. God speed the day
the

crescent shall fall and in its
shall
sa in all Tirkjy
as in Armenia.
Dr. Dalton alluded to the early history
wnen

place the

cross

of

Armenia,and compaied it with Babylon, Assyria and Rome. Armenia, alone
of theso remaining, notwithstanding its
oft repeated
attacks and
oppression.
The oldest churoh in Christemdom, is
in Armenia,
its origin having been in
the thiru century, and if centuries ago
the Armenians

bad^

He

11

(T

a

spoke of the speech of

and

said

that

with the

(senator Jfrye,
coming of the

Russian,the missionaries would he ordered
to

leave

sohools

the

country and
wouid
be oiused.

dignation
thinking

missions and

Buruing inevery man must feel when
of
the horrors in Armenia,

bui he counciiled calmer talk, and more
peaceful means than those suggested >>y
the some.
Wo can make our voice heard
in oonuemnation of what has oocurred
and is occurring in Armenia.
Rev. W. S. Ayres was introduced by
Dr.Parsons. Re said he was there to take

plaoe of a layman who had positively
refused to speak. He regarded this as in
effect, a war between til Christian religion and the religion of the prophet,
the

between Christ and Mahomet. The Armenian church is one of the oldest in the
world. He said that when the mission-

renounced the cross, aries first went to
Turkey they were told:
they would have been today tlio leaders “We know all about
Christianity, we’ve
of tbe
Eastern world. Nowhere have had Christians
among us for many years,
our
missionaries labored with greater and
We want as little of Christianity as
success
than in
Armenia, and their we can have,” and when the missionsteadfastness
in the faith ranks them
aries looked about, they found that this
with the martyps of the Christian faitii
was
true.
The
Armenians had gone
in all tbe history of the churoh.
down in iho moral scuie below the Turks.
As to tbe English government main- Ii there was a drunkard in the village,

taining

suoh

a

silence

on the Armenian
En gland fears oolis-

question, probably

ion with Russia and a possible uprising
in India, and one or tbe other of her possessions wrested from her.
The nations of the East stand armed
and

threatening

each other prepared for
general war, and their loaders hesitate
before
making a move which should
bring suoh a horror to pass.
Dr. Dalton most earnestly plead for
aotion of our government which should

a

strengthen and f.irtify
in tbe
world.

our

interest of peace
The depravity,

sensuality of the I urks
most

foroibly.

is

curse to the

The

oities
all the

ooast

with

iofldelity

was

religion

and
dwelt upon
of Mohamet

world. It is

it whs sure to

be^u Ameniau,

and

so

tne

missionaries wrote home to their frienns
that it the Turks were evci Le to reached
tnese poor Christian Armenians must be
hrst
reached and ma e better, And yet
thousHDus of these poor Armenians have
within a lew months submitted to death
rather than to give up their hope in Jesus
Christ. War is not to be thought of, lor
in
tnree days of actual war more lives
would Le lost than will be lost in all
Armenia, and war between England and
Turkey would be lollowed by a general
He spoke of two letters
European war.
sent from Chicago, one to England and
the other to Russia, and said that conthe push and dash of Chicago
sidering
is it not strange that it has uot single
handed already captured Turkey F What
can be dune is to make a large offering to
snow that
we leel tor Armenia to show
our interest for the afflioted
Christian
people, (iou, in His righteous wrath will
avenge His suffering people.
Rev. Ur. Parsons spoke briefly. He
aamittcd that he did not have quite the
same
feeling regarding this question,
the burning
question of the age, that

anarchism, hd<1 when the conflict between Mohammedism and Christianity does come,
as
come it may,
the great Mosque of
C nstantluople shall beoomo a church of
liail
'CCll
AJHCDDDU UJ i/1, JL' C1U1, OliU IU 1.
Christ, and the crescent disappear forAyres. He said be had no excuse to offer
ever from the earth.
for Che treatment of the reu men by t'.e
The following resolution was unani- whites.
Ho had no word to say in favor
mously adopted as the sense of the meet- of the slave trade, that mighty injustice
anu wrong of the pastas far as this couning:
try is concerned,
and the treatment tbe
Resolved, That this meeting, represen- Chinese have received in this oountry
tative of the citizens ot Portland,
petit- has too olten been a wrong before God.
ion the Senators and Representatives of We
could not
reasonably ha ve found
Maine in the Congress of the United fault if
after the passage of the tieary
States, to take such steps as, in their act China had excluded every American
judgment, will secure oo-operation be- missionary from her territory. This is
tween the United States and the
govern- the last great struggle between opposing
ments of Europe to compel
Turkey to de- religious forces. It is the last great
liver Armenia
from injustice and car- oonflict between
religion of Mahomet
nage.
and
tbe conquoring religion of Jesus
The services closed with the singing of Christ. Two consuls appointed to Tur“America,” and the benediotion by Dr. key by tie United States government,
have
been refused admittance to that
Dalton.
country, tbe greatest insult that one
ooui try oan offer to another.
Dr. ParChestnut St. Church.
sons said
that while it is true that tbe
At the Chestnut street church a crowdhe
Turks respect
desired to
America,
ed audience listened to Rev. Dr.
Fenn, see that respect increased. He supports
Rev. W. S. Ayres and Rev. Dr. Parsons. the position taken by Senator Frye, and
The pastor of the church. Rev. Dr. Par- would invoke the power of the Russian
nation against Turkey, and if Russia is
sous, presided, and introduced Dr. Fenn
not equal to her tHsk.then let us give her
as the first
material
aid.
speaker.
We esn almost hear tbe
Dr. Fenn objected to the talk of
and outraged people of Armewar, suffering
nia crying aloud for help. Dr. Parsons
but said that this is one of the
most im- closed
by
asserting that he still mainportant eras in the history of the world, tained his
original position on the quesihe Armenian question is
occupying the tion, and had nothing to take back. I
word I have previously
attention of the civilized
every
world, and is repeat
said on this subject,” ho said in oonoluin the thoughts of all men
who believe sion.
in justioe and right. He
denounced exState St. Church.
travagant demonstrations and eohemes.
After the opening anthem by the choir,
As a nation we are not in a
position to
Rev. Dr. Jenkins read the Soripture lesinterfere in a physical
way with the
We
Turks.
have no army, and our son, the story of the Good Samaritan,
after which Rev. John Carroll Perkins
a

an
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serably is
the voice

gathered to express part o.
of outraged humanity. Dr*
Jenkins then read the extract from Web*
ster’s speech which enunciated the
prinoiple. ihe
massacre that called forth
this action of Congress was a small
one,
only 50,000 Greek Christians were slain,
and that was an outrage
upon humanity.
Dr. Jenkins next
described the Tiflip
outrage in 1884, for which not u cent of
tho indemnity has yet been
paid. “And
this,” said he, “is the government we
have to
deal with.” Dr. Jenkins concluded with
reading a letter regarding
the outrages, counselling the
rousing of
public sentiment toward compelling the
Christian
governments of tho world to
compel the Sultan to cease his arrooities.
Dr. Jenkins
introduced as the first
speaker of the evening, ex-Gov. Connor.
Gen. Connor sketched the outrages
briefly
and
in eloquent language. All of this
story, he* said, shocks the civilized world,
but it is not surprising. Ever sinoe the
Turks invaded Europe the conduct of
her subjects and ofiicials has been on a
par with these. The outragee are not
an
anachrouism. It is the Turkish nation itself that is the anachronism.
It
will
even remain so until there arises
a prophet
than
Mohamed to
greater
sweep his system away.
Gen. Connor next briefly described the
various steps
that have been taken by
the powers to uompel the Porte to have
some
regard to decency. He also de
scribed the atrocities that are ordered by
ihe Sultan
in order to
decrease the
Christian majority In Bulgaria and Armenia
He said that the powers should
do something to prevent the continuation
of
the outrages. We hold England responsibly for the lack of aotion, since she
has accepted
the sponsorship for the

takes the same
that Boaconsfield did SO years ago.
But il so, lie mistakes the views of the
people. The United States has nc part
in
European alliances. She has, however, sent people to
build ohurohee in
Turkey, and she shall demand indemnity
and protection for every one ol'
them.
Geu, Connor paid an eloquent tribute to
Clara Barton and appealed for substantial aid for ber mission.
Another hymn was sung, after which
Dr. Jenkins
introduced Gov. Cleaves
to speak not only for himself, hut for the
state.
Gov. Cleaves stood at the foot of the
pulpit stairB and spoke in impassioned
He
said that he considered
language.
to appear in this pluco and
it his duty
few words on behalf of the comsay a
We extend our sympathy
monwealth.
and hope to extend our more sulstantial
aid to those people who are barbarously
which
persecuted by the government
owes them protection for no other reason
than thut they
have dared to embraoe
the Christian religion.
This persecution, he declared to be in
flat contradiction of the treaty of 1877
mnde by the six great; European nations
guaranteeing freedom of religion and
full protection to all citizens of all parts
of Turkey.
With that treaty
still in
force, the powers seem to be paralyzed.
Im beoility marks their inaction. The
outrages oontinue and the whole world
looks on with horror at the unspeakable
atrocities perpetrated
upou citizens of
tbe Ottoman empire.
Tbe conscience of our people is aroused
and pr< tests against these outrages, and
it is true that a voice was sent acruss
from
America demanding
that these
people have justice. While we seek uo
quarrel with any nation, we must see to
it that Armenian citizens are protected
abroad. Gov. Cleaves expressed his gratification that Congress had at last reported a resolution bearing upon this matter. It Is time, that murder and pillage
should cease.
I nis meeting will do no good unless
we can
while rousing public sentiment
give some substantial aid. We cannot
reverse the pest and restore the dead,
but we can render aid to the living.
Dr.
Jenkins read the circular of the
Armenian Relief
Society, after wuioh
the collection was taken
It was announced that the cashiers of
banks of Portland would
the national
aot as receivers of contributions which
be duly
would
acknowledged in the
daily papers.
I’be benediction wns pronounced by
Rev. D. M. Pratt.
St. Lukes Cathedral.

Salisbury

very

spacious

You know her I

Deering has been very fortuante during
of
the past year in the small number
fires as tiie“ insurance in almost
every
loss.
case has been enough to cover the
The following list of flreH, showing the
loss and insurance, is furnished by Chief

*25,888113,450

—

Rev. F. C. Rogers of Pine street
chucrh occupied the pulpit at Clark's
Memorial cburoh yesterday morning.
Rev. J R. Clifford, the pastor, preached a|sermon to young men at the evening

a

on

large

oongregation

filled the

Luke's Cathedral
last
night. A portion of the choir festival
musle was repeated,( and Rev. Dr. Sills
and Bishop Neely made addresses.
St.

Dean Sills’s adifress was an exceedingly interesting and coniprebensi ve history
of the Armenian ohuroh, to whioh the
speaker paid a glowing tribute for the
steadfastness of their
hulding to the
“Fnith
Once Delivered to the Saints.”
He depredated
the faot of missionaries

being sent to minister to the Armenians
for
who had been zealous Christians
nineteen centuries and who prized their
and who died
Bible above everything
rather than forsake the cross of Christ.
He alluded to the oauses of the Turks
and jealousy of the thrifty and
hatred
capable Armenians whom he characterized as the “Jews of Turkey.”
cli sed with a very eloquent apFe
peal for material aid for these suffering Christians in the name of humanity,
in the name of Christianity and in the
name of Gcd.
Bishop Neely supplemented Dr. Sille’s
with very brief remarks
fine address
reading from accounts of the horrors in
Armenia and stating that the American

Everybody who heard John L. Stoddard’s leoture on India two season’s ago,
will be all the more desirous of hearing
the new lecture on that country which
will be delivered tonight at City Hall.
This new
lecture has drawn crowded
houses

wherever It has

been given, and
highly praised by the press of Chicago
and
Brooklyn.
Pupils of the public

beauty!

First connter.

whole

pieces of

Lockwood

wide,

Louis

Jimino

the

charged with sloshing liaphoel
city last May with a razor.

this

6 Cents Per Yard.
Remnants and whole
other Cambrics at

pieces

MARRIAGES.
Ill North Pownal, Jan. 18. Sam’l SI. Thomas
and Miss Kliza A. Alerrltt, both of Lewiston.
In Sedgewick, Jan. 8, Joseph Page of North
Sedgwick and Miss Liunie V. Carter of Brook-

lln. Me.
In Randolph, Jan. 19, Almon Manson and
Miss Mattie Taylor.
In Lisbon Falls. Jan. 16, John W. Feltham
of Providence and Miss Eva C. Crockett oi
Lisbon.
In Ellsworth. Jan. 16, Hollis B. Estey and
Aliss Bertha B. Curtis.
In Sullivan, Jan. 11, Adelbert H. Bunker and
Airs. Maggie R. Pendleton,
In West Brooksvllle, .Jan. 16,
Brooks W.
Griudle and Miss AnDie Blake, both of Bi ooksville.
In

Skowhegan, Dec. 11, Henry Dulac

and

Bertha Dole.
in

Embden.Jan.il, Samuel Stowell

of New
Euna Adams of Embden.
13. Win. C. Whitehead aud

Vineyard and Miss
In Belfast, Jan.
Jennie T. Jordan.
In Belfast, Jan. 16. J. Wilson Jordan of Lowell and Mabel W. Conant of Belfast.

7 I -2

Cents Per Yard.

Remnants and whole
Loom Sheetings, at

pieces

of

Fruit of the

6 1-2 Cents Yard.
Quantity limited

to each customer.

RINES

BROS.

(On View

in Our West

Beautifully decorated

ana

finished with

a

Household

American sympathy is doing in behalf
of the sufferers.
A collection of $40 was taken up.
West. End.

At the West End churoh
and
attendance
excellent
dressees were made by Rev.
Revs. Messrs.
the pastor.

Wright.

A congregational hymn was next sung.
Dr. Jenkins then
spoke brie fly iu introduction. He first expressed his gratithe
at
fication
large congregation and
said he hoped that the other services were
equally well attended. Dr. Jenkins next
explained the object of the meeting. To
do this he went back to history. The
out of a motion made
movement arises
in Congress in Deoemher, 1823 by Daniel
Webster for the appointment of a commission
to investigate the situation of
affaire
in Greece, 'foe principles lain
down hy Daniel Webster in his speeoh in
support of that motion was the principle under which thia meeting is to act.
According to Mr. Gladstone there is
such a thing as “the voice of outraged
humanity” reaching aoroBs oceans and
far beyond national bonders. and this as-

Ondricek—Haskell— Beresford— Luckstou—good seats 50 cents.
Hsydn Association.
There will be a rehearsal of the Haydn
o’clock
Associaton this evening at 8
sharp, music, Mendelssohn's “St. Paul.1'
In order to give the oratorio in February,
it is indispensable that all members attend rehearsals. Satisfactory results can
be obtained only by punctual attendance
and faithful work. Let every one bo on
hand tonight.

^Shaw’s,

miss

seeing

has great
one trial of

there was nn
forcible adMr. Leitoh,
Hack and

offered prayer.

Don't

S should be honestly consid- 9
ered by every housewife. It /1

Aunt Jemima at

advantages,

as

prove. You will find
JOS*it will
is clean—it could not be
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that It is

AT ready and
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JS

per,

und

that
more

convenient—always
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DAY

YOU

THES

WEEK

will send you free

any

^ey
y°u as^.
Because “Fibre Ramie is stiff but soft.
Flatten and crush it in your traveling trunk for months, and lo! it
duffs up again like a genuine EiderDown pillow. “Fibre-Ramie’ ’has a
better grain, is more pliable than
any other.
Hr

^^

w

gJflBRE-RAMIE
hundred
B

is

on,

Stronger by

Eighth

Three

ZEPHYRS.
Swiss
with colored
and

weights of it

Three

colors, Black, Slate

and White.

Same

price

for each,

some

of them

Anderson’s exclusives.
Prices Monday and Tuesday,

are

35 cts.

CAMBRIC—Glove
Fast

finish, 4

black,

ots.

6 1-4 ct*.

8 cts.
Rustling,
Rolled Selesia, 11c, 12 l-2c, 17c,
25c.
Satteen (Surah) Black, 20c,

25c, 30c, 35o.

satines, the left

Ginghams,

medium and

Light weight,

overs
of last season, were Colored,
Parcalines, Black,
then 37 1-2 cts.
Prices now,
19 cts. Colored,

Scotch

are

here.

heavy.

Counter.

French

any other. 60 to 64 inches wide.

Grass Sleeve

Skirt

25c and 33c.
20c and 25c.
15c and 20c

Lining,

12 l-2e.

weight,

20o.

19 cts.
P

s.

STORM OF SATURDAY prevented the Kid Glove Sale from
being a clearing out one. There may be one hundred pairs left
which we will sell in the Glove Department today; §1.50, §1.25 and
§1.00 Kid Gloves at
49 cts.

THE

Not all sizes.

Several Styles.

BUY

J. R. LIBBY.

CUT PRICES.
In

buying stocks of goods there

are

always

some lines you do not keep. Boys’ Sleds we do not
keep in regular stock. FOUR FRAIVIE SLED

and TWO POINTERS.

They retail

for S1.0
and
$1.50.
$1.25
in
medium
Ginghams
and light colors for 5c yard.
Monday the lad who brings 4Pc me?
all
the
Shawls
and
Bemember,
LARRABEE’S, 516 Congress St., can have
Blankets will be sold at cut prices.
choice of any one of these sleds.

yard.

One

case

of

lOc

—

a

book,— "Mrs. Popkins'Thanksgiv■fcing," by one of the most popular!
whumorous writers of the day.
(p
Juierrell-soule go.,

to

^^

Bleached Damasks, Napkins i Crashes
AT

it

Black

Outfitters,”

One ease of Quilts for OS ets> each, reduced from Si.25.
For a flyer we sliall sell some beautiful
$1.50 and SI.75 Fancy Silks at $1.00 per

never spoils on the shelf;
jj
that it Is economical—a 10c. package M
makes two large pies, fruit pudding,
or delicious fruit cake.
Get the genuine—take no substitute.
Send your address, naming this pa-

P5»

EVERY

ordinary

percent stronge.
than any other Fibre
It is tougher, will held the stitches.
Sixth Counter.
Blacks. Give its
garment or sleeves njore
dress
stuffs. graceful sweep than
any other.
Each selected with critical
Will outwear any other
stiffening
care, no booby stuff in the material.
all tests than

“stippled” gilt

HOOPER, SON & LEIGHTON.

out.
RANKS all the other Fibre
fabrics as Napoleon did all

Fibre-ramie

59 cts.

white spots.
Organdies and
other thin summer fabrics.
Prices last year 25 to 50 cts.
Prices now,
19 cts.

Window.)

THEY ARE LIKE THIS:

“The

JS

59 cents.

AND

Muslins

In Randolph, Jan. 20, Mrs. Joseph Batley,

of Prepared
Mince Meat

Fifth Counter.

SCOTCH

aged 80 years.

I
II

Flannels,

SUITINGS,
French Flannels,

Seventh Counter.

40 years.

I

VIGOUR

49 cents.

EUX

Prices have been from 50 cts. to SI.£5.
prices Monday and Tuesday £5 cts toon cts.

In

Advantages

at

38

department.
Figured Tamise, Empress Cloth,
Henrietta, Clay Diagonal, Sebastapol, India Twill, (made in France,)

H

commonplace stupids.

brothers.
Dressmakers prefer
39 cts. other.

Novelty Goods,

at

In this city, Jan. 26, Harriet AL,
uw ol
the late Joseph A. Hoyt.agea 77 yearmomh.
Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from her late residenee, rear No. 60 St. LawBurial private.
rence street.
in this city. Jan. 26, Alary A., widow of the
late William H. Hilborn, aged 81 yoars.
Prayers this Alonday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at her late residenee- No. 40 Brackett street.
Burial at Francestown. N. H.

I The

38 inch

SILK

effect on all the edges, not gilt band effect, but a sort of
spatter of real gilt that is used only on nice goods.
in Camden, Jan. 18, Mr*. Lucy A. Fletcher,
These are full sets with ewer, basin, small ewer,
aged 84 years.
In Bangor, Jan. 14, Daniel S. Talcott, aged
mug, brush vase, soap dish and chamber.
nearly 83 years.
$4.36 will buy a full set and include covered
In Dexter, Jan. 19, Joseph Weymouth, aged
jar to uintcli the same.
68 years.
*
In Lewiston, Jan. 16, Alartln Tierney, aged They are really worth $9.00.
We bought thorn very low, you may also.
bishops were now signing an appeal to
Chiistian
nation
to
to 80 years.
every
We will pay back your money if the goods do not please you.
Jan.
Joseph
Ill
Charles
Orono,
16,
blot out forever the fearful crime of the
Kelley.
In Bangor, Jan. 16, Levi Pert, aged 67 years.
century.
In Eddington, Jan. 16, Pharrou p. Spratt.
A collection was taken for the sufferaged 7 years.
ers.
In Veazie, Jan. 16. Gustavus B. Marden, aged
66 years.
Congress St,
In Wales, Jan. 16, Alden Moulton, aged 66
Congress street Methodist churoh was years.
In East Orrington, Jan. 16, Mrs. Sarah Smith,
packed to the doors last evening. The aged 88 years.
In East Bangor, Jan. 17, Moses Wiley, aged
thoroughly enjoyed
large oongreaation
78 years.
the interesting addresses of Rev. E. P.
Allen, who for many years was a resiWe sell a 35c Water Pitcher, daintily decorated, for 23c.
dent of Turkey, and Rev. Jj. S. Bean of
the Wost End Congregational churoh.
The pastor of the church, Rev. Geo. I).
Lindsay, made some very interesting reHe
marks prior to the other speakers.
dwelt on the outrages perpetrated in Armenia and the great good which the

will be found ail
59 and 50 cent Colored
Dress Goods. 50 inch Wool
Flannels, 50 inch India Twills—
made in France, 46 inch French

Here

WOOL Fabrics.
Novelties, All Wool Diagonals, All Wool Novelties. Many
choice designs. Goods that have
been $1 00, 79 cts., 75 cts., Monday

DEATHS.

this city. Jan. 26th, Bridget, wife of
30 years. [Notice of
Martin Alanning, age
funeral hereafter
In this city, J n. 24, Mrs. Sarah E., wife of
G urge VV. Tucker, aged 66 years.
In this city, Jan. 26, Peter, infant son of
Michael aud Matilda Flaherty, aged 1 year 7
months 5 days.
In Augusta, Jan. 18, Mrs. H. S. Marden, aged

Third Counter.

Great Masses of Goods that
have been selling at 75cts., 69 cts.
and 59 cts,. All at
49 cts.

with & razor.
Get free samples of Aunt Jemima Pancakes at Shaw’s.

LIKE MANY human
famlies. Has
one
Genius,
dozens of dunces, and scores

genius of the “fibre FAMILY” is the Famous
Fibre-Ramie, the best
for
Spacious Sleeves, for
29 cts. Interlining
Dress Skirts, for Outside Garments
39 cents. ever invented.

Fourth Counter.

of Lonsdale and

Fam-

The

Twills,

Fazzia

identified Jimeno at the station as the
man who
cut him.
Another man held
Fazji^. while Jimino did the cutting

OUR 50 CENT and 39
Colored Dress Goods
of
will be found on this second
counter,
consisting of All Wool
French Twills, 38 inches wide; All
Wool Plaids, Novelty Goods, &c.
Choice styles and colorings, at

nch W ool Plaids,

Italian
Fazzia of

“Fibre

JUST

our

Officer Pillbsury brought from Boston

yesterday

Section.

first counter,
The Famous
23 cts. ily.”

cent

5 Cents Per Yard.
and

on

ALL

We have an accumulation of Remnants and
Whole Pieces of Sheeting and Cambrics, and
next Tuesday morning we shall begin a sale to
dispose of the surplus stock,
Remnants and whole pieces of yard wide
Lockwood Sheetings, at

40 inches

goods

Second Counter. 29 cents.

TUESDAY.

Remnants

Lining

People

Downs.
Price of

Sheetings,

Jimino Brought to Portland,

23 Cents.

who know.
THIS COUNTER MONand Traveling
Dressmakers
DAY, you will find a vast
Salesmen
mass
of Colored
Dress
say that we have
best
the
equipped Lining Department
Goods, all the goods we have been
selling at 37 1-2 and 29 cents. 36 in the state.
inch India Twills, Cashmeres, Plaids,
Every week we do something to
it better.
make
Flannels, Scotch Flannels and Eider

is

sohools can get tiokets for these last two
lectures at
reduced rates.
Good seats
are now on sale at Stookhridge’s.

Grand Combination Sale of Winter Dress Goods,
following systematic method.
SEPARATE COUNTERS, each eighteen feet long, will be
loaded with many lots of different fabrics. Each counter-load a
price of its own.

admis-

Lecture.

account of

take

EIGHT

from tne Portland Burns olub.
Mr. William F. Todd
of Fessenden
street, Oakdale, is seriously ill.

Stoddard

shall

the

ON

engineer Barbour’s assistant.
The Deering Sbake peare club meet
Monday evening with Mrs. Fogg of Deering Centre.

we

MONDAY AND TUESDAY before that unhappy event, there’ll
some reckless surgeon-ing-work on Dress Goods -which will take
the form of a

service.

Something new—Stookbridge
son course tiokets, $1.60 each.

Thursday evening

be

M. Foster& Co..

Mr. Howard G. Taylor of Maple steet,
Morrill’s has accepted a position as olty

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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THE

—

She’s

-1^'—-

B. LIBBY.

Next
stock.

a
how popular she is
The Cigar that is named
y up too; as good as the
name n wears.
Your dealer is anxious
to show it to you.
Ask him for it.
v

NEW

■—*

■■

■

ille
ville

Moody of the fire department:
Date.Name. _Loss, Ins.
.Tune 2 Portland Stoneware
125
$
Co.,
Aug. 8 J. A. Folwnrtscbny, 2,200 t 1,500
100
2,500
Aug. 8 C. E. Allen,
Aug. 28 Portland Stoneware
Co.,
4,358 10,000
400
Oot. 26 H. M. Bailey,
800
50
Oot. 80 Frank Tibbots,
15
Oct. 31 A. C. Booth by,
3,000
Nov. 18 W. W. Mitchell,
18,300 14.000

Total,

J

_

Maud Packard
of
» Miss
Fessenden
street, Oakdale, is in Providenoe, R. I.
Miss Grace M. Greenwood of Mattawamkeag, a member of th e class of ’95,
Westbrook Seminary, is visiting friends
at Morrill’s.
Mrs. J. B. Robinson of East Deering
attended the unveiling of the Burns staview of tho tute in Boston yesterday as a delegate

case

A

i

DEERING.

NET* ADVERTISEMENTS.

I. F. HQMSTED, c™£PL*.
jan27

dtf

MISCELLANEOUS.

WOMEN’S COUNCIL.

Diphtheria
if the.

“

kept

to the?

up
their nat-

ural

will

performance of
functions, they

thus

dispel the disease germs that impregnate the entire body, and if
is

sufficient

vitality
the fatality of this
is lessened

a

experienced,

dreaded disease

hundred-fold.

Bovinine
raw

food,

derful creator of

new

that

greatest

tissue, is

nerve

the
it

as

is

a

won-

flesh and

indispensible in
this malady,

of

treatment

gives strength

to the

with the least effort

patient

the part
organs, and in

cf the

on

digestive
addition, being itself a germicide/
it antidotes the existing microbes
of the disease. The ease with which
it

can

be taken when the lesions

the throat

of

the

preclude

of other foods, makes it
tional

an

usa

addi-

for the sufferer’s

necessity

recovery.

Ask Many Questions—Future
Meetings to be Held by the CounciL

The Ladies'

The Woman’s Conuoil wrestled with
tho subject of investments in all ltB
phases at the Second Advent church
Saturday. There was a goodly attendance
of ladies w hen the president, Mrs. Geo.
S. Hunt, introduced the speaker of the
day, Mr. Theodore C. Woodbury, who
read an exceedingly interesting and instructive paper upon the A B C of investments and tho management and disposition of funds in general.
Mr. Woodbury commenced by saying
that there wore only a few subjects at
the present time on whioh woman was
not as well or better informed than man.
but in the'doinain of business she had received no special education, or made no
study of it as in Science, Art, Literature
or Musio. But with the natural curiositj
that has beeu attributed to

her sex she
is seeking knowledge on the practical
business topics and it is to her oredlt
that she demands that the intricacies of

business matters should be unveiled to
This demand of hers
her intelligence.
does not spring from mere ourlosity, but
is a demand for further knowledge, so
that she may be able to manage the trust
funds that come to her from her oharitable societies or from inherited property.
Mr. Woodbury said that when he had
been asked to present this paper he had
been requested to make it of the A B
C type, therefore if much he presented
familiar to them he trusted that
they would pardon it.
Mr. Woodbury said the first thing a
person naturally would do when he came
into possession of a sum of money wonld
lie to deposit it in a bank, preparatory to
was

investing it, and that this immediately
brought him to the fact that there were
two classes of banks, savings banks and
banka of deposit, and he sketched the

ANNUAL CASH

m

Discount Sate.

X

COMMENCING

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 22nd,
FOR ONE

WEEK,

line of

I shall offer my

English Goods, all
figures at such prices

Scotch

marked

they

as

and

in

plain

have

sold

awlrlniva

ci.vVi

Ann

oUnvninn

Via

difference between them.
He then spoke ot the olearing house
and mentally visited with his audieuoe
the olearing house in this city and deHe referred to
scribe the workings of it
the formalities required in
depositing
money in a bankof deposit and called especial attention to the necessity of makng out the d eposlt slip. This is a slip of
paper furnished Dy the bank on which
the depositing party puts down his deposit, either oheok, bills or specie, giving
it to tbe receiving teller with his deposit.
It is seldom that a woman grasps this first

the entire season, at twenty per cent
discount for cash.
If you have ever
bought a suit of me for thirty dollars or necessary step iu
DEPOSITING MONEY.
any other figure it was as low as any one
could duplicate it made of the same
What she
does is to hand

or

of

material

generally

and

quality
workmenship.
Taking this into consideration, you will
readily see that these are genuine bar
gains. The regular prices are as follows:

TROUSERS from 5 to 12 dollars
SUITS

20

GVERCO-vTS

25

WM. M.

“

40
40

“

273 Middle

prices.1*1*

Tailor,
Monument

Sq.

Stairs.
dlw

THE SEELEY HARD RUBBER TRUSS—$1,00

The Price
Continues To
Sell Them,
HOT WATER

BOTTLES*

!»■»■•

■

In

her oheoks all in a bunch, together with
the bills, at the recelvingjteller’s window
and have him make out the slip.
This
Is very annoying to the teller, although
he rarely shows his annoyanoe and generally accommodates tbe woman. All the
time the teller is trying to separate the
list them, she
oheoks and
generally

corporation bonds, railroad,
Last Thursday the power plant of D.
water company, street railroads, manuoneweekonly stands at the window and talks about facturing companies &c.
S. Warren & Co., at
Smelt Hill was
everything under the sun, muoh to his

LEIGHTON,

SI.,
Up

j»n21

pe“ a?o
net

“

Merchant

on

be

can

maintained, and the great vital

body

Them

Investments.

patient’s strength

centres of the

Woodbury Speaks to

Mr.

Less Fatal.

•X-

1
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A WATER BOND
distraction.
Mr. Woodbury spoke of the difficulties is issued by a private corporation which
a person finds after opening a
bank ac- has secured a franchise for supplying a
count, in keeping the balance correct. oity with water and is quasi publio in
He stated that the omission in putting its nature because its relations to the
most intimate
down the amount of a single oheok whioh municipality are of the
kind. It receives
hydrant rental from
bad been drawn would throw the balanoe
the oity for supplying it with water and
out, and the same If the deposit is not the city also regulates the oharges to priThese
items
are
vate
down.
consumers under an agreement with
put
generally
kept on the stub of the check book, and the water company.
That water bonds should be as a rule,
It is therefore very important that these
safe, is owing to the foot that water is a
entries be kept oarefully,
for if tbe necessity, no substitute even in this brilamount of the deposit is rot added or the liant age of Invention have been suggested
water.
Thev
ore
also
amount of the oheok drawn substraoted, for
safer from composition than other corporthe exact balanoe Mil not be kep t with
ation*, experut from bad debts as they
the result that there will be a olasb be- make their collections in advanoe, and
tween the bookkeeper of the.bank and the loss by fire as most of their property is
under ground. Care should be taken howdepositor.
ever in purchasing water bonds that the
The simple arithmetic of adding and works are substantially built, that the
substracting necessary in this is not franchise is a fair one,that the oompany
is not over bonded and that the manageabove the simplest mind, yet it is not
ment is m the hanos of honest and capcoo much to say that a large number of able
men.
Street railway bonds have been purpersons never keep their balances oorreotchased
by inventors to a great extent durly, and tbe result is that this carelessness
these past few years and a gloat
causes trouble for the
bank
officers as ing
many of this olass of bonds have come onwell as mortification and trouble for tbe to the market owing to the fact th at a
great many corporations were ohanging
depositors.
Iu drawing oheoks if desired tbat they from horse power to electricity and issuing their bonds to obtain the necessary
should be so made that if lost they will funds to make the
change. They are
he worthless to the finder, they should be not open to the competition that steam
are
as
it
is
railroads
difficult after the
made payable to the order of the person
street* are oocupie by one company for
to whom tbe money is paid.
It is al
another company to
get a franchise
ways advisable in paying bills by checks to nse the same streets. It is
evident
to make it nayable to the order of the that the public would not be any better
served
of this
by
allowing
competition
to
whom
is
owed as the nharoofo*
person
the’money
endorsement on the back acts as a re
Care should be taken when

investing

_

2QT-

37c.

Many corporations in
cfaeoke for dividends state
sent to the stockholders

3QT-

39c.

out
notice

sending
in

the

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

“NO

RE-

QUIRED.”
This is because the check is payable to
order and when paid by the bank and
returned to the corporation aots as a rethe person whose Dame is on the
ceipt,
back must have endorsed it in order
to obtain the money.
In summing up in regard to tbe'keeping
as

110.

0.

FRYE,

Apotliecary.
320
JttuU

CONGRESS ST.
Mon.Wed&Ftf

DISEASES OF HEN

of

bank account Mr. Woodbury said :
First. When deposits are made, make
out the deposit slips yourself, thus sava

ing the teller much annoyance and your
time.
Second. Be very careful in entering

own

the amounts of the deposits and olieoks
on the stubs, so that you will
accurately
kuow your baianoe and not continually
be asking the teller to intorm you how
much money you have on deposit.
Third. That tbo oheoks bo
drawn
plainly and tbe signatures bo made the
same each time.

I rom whatever causo arising, nervous and
physical
debility, premature decline, dimness of sight, pimIn regard to stocks he
stated
that
ples on he face, unfitness to marry, and diseases arising from youthiul
indiscretions, ulcers, stooks represent the capital of the corporpainful swpllings £**■ 9 5 fssa gta g*a never to redivided into shares, the par value
turn. *u yours
successful prac- ations,
t:
die same
WSagfcaJ place. Thou- of whioh was generally $100
this
►:nrs>:s snved from death or
lunacy by Dr. Hal- !
l'
mo 13 Electric Pills,
sometimes
#i per box, 6 boxeB varies in different States,
TJiey will make a new man of you.
being fixed by legislative enactment and
you are afflicted and
SnPClp] Vxi&JCm If
sometimes by the wiBhes of the stockwant to be cured,but
01
a*'"
merits of our treatment, we will
holders.
L 'if Etjf and sealed, in plain wrapper, our regS'*n
ular
box ot li.lls. with valuable letter of
advice, on
Stock certificates are the written stateoi
iO
cents
to
receipt
cover postage.
Dr. Halloclc will
give written guarantee to effect a perma- ments signed by tbe proper officers of the
nent cure. Who else will? Nobody. Over40.000
and
that the holder
cures in 40 years.
Write freely and frankly company
everything i3 confidential. All private diseases is owner of a certain number of shares,
>-•

amount for which it can be sold the tion—a bond holder
gets the stated inmarket value. The par value and the' terest of his bond and no more."
“In purchasing stock is there liability
market value should not be confounded.
to the holder?”
Eor instance the Portland Water Com“Not if the stock is fully paid,” and
whose par value is $100, sells for Mr. Woodbury explained wnat “fully
pany
means.
National bank stock is
about $100 a share; the Maine Central, paid”
always assessable for tbs losses of the
par value of which is $100 a share, sells bank to double its
par value.
for about $135. In the latter oase
“If a lady gave a lawyer a bankbook to
20 years ago and he says he can’t
keep
THE MARKEET VALUE
Had it, wnat can she do?”
is 35 per cent, more than the former, al“That’s a question for a lawyer," rethough the par values of both stocks are plied the lecturer.
“If a banker misrepresents a bond or
the same. The price of a stock depends
stock, is he liable?”
on the
of
the
“Not unless he does so wilfully.”
management
corporation,
“What if a person loses a coupon?”
amount of dividend paid, its future pros“It is so much lost money, anyone oan
peots and past history and upon the nacash it”
ture of the property itself.
“Why do firms and banks bid for
Mr.
Woodbnry described preferred bonds?”
stook* and the method of speculation in
“To sell again and make a profit ”
srooks, defining certain terms used in
“Is it legitimate for a person to deal
stook speculation.
In margins.”
Mr. v\ oodbury defined a bond as being
“That's
a
moral question. I don’t
in the nature of a promissory note, as the know why it Isn’t legitimate as well as
obligation of a city, oo»nty or state to to speculate
in real estate and borrow
pay a certain amount of money with in
money to operate with.”
terest paid at stated periods upon certain
The
next
question was a sooroher.
conditions.
“Why does the tariff question afieot inThe bonds of a company may be a per- vestments.”
Not having a month’s time at their
fectly safe investment when the stook is
not. and tbe stock of a prosperous and disposal, the leoturer and Counoll did not
successful company paying large diviattempt to sift this delicate question.
dends or having a large surplus may sell
A hearty vote of thanks was extended
at a higher prioe than the bonds of the to Mr. Woodbury.
same oompany, the inoome of which is
The following announcements
were
limited by the agreed rate of interest
made at the moating:
which they bear.
On Saturday evening, February 1st,
the Miss Sarah L. Arnold will
Mr. Woodbury then described
give an addifferent kinds ot bonds, first and seoond dress under the auspices of the Portland
mortgage, consolidated mortgage, con- Woman's Counoil, in the Assembly hall
vertible land grant bonds, sinking fund of the High School
building. The lecand inoome bonds.
ture will be free to all, men as well as
Of the securities named he said, it is women. Her subjeot will be the educanot advisable for safety to invest in stocks tion of
today as shown in the public
unless they are of a local nature or in sobools.
established companies, and the corporaThe Council has arranged for a steretions controlled by persons wclj known optloon lecture on
Washington and his
and thought of in the comrannity.
times, to be given for the benefit of the
Government bonds are considered the school
ohildren in City Hall, on Saturhighest grade of investment securities, day morning, February 22d.
but the prioe they command is so high,
On Saturday afternoon, February 20th,
making the rate of interest returned on Mr. V. Richard Foss will give the fourth
tbe investment so low, that
very few address of the series, subjeot, “Life Inparties can afford to buy them.
surance.
Undoubtedly the safest promise tor investmento f trust funds outside of govMarine Notes.
ernment bonds is what are known as
The steamship Scotsman is still taking
MUNICIPAL BONDS.
loose grains. In addition to 75,000 bushelB
Tbe strength of the
municipal bond of loose grains she will take out 55 oar
lies in the faot that everyone’s property loads of boxed meats from Chicago, 70
is mortgaged to pay the municipal debt. car load3 of western oattle, 85 car loads
The holder of the bond can compel pay- of apples, 40 oar loads of cheese aDd 100
ment if the bond is legally issued and it carloads of sundries. This great freight is
is the imperative duty of the ofli oials of
.ami win oe nero
Mwgoijr uu tut) woj
a municipality issuing bunas
to levy
the first of the week.
taxes on all property within its
limits.
*uio a
According to the trainmen the storm
prior lieu, a utsti mortgage
on property.
of Friday night was almost a hurricane
In investing in municipal bonds like
among the mountains.
The brakemen
should be
every other investment care
takeu in selecting them; one of the feat- had all they could do to go from oar to
ures that should govern one in the
On the Grand Trunk there was
selec- oar.
tion of municipal bonds is tho olass of some
drifting at the Cumberland flats
inhabitants living in the municipality.
the first reported on tbo line this seasun.
There is no doubt that some classes of
citizens have a keener sense
Captain Crapo, the famous merchantof honor
than others. The New England States man captain who is now in this port and
have always shown a creditable dispo- who will
be long remembered beoause of
sition to pay their indebtedness even when the faot
that he crossed the Atlantic in a
the debtwas large and the conditions hard.
dory, was born in 1843, and for many
Some municipalities in New England
years led a life of wild adventure. While
have acknowledged and paid debts when but a
boy of 18 he shipped on board a
they were undoubtedly illegal.
whaler and on ono occasion was Janded
He suggested as some of the most im- on the baok of a 800
barrel whale, and
faotors
in
portant
determining the very nearly lost his life. Later he left
selection of municipal
bonds: First, the
and
for
a
number
of
ship
ratio of indebtedness to assessed
valua- months lived on an island
with the nation; second,geographical location; third, tives, the king taking a decided fancy to
class of people living in the municipali- him.
Captain Crapo is willing to admit
ty; fourth, the purpose of issue; fifth, that he retains a more distinct reoollecthat the legality of the issue had been tion of the
o ut to the
poor fcod served
satisfactorily passed upon by a competent sailors than anything else.
attorney.
Besides the government and municipal The Warren Electric Plant at
Presumpscot
bonds for investment there are different
Lower Falls Started Up.
classes of

Eni§^?Ssa2

although

!*:'■

certifying

EMSHQUIOKLY

the

for whioh eaoh share or certificate is issued is the par value and the
sum

in
street
railroad
bonds
to inform
oneself that the operating expenses as
estimated are
suffiolent to operate the
The claim that 65 to
company safely.
70 per cent of the gross earnings will
operate the road is misleading and it Is
much safer to allow 80 per cent.
In
relation to steam railroad bonds,
Mr. Woodbury said that bonds of this
should be
character
purchased only
where time has proved their soundness,
a
that
are
there
great many sound and
safe railroad
bonds has been proved,
and many of them sell at a very high
price, but every new railroad is moro or
less of a n experiment,
Mr.
Woodbury’s paper reoeived the
closest attention and by the time he
had finished
the inquisitive minds of
the ladies were'wel stored with questions
about money, stooks, bonds, investments,
losses, interest,
coupons, assessments,
bankohecke,
dividends, oertifioatss,
books, savings and loans, not exoepting
bucket shops and margins.Mr. Woodbury
proved a willing and patient viotim,
and if the good ladies do not know more
about finance than they did before the
meeting it is not his fault.
The
questions were verbal and the
and here are a
were written
ew
“How is it corporasample ones:
tions can be formed without really having anything behind them?’’
“Because
of the law of the State of
Maine which allows thorn to do so, by
annually paying the fees of the organizations.”
“Isn’t that a bad law?”
fj “Well. Maine Is very liberal to corporations, more so than any other state except New Jersey and West Virginia, and
has recently passed more
Naur Jersey
I am inclined to
stringent regulations.
it would bo wise to have more
think
stringent laws.”
“Are
and
interest, stocks,
bonds
alike?”
there
are
no
interest’
“No,
bearing
hear dividends, if the
stooks.
Stocks
eoporatlons earn them, bonds bear interstockholder is entitled to diviest. A
the earnings of a
dend* on all
corpora-

?[uestions

started up for the first time.
This plant
was built some she years ago Wbbn the
dam at the lower falls of the Presumpscot was constructed.
The plant is
arranged for 13 large
turbine wheels. It has lain idle all this

time,

bat recently the oompany has secured a right of way on
the bank of
the Presmpscot to Westbrook and has run
a line of
heavy copper wires whereon
to convey the
new
power from the
The
plant up to the big paper mills.
diatanoe is some 5 or 6 miles. The reason
that this power hae at last been transferred up the riser and put into use. is
because of the lack of water at times to
furnish sufficient power at the paper
mills.
They are now using only two of the
turbine wheels at the Smelt Hill plant,
but next week will use four of them.
A Blaze at the Reed Club.

At about 3.45 Saturday night a still
alarm was sent to the ohemioal engine
house for a slight fire in the rooms of
the Reed Club, which are directly aoross
the hallway from the Palaoe Theatre.
The blaze was in a lot of paper wbiob
was used for deoorating one of the rooma
and

oaught fire from a bracket lamp.
The fire was put out with a pony extinguisher and the damage was very slight.
N. J. Neales, speoial offloer of the building, discovered the blaze, and after sending word to the chemical, stepped inside
the door of the theatre and, quietly requested the audience to leave the building in an orderly manner. His coolness
prouauiy saveu muon contusion, as many
of those present did not know what the
trouble was until they were out on the
sidewalk. There was not the least sign
of a panic, and in a few moments the
people returned aud the performance in
the theatre was continued.

Myles Standish Rifle Club.
The attendance at the regular Saturday
night session of tho above club was very
fair last Saturday evening,and the scores
very good. The following are the
best made, 75 feet, 1-8 inch rings, 250
wore

possible: Standish, 221; Notrand, 216;
Burkb, 213; Herbert, 210; Pinkham, 206;
Stephens, 199; Wentworth, 199; Duran,
197; Stanley, 180; Dennis, 180.
It is probable that a team match will
be shot with the Freeport Rifle Club at
an early date.
Portland Death Rate.
The number of deaths In Portland during the week ending Saturday noon was

twelve, from the
following causes:
Asthenia, 1; gastro. intestinal catarrh,
1; inanition, 1; disease of the liver and
kindeys, 1; nephritis, 1; paralysis, 1:
pneumonia, 4; senility,

tuberculosis,

1;

pulmonary

1.

Real Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate
in this county have been recorded In
the

Registry

ot Deeds:

Westbrook—Wm. L. and George L.
Wurren to Marietta Mlnniok.
Baldwin—Merritt Thorn to A. E. and
J. H. Warren.
Brunswick—Henry M.
Bouker to
George A. Stores

A TERRIBLE FALL.

m

Rowe Dashed Into

Charles

Elevator

an

Well.

Charles Rowe, a young man employed by the King Manufacturing company on Middle street t had a miraculous
6
escape from a fatal aocident about
o'olook Saturday night. Mr. Rowe went
Mr.

up to the second story of the building
on the elevator after some goods.
He
locked the elevator and went to the further end of the room for a large basket.
In the meantime some one had stepped
on the elevator and gone down to the
basement, without saying a word to Mr.

Rowe.
Mr.
the

Rowe oaught hold of

basket,

and

dragged

one

end

of

it

along towards
the elevator, without looking
around,
supposing of course, that it was there,
aslhe had locked It and left.lt barely
long
enough to go to the other end of the
room. He stepped over the
edge and before he oonld recover
himself, fell to the
bottom of the elevator well.
Some of the employes, who heard
him.

immediately

ran

Competent

Conclusive

Commendable

Conscientious

Comprehensive

broken.
Mr. Rowe was taken to his
boarding
plaoe at 7 Dyer’s Lane, and the physician said he had received a severe shock
to his nervous system, and he oonld not
tell at the time how
he was

seriously

affected.
Mr. King,

a member of the
firm, was
with Mr. Rowe when the reporter called
and said the young man bad been warned about the elevator only a short
time
before the aaoident as other parties In the

building also'had

the use of it, and acoidents were liable to ooour if due onutlon
was not used.

IjtOR SALE—In City °f Peering, houses and
lots, all prices. Houses built for customers
anywhere and on easy terras, plans of houses
and prices promptly furnished
Houses begun
now will be ready for occupancy Anri! 1st
n
B, DALTON & CO,, 478yf Congas »t. 24 1
X*OR SALE—A nice millinery and
fancy goods
a
business in a manufacturing town
Will
sell at a low figure.
Any one desiring euch
would do well to write at onoe to J 8 L Pr***
Office, Portland.
24-1

Maine.__

SALE- Unclaimed dye house coeds
rooms
F. O. Bailey & Co. Exa. m., we shall sell ‘about
change
3 00 unclaimed packages of Forest City
Dye
House Co.
24-1
the
of
FORAtstroet,
at 10

OR SALE—That

FreWe and
Cumberland streets, on the line of electric
cars to Peering and Westbrook,and the main
avenuejto Portland and Rochester railroad
favorable
station, is offered for 6ale on
terms. It Is a center of a moving population
in and out of the city, greater in
number

than from any other street leading to the suburbs. It is now under a good
rental and
must Increase in value.
BENJAMIN F.
HARRIS.Chambers,comer Excange and Mid25-1
dle streets.

FOR

'AnodyneUNIMENT

SALE—New double tenement house
with bath rooms and water closets in
each; large lot and stable, will rent for $30
per month. Located on high land at Woodlords; electrics pass the premises; a forced
sale at $2700. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 160

FOR

invented by the late Dr. A. Johnson, an old fashioned, noble hearted
It is recommended by physicians everywhere. All who use
it are amazed at its power and praise it forever after. It is for Internal as much
as External use.
It is used and endorsed by all athletes. It is the best, the
oldest, the original. It is unlike any other. It is superior to all others. It
is not merely a Liniment, it is the Universal Household Remedy from infancy
to old age. There is not a medicine today which possesses the confidence
of the public to so great an extent. It has stood on its own intrinsic
merit while generation after generation has used it with entire satisfaction.
You can safely trust what time has endorsed. Every Mother should have it
in the house, dropped on sugar suffering children love to take it. It produces an increase of vital activity in the system, and thus cures disease.
Its electric energy everlastingly eradicates inflammation without irritation.
was

Middle street.

Family Physician.

■pOR

line,

SALE—That fine property on the
southerly side of Spring street numbered
44 to 52 inclusive, w ith the buildings thereon
and a rental of $1500 per annum.
The lot
contains an area of 10,846 square feet, with a
frontage of 182 feet on the street, and an avThis property
erage depth of about 90 feet.
will bear the closest inspection, and is safe
for Investment.
BENJAMIN F.
HARRIS,
Chambers, corner Exchange and Middle
streets.
23-1

FOR

of the best known business
FOR SALE—One
in Maine,
very desirable propcomers
no

snow

at

the

day

and

clearing the tracks,
broke
down
plow
of

corner

Front

and

Sawyer

stocks, bonds
ties.

any good
of A. C. LIBBY,

collateral

or

Inquire

FREE!

42i Exchange

Pictures!

Forty word* inserted under tilts
week for 525

ono

routs

hood
cash in advance.

We frame

LET—-Tile lower part of house
TO
Congress street. For further
lars
at

enquire

tile

were

making regular trips.
Houghton of the

Mr.
line
said

city

that

Deering

and

schedule

all

time.

at

Seal’s

Pond, Monday Evening.

Capisic
Barges leave

Hall,

head of Preble street at 7.30 p. m.. and leave
station at 7.46; Westbrook Car Bridge street
7.30; Warren Block. 7.45.
If stormy
to be
postponed one week.
25-1

SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared to
Portland ATR.
•HA
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
in
the highest cash prices.
Address letters or posta
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.sep4-tf
running on

oars

are

The Westbrook

line
aooount of the
delayed
storm, but not to any extent. The line
is well equipped to cope with the severest storms, and the tracks were oleared
in quioker time than they ever were before in a heavy storm.
was

'AjTOTICE—Dance
Lv

some

LOST AND FOUND.

on

E. A. DOTEN.

23-1

LET.

securi-

Street,_jan21-4
TIICTURES!

TO

house.

M.

No.

778

particuMORRILL.

streets South Portland, Saturday after- A them! Those in want of pictures should
__27-1
call on us belore
elswhero. The picture rilO LET—Large parlor furnished or unnoon, and the oars oould not prnoeed past "Thorough-bred” going
given with every picture we
_I_ furnished with heat and gas; also other
that point, but at a late hourthe necessa- frame. E, D. REYNOLDS, 09S Congress Sr., rooms large and
pleasant, at 217 Cumberland
next door to Shaw’s Grocery store.
14-2
street.
23-1
ryrepalrs were completed and the traoks
to Willard were cleared sotbat cars were
running all right yesterday On the Cash
oorner line the tracks have been
cleared
nearly the wholedlstance and tbe oars

a

competition; location best in New
England; post office in store, die.; a great
bargain; terms to please purchaser. A. R.
erty ;

The Electric Roads,

'ihe

25-1

SALE—French roof house on westerly
a
end of Spring St., arranged for two families with six
rooms each,
Sebago water,
cemented cellar, in good repair, al30 a two flat
house near electric
Sebago water, bath
room, now rented.
A good investment. N. S.
GARDINER, 185 Middle St., room 4.
24-1

All who order direct from us. and request it, shall receive a certificate that their money
shall be refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Pnce 35 cts; six $2.00, express prepaid. If
first. Sold by
you can’t get it near home sen'' to U9. Ask
druggists. Pamphlet free.
1. S. JOHNSON & CO., s» „ustom House Street, Boston, Mass., Sole Proprietors.

Gape Elizabeth electrics have had
hard luck, owing to the heavy storm. _MISCELLANEOUS._
to loan; on first and second mortThe men have been kept hard at work MONEY
gages on real estate, personal porperty,
night

easterly

on

SAXE—Falmouth, farm of 120 acres,
house
cuts 65 tons hay, 2 story brick
and ell in good repair, 2 bams and carriage
house,"300 fruit trees, cherries and small
fruit: 7 miles out ; a great bargain.
W. H.
25-1
WALDRON & CO.. 180 Middle street.

The

and

valuable

property con171 the
taining 8076 square feet of land, situated
north
corner of

Johnson's
It

h.«.t
week for 28 cents, cash la
sdvtuics.

on©

U is a tact, that any pain anywhere, every lameness
everywhere, is penetrated, relieved or cured by this wonderful, soothing Anodyne. It is the
sovereign remedy for bites, burns, bruises. For backache, earache, headache, neckache, stomachache, toothache, in fact every ache. For scalds,
stings, strains, sprains, stiff joints, swellings and sore muscles. For colds,
chills, coughs and catarrh. For hacking, hoarseness and whooping cough.
For asthma, bronchitis, diphtheria, la grippe, sore throat and lungs. For
colic, croup, cramps, cholera-morbus and summer complaints. For dyspeptic
pains, neuralgia and muscular rheumatism. For cuts, cracks, corns, contusions, chaps and chilblains, all irritations and inflammations. For lame
back, side, shoulder. For pains in chest, kidneys, stomach, use the great vital
and muscle nervine. Every ailment above is caused by or accompanied with
inflammation, to cure which Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment was originated.

basement, expecting to find him dead,
or at least
badly
A
injured.
physlolan was telephoned for
and in the meantime
everything possible
was done for the
yonsg man.
Upon the

SALE.

Forty ward, ta.ert^ »=der thi»

FACTS.

to the

arrival of the dootor an examination was
made, and strange to say, although
the
young man had sustained a bad
bruise
on the right hip, where he bad
evidently
struok in bis desoent, no bones
were

_FOR

Concise

tenement of 8 rooms, No.
8
Place, $15,00, including Water;
Place, lower tenement of 9 rooms
and bath, steam heat $23; whole house 23
LET—A

Park
TO
Bramall

Cumberland street, 9 rooms and bath, $21;
two rents 29 Cushman street, 6 rooms
each
hath for each. N. S. OARD1NER, 185 Middle
street.
22-1

SALE—House No. 12 Charles street,
Portland, Me., house at Willard, known
as the Captain White house.
Km ad re of K.
W. CONLEY, Standard Oil Co.’s office,
33
west Commercial street.
23-1

piOR
9

SALE—At Deerlng’ Centre, nev
FORstory
house, 7 rooms, lot 90x103,

two

good
garden: fine location, value rapidly Increasing finished to suit buyer If taken at once;
ready Maxeh 18th; price *1700, only *260
down, balance tb suft buyer. Q. B. DALTON, 47SJ Congress street, (one flight.) 22-1
8 ALE—Stove, one large
~pOR
tgammt &len
a
wood parlor coal stove; a grbat
Heater
was new November 1st: wvH sell bt a
great
discount; aloe one Choking Range in first
class

condition; reasons for setting have hn
further use for stoves.
May be seen at 1*
Clifton street, Woodfords, fourth he use from
Forest avenue street cars.
22-1

SALE—On line Bpring street electric*
LET—At No. 169 Newbury street;
FOR—westerly
end—a
family two story.
TO pleasant
and convenient rent of three Mansard
frame house, eleven rooms.
BEN*
a

rooms; up two flight, to
at 87 per month.

one or

W.

>

O.

two persons;
PITCHER.
22-1

one

JAMIN SHAW, 51j

Exchange

street.

21-1

SALE—Double I v*o story, four tenement frame dwelling house, corner Mel.
LET OR FOR S4LE—On Bedford street, bourne
and
Emerson streets; lot 79x89
Oakdale, a cottage house of eight property in good
repair a*d always rented:
rooms, newly painted and papered through- cemented cellar and
Sebago water; Is a good
hot
water
new
out,
heat,
stable, large sunny Investment and will be sold at a bargain.
yard. Inquire of E. C. JOHNSON, 85 Morn- BEN JAMIN F. HARRIS, Chambers Comet
22-1
ing street. City.
Exchange and Midlde street*.

FOR

front ot the Preble
House;
TO
FOUND.—In
small
of
pocketbook containing
a

a

money.
G. M.

Owner

can

YOUNG,
property.

the

have

same

druggist,

sum

by calling on
and proving
23-1

handkerchief, Saturday eveLET—At No. 812 Congress street, pleassale—The hook called “Forest and
LOST—A
ning, January 18, on Franklin, street or rpO
*
ant and convenient up-sij,irs rent of sevShore,” qr Old Joe Wyer, the Indian
on Congress street between Franklin street
Bosworth Post, G, A. R.
en rooms and bath room;
Seout by ChaTles Illsles. Stories about Portimmediate
posand Gilbert’s hall.
Finder please
return session
given; price $18 per month.
Inquire land, Falmouth. Wlndfimn, Ybrnfcmth. Times
to 150 Franklin street and receive reLast
Friday evening at the meeting same
of A. C. LIBBY, 421 Exchange street.
of the Indian wars oyer a
S-l
hundred ykars
ward.
21-1
of Bosworth Post, No.
ago. Price 76 cents. COLESWORTHVS Book
G.A.
a
2,
R.,
LET—A nice
rent of 6 rooms on Store, 92 Exchange street._
21-1
committee to
sunny
for
a
arrange
reception
TO second floor, opposite the High school
SALE—I have some excellent
to be tendered to Commander-in-Chief
on Cumberland street. Rent $18 month.
opporWANTED.
A
tunities for investment iBTSraUding lot*
rent on Federal street, near Lincoln
Park; in the near suburbs
Walker of Indianapolis, was apIvan
of Portland. Must pav a
Forcy warns Inserted under this head whole house, 6 rooms, $15 a month. COLESHouses foi
WORTHY Book Store, 92 Bxohange
street. largo profit within two yearn.
pointed as follows: Fred D. Winslow, one week for J5 cents, cash in advance.
sale.
413
street.
WATSON.
21-1
Congress
21-1
Major C. H. Boyd, Capt. H. H. Shaw,
SALE— First class
Lantern
ANTED—Board
in
central
or
Magic
western
Rufus Lamson and A. H. Purlugton. Ilf
part
LET—Tim “Cofonial,” now ready; six FOR
**
fme lenses with rack work fbr focusing•
of city for tamily of four. Will furnish
tenements of six rooms each—modemCommander-in-Chief
brass metal work, make* pictureOom 9 to9
Walker
is to at- room If necessary,
address giving location and
Lincoln Paris.
No hall or st airs
overlooking
slide carrier, carrying case and S foot
tend the encampment of the Department price, C. B. DALTON & CO., 478ya Congress to care for. Delightful location.
American feet;
8L24-1 ■ families, no small children; $20 and 25 in ad- folding screen. Frioe $3<k a groat bargain.
of Maine, whioh is to lie held in Bangor
Address.
MAGIC
vance.
413 Congress street. WATSON. 21-1
LASHiCR^
tbe latter part of February and the com- WANTED—#8600 for five years on first
class real estate; valuation #4000 and
rades of Bosworth Post have
extended rents for #480 per annum; best locality in MONEY TO LOAN—On 8»st and second
the city of Portland.
Address L. M., this HA mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds
him an invitation
to stop over here as office.
and life lnsuranep paHeiss or any good securi22-1
I will buy you suqh a
their guest.
ties. Nobs dtsonhjltoa at Jow rrte of interest. AND
MeKenney’S. A thoushna o
to try Burnham’s
Beef I. P. BUTLER, 48 Exchange street.
the largest, the prettiest stoek.
janS 4
WANTED—You
Wine and Iron; sold by trade everyand Wedding* Hugs a speciality. Me*
Miss Swasey’s Presence of Mind,
were.
For quality, economy and sales, no
LET-Brtck house Ns. 11 Henry street, The Jeweler, Monument Square,
jgn^Btf
equal.
Bargain cases sold by THOMPSON & 'pO
A
near Deertha street^ nas 9 n>ods, furnace
A few evenings ago Miss Annie Swasey
HALL, wholesale grocers and druggists, 5 heat, hoi and cold water, and all modern conFOR
BUSINESS-For
sale,
of Deering street lighted the gas in her dozen 10 cent size free with 6 ease lot. 21-1
and
groceries, fruit
confectionery busiveniences, just la minutes walk from postofflee,
well established, good trade,
ness,
npssesslon
mother’s room and immediately departat
or
good
given
house
want
of
1,
to
in
lie0,
tranks
Apply
persons
nice and
verv
standing with the people
and bags to oall on E. D. REYNOLDS, GEO. F. WEST; 191 kiddie street.
20-tf
ed. In an instant she hoard her mother 693
pleasant store; lease at low rate; you would
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
be
with
store
if
should
see it. fauna
pleased
and on returning
scream,
found the grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
for selling, poor health; not able to carry it
muslin curtain near the light in flames, and can therefore give bottom prices.
will hot
TO LET.
on; will find everything as stated;
Trunks repaired. Open evenings. jjanl3-2
be disappointed. Address, BUSINESS, Frees
whioh must
have oaught from a spark
Rooms in Meehnic Building Office.>an9-lipo
from
the matoh.
buy from #1000 to $15,000
With rare presenoe of
WANTED—To
worth of cast off clot
I pay the recently occupied by Dr. O'Neil.
XiOR SALE—Second hand machinery: duplex
mind she tore the ourtain from the fast- highest cash prices for ladles’hing.
dresses, gents’
a
pumps, evaporators, boilers, heaters, gates,
children’s clothing and gents’ winter Apply to
eniugs and smothered the flames under a and
valves, wrought iron pipe and wire rope, fbr
overcoats. Call or address letter or postal to
GEO.
A.
saleata bargain. Address PORTLAND AMHARMON, Sec.
she discovered that a dress S. DE GROOT, 76 Midde street.
rug. Then
janl.3-2
314 Congress St. MON I ATE CO. room 8, 191 Middle street,
of her mother’s was also ablaze, and this
dec7
Portland, Me.jan 2-4
either sex, to sell Cotf
WANED—Agents,
lumlban
Hat
Holders.
she also threw under the rug.
Bat for
Every lady
TiOR SALK OR TO L#T —The Homestead
a pair.
Send 25 cent for sample pair
buys
a
tbe quiok aotiou a serious fire must have and terms to Box
WANTBD— MALE TIBLP.
o( the late Thomas Qutnby, near 8trend16, SUMNER, Oxford
Pour acres of land
with
water In Deerlng.
dec31-4
resulted.
She fortunately escaped uuin. County, Maine.
10
Forty words kierted under this head good house. On line of sweet oars;
drainminutes
Union
one week for 25 ceite. cash in advance.
from
jured.
station; perfect
location as
age; Sebago water. A9 fine a
Here Is in
Deerlng. Apply to ANDREW
WANTED in every town in
Portland Choral Society,
Maine to sell the Acme Fire Kindler HAWKS, Stroudwatsr.dec27-tf
The regular rehearsal of the Choral
(it cannot burn up) sample post paid 10
cents. For particulars call or address F.
W.
Society will beheld Monday evening,
THOAfAS, General Agent for State, 335 ConJanuary 37th. at 7.30 sharp. Some new
gress street. Portland, Me.
23-1
part songs will be taken up in conjuncwanted to take orders for silvertion with the oantata “Gallia” and oan 600 cords of Green Poplar lumsuch aa
ware, books &c.: lady or gentleman;
One Potter-Bradley Atlas
be seoured at Oressy, Jones & Allen’s ber, delivered on cars at West- grand opportunity. CHARLES W. SHEDD, offered
the Press in parts last year,
by
and
Kincaid
Sawyer
streets, South Portland. bound in substantial bindings, for $6.00.
musio store. Mr. Sangllsr requests a full
25-1
For particuCan be seen at the PRESS OFFICE.
attendance as the time is fast approach- brook Junction,
dec26tf
FEW
never been used.
reliable,
energetic men can secure Has————■——s^^——■—^
ing for the society’s Initial publio reoltal. lars arid details address
good contracts to represent the N ew
York Life Insurance Company in Portland.
A Missing Girl.
IF VOUB WATCH KICK
Apply at office No. 57 Exchange street, R.
A. DAVIS, Agency Director.
23-1
The Lewiston Journal reports
that a
will take the kick out of it and make it
WE keep good time. Mainsprings 76c, cleanyoung woman who says that she came
man to take
an office and
mainspring and cleaning combined
from Portland has recently been in that
represent a manufacturer; $50 per ing $1.00;work
tlrstclass. McKENNEY, Tho
2w
$L60; all
jan23
Deering Me.
small capital
week;
Address,
required.
Monument
Jeweler.
Square.JanlStf
city. To the Lewiston polios matron she
with stamp, MANUFACTURER,Box
212, Concord
15-2
confided the fact that she was in trouble a triend and
Junction, Mass.
on her things she
lace

FOR

FOR

TO

MARRY ME ARRAKLLA

CHANCE

WANTED—All

WANTED

AGENTS

FOR

AGENTS

J5ALE.

A

EXCELSIOR MATCH COMPANY,

and was advised to oonsult a lawyer in
the hope of seouring some
reparation
from the man responsible for her condition. Mrs. Mitebell, the police matron,
found the girl a boarding plaoo and she
remained there until

Thursday

when

she

disappeared.

The Lewiston authoriitss
who have investigated the matter, believe
that the girl did not leave that
oity by
train and it is feared that she may have
committed suioide or,becoming
deranged,
wandered into the country. The woman
with whom she boarded in
Lewiston
says: “She told me all about her trouble
with the exception of the name aud address of her mother and people.
She
spoke of her mother with love and tenderness, oalltng her ‘mamma,’ aud
saying
that she hoped and prayed that she would
never know her disgrace.
She looked to
me like a girl of some home refinement.
“On Thursday she told me that she
was going down to Hotel Atwood to meet
I find Salvation Oil the best cure for
heumatism I have ever knows. Joshua
Zimmerman, WetheredviUe S£d.

WANTED—A

patting

went out. I saw her go across Main
street and into Mrs. Millet’s millinery
She oamo out and that was the
store,
last that I saw ot her.”
The girl is about 19 years old and of

WANTED— FEMALE

HELP,

Forty words

Inserted under this head
week for 38 cents, oush lu advance.

NURSERY AGENTS WANTED—A
one

capable, active woman, not
Wanted—To take orders on the road
over 36 years of age for assistant maduring the coining spring and summer. Un- tron in the Protestant
Orphan Asylum, Port,
equalled chance for beginners and experienced land.
Apply to MRS. R. H. TCJtNER, 31
American parentage.
men. We want yoar help and are .filing
street
or MRS. WALTER S.
Deering
BECKto pay
liberally for It.
25-1
Do not fail to write at once for full information. ETT, 161 Pearl street.
Russell-Stone,
WHITING NURSERY CO.,
of refinement as
young
MASS
lady
457BlueHill
BOSTON.
85.—
At the
Ave„
Kent’s^Hill, Me., January
companion and to assist in care of an
anlO
MW&f2iu
invalid lad In sewing, etc.; desirable
house of the bride’s mother, Mrs. Celia
place
lor right person. Address with references P.
M. Stone, at high noon, occurred
the
WANTED.
O. Box 1660, City.
21-1
Agents to sell the Accumulation Polimarriage of Miss Winnitred P. Stone to
The
of
Co.
the
Ins.
cy
New
Life
Russell
York
E.
of
Walter
WANTED—elmArias
Prof.
Gorham, Me.
best policy ever issued. For terms and
The wedding oersmony was performed
Forty words inserted under this heed
territory, address T. S. BURNS, Gen’l one
week for 35 cento, cash In edvanee.
by a olassmate of the groom, Rev. W. B. Agent, Westbrook, Me.
jao21dlw
After
the
Buteshire of Farmington.
TIT ANTED—A position as
stenograper.
ceremony a wedding lunch was served to
Have had two years experience. Ady
dress X. Y. Z., this office.
The rooms were beau52-1
the bridal party.
tifully deoorated with hot house roses
dene in first
class
VVTANTED—Washing
*
»
and evergreens.
Only the immediate
style. Will call for and deliver. No.
166 Linooln street.
22-1
were
invited.
The
friends of the family
many and beautiful gifts received, attest
IF WE WANTED A CLOCK
the esteem with which Prof, and Mrs.
Russell are held. They immediately left
Would go to McKenney's because he has
more up-to-date (locks than ail the other
for Gorham, their new home.
stores combined. His 95c alarm clock is waking up the town. Clocks, 95c to S69.00.
The Italians have evacuated Makalie
McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument square.
in Abyssinia,
iaulStf
lo. 37 PLUM STREET.

WANTED—A

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK AtfD

JOB

PRlflTEti

WE

FlAAAUlAli AM) COMEPiClAL

'•pening.
Closing.

M<

ney
cantile paper

call offered 3 per

on

quoted

was

Sterling Exchange

at

mer-

7 per cent.
with actual

8

weaker,

was

tTuno

cem.

business in bankers bills 4 87% 4 87%
60-day bills and 4 88%@4 89 for demand;
posted rates 4 88 Vs ®4 8 9%. Commercial bills
60-davs -4 8b%@4 87%. Government Bonds
t

tiie Board

at

dull.

was

Th stock market opened lower and closed
with firm tone.__
Railroad Receipt.
PORT i, \ V

Portland market—cut loaf
*,*u,

•.

—

:

confectioners at

granulated

cow

coffee crushed 6<- yellow 4Va

The markets are very firm on food staples,
The ad van e in Flour is maintained, and higher
prices must soon urevail, on account of another
sharp rise in Wheat to-day. Corn, Oats and
Hog produeis are also Higher
The following are to-dav’s wholesale prices of
l'r visions. Groceries, etc.:
Gram

our.

Wheat. 60-lbs.
Superfine &’
@57
tow grades.2 95 33 20
Wneat
bakCorn, new, car 3*.£39
Spring
ers.eland bt3 60®360 Corn, nag lots..
@43
841
Patent borne
Meai, DaP lot*.
wneat... 4 00 a 4 25 Oats, car iocs
28@29
SO go 2
Oats, bag lots
Mich, su*’gin
roller.... 3 85a395 cotton Seer,
00
00822
85
car
lots.
50
clear do... 3 80^3
bag lots 0000824 00
8lLouiH«t'gt
3 85ta3 95
relief.
clear do. .3 80®3 85
Wnt'i wheai
4 10 34 35
patents.
Fisli.
C nd—L a r ge
Shore
.4 75 *5 25
ninall do. 2 6033 25
.2 25(a-3 25
Pollock
Haddock... 1 60&2 00
Fake.. ....I 60®2 00
Herring, box
..

...

...

Scaleo_
Mackerel, b»

Sacked Br’r
car lots. 1 4 00 a 15 oO
bag lots. .616817 oo
Middlings. .816817 00
bag ots. .SI7819 00
Coffee.
Rio, roasted 21
@24 Va
Java do.28@31
Mfolasieo.
Porto Rieo.27833
‘45 o,28
Barbadoed.
....

Fancy.30u,36
Tea.

9®lSc

.17@2o

Amoys

.14850
Extra Is 00 00®$<>0! Congous..
Shore Is 522
Japan.18@35
Snore :is si9 00'a$2l| Formoso.20@bQ
Produce.
Snear.
Cape Cran’brs^ 9®$0 Standard (Iran 5 1-16
....

00-3525j

$7<a$9 Ex-quality, flue
Maine,
6 Vs
Jersey 88 00®$ 9 oO; gramiiatod
4 11-16
Xew Vprk
Extra C,
Pea Beans, 1 50@1 551
Provisions.
Foreign do 1 4 531 60
Yellow ^ves.J 65 o)l 70
Cai Pea.... *1 1031 75 PorkIrish Fotat'e. bu35® 0
clear.. 13 00013 60
Bweets. Vineiand 6 oo UacKs... J 3 •.'(31 3 50
do Jersey— ®4 so
light. 12 50®13 00
Onions*—
y oo
Native, bbl 1 50® 1 75 Beef—light-.
S pdiickens.
143X5 heavy.
10 50
Turkevs, Wes- i4:«tloc liniests %l)6 5 75®
North, turkeys 15, 1 Lara, ics an
1 lictloc
Fowls....
Va bbl.pure. 6V* @G%
do com’ml. 53/su*
Apples.
Fancy. 3 oo^f? 5o
nans,com pd 5% a 6
rail1 to good 2 25w,2 50 |
pails, pure 7%@8
Baldwins.. §2 76(33 2
pure If
9% 8.9V*
E vap
lt>
6.a 9c H arris
a 1
LemoB4,
aocov’rd
@10%
Oil.
Messina
3 «>o®3 5o
Pa<enno— 3 0033 50 Kerosenel20ts
11
Oranges.
Ligoma.11%
3 0033 26
Centennial.l J Va
Califoniia.
4
00@4 26 Pratt's Astjai ..13%
3 60&4 o' Devoe’s brilliant 13%
V’alencia.
In half bbls lc extra
Eggs.
....

....

..

Raisins*
Nearby...,.. <2, 21
Eastern extra..- 9(&2n Muscafel.f»0 lb bxs3<3>6
Fresh Western... <&18 London uiv'rll 50@H76
Held..—
(0.17
Coal.
Bcttei.
Retail—delivered.
Creamer ,tnev.. 24335 Cumberland 4 oo@4 60
GiitEuet v’ nt.
324 Chestnut....
ign 00
Choice. ®zo| lranKUn....
'7 26
Cheese.
Lehin. • • •
i^b oO
N. \. ict’ry. l
312^ Pea.
4 00
Vermont... 12 «*. 12 Va
Bage
New

313 V*

....13
lorn

<>uot

tio>»«.

*»u

Stock* xnd

Bonds

By Telegraph
The

following

are

to (lav’s

t>f Bonds :

closing quotati

Jan, 25.
New 4*s reg.a-OH
New 4’S
coup.^108 a
96
United Slates
reg
Centra! Pacific lsts.loO
1 »enver A xi. G.J| st.i 12
Erie 2ds. 70%
71
Kansas Pacific Consols.....
Oregon Nav. lsts. 107%
Kansas Pacific lsts.loL

*6
100
112

70%
70%
107%
101
S3

Northern Pacific cons 6s....
< *0-1
mo-scs
quotations
Af«h\*on.14%
Adams Express.146

14%
146
llo

Express.110
Maine.
Centra; Pacific. !•»%
American
Bom on <Si

Cues.

Chicago

14%
15v*

oiiio.J 15%
s.

Alton.i 5+

153
l7o
75%
J27
H.O

17i)
Chicago * Alton preierrea
Chicago. Burlington <fc Quincy 7H%
Delaware it Hudson Canal Co. 126%
—

Delaware.Lackawana * Westi6i
Denyer & Kio'Grande. 12%
15 %
Erie....
oreferred
ao
24%
Illinois Central.... **6v*
Lake Erie & West. 20 v*
Lake Shore.146
Louis it Nash. 46%
Maine central R.....
9
Mexican Central..
MichieanOentralpl. 93
Minn & St. L....
Minn. & st. Louis, pf. 74
25%
Missouri Pacific.
New Jersey Central.1,01%
Nerthcn Pacific common—
3%
do
do
preierrea— 12

12Vs
1
V4
95

9
>4
J9
74
25
loo
3%
12 V*
9u

at 6s

SDniig: Wheat 6s GVsd&us 7a.

6d®5s7»Ad*

Corn 3s 4d.

TE

OO hAW

A

\1 E it

Nanaimo.

SABINE PASS—Ar 22d, sch Albert T Stearns
Allen, Galveston.
SATILLA RIVER-Ar 20th, seh Cassle F
Jameson. Collins, New York.
SALEM—Ar 24th, sch Roger Drury, Bunker,
Portland lor Bayone.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24th, sch Horatio
L Baker, Atkins. Baltimore for Portland.
WILMINGTON, NO—Ar 25th, sch John S
Parker, Robertson, Havana,

U >»V K »l

I

I

^

I

1
i

f

|
!

~

—

—

—

—

...

..

—

..

....

Styles.

126

*,

3rt%
121
109
105 %

Sugar.common.10 %

7%
3%
38
»%
16V*
83*%

7%
3%

38

6%
16%
84%

....

iartreu

1 he following were u>-iiay ■« quoiano
tocks in Boston
Mexican Central 49. 66
Atchison, loueka & Btasta Fe
14%
Boston & Maine ft...165
do pfe..

and

Painting,

Victors

or

STEAMERS.

THE

Notice

Londonderry. Halifax

Liverpool,
From

Liverpool.
2 Jan.
16 Jan.
30 Jan.
13 Feb.
27 Feb.

Sheep—recer ts 1,000 steady j.nfeior %q choice
^3 66.iambs 3 25®4 0.

2 2

Domestic Markets.

Receipts—Flour, 7.000
corn.

..

vfd.V'

9^

.141'

—

nflnn

Lynch. Baltimore.
BATH Sid 21st, sch Frances M, (new) for
Ashepoo. SC.
CHARLESTON—Sid 24th, barque Nineveh,
Leighton. Wilmington.
C d 25th. soil isaac T Campbell, Richards, for
Gilve

5 37 V, A6 60.

busn

ski 2ot!i. oarque uoris. ior jsama; nrig h h.
Wright. Portland: schs Childe Harold, Boston;
Carrie A Lane Galveston; Carrie E Look. do.
BULL RIVER—Cld 24th, barque Clara E Mc-

.(Isrse:.,

(By Telegraph.)
JANUARY 25. 1896.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was

v.

Weymouth.

CAPE HENRY—Passed out 25th, barque Undaunted, from Baltimore for San Francisco.
Passeu out 24th, schs Myra B Weaver, from
Darien for New York; Estelle Phinney, Norfolk
for Boston; Carrie A Norton, Savanuan for New
York ; Alicia B Crosby, Newport News for Boston; R D Bibber. Norfolk for St Jago.
Gloucester—Ar 24th, sch o m Marrett,
from Rockland for New York.
DARIEN—Ar 25th. sch Flora Rogers, War-

ren, Boston.
Ar 23d, sch Thos W Hyde, Portland.
HYANN1S—In port 23d, sch Jas A Brown,
from St George for St Thomas.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 22d, sch Florence Belaud. Spofford, New York.
Sid 23*1. sch Etna. Chipman, New York.
KEY WEST—Ar 25tli, sch Albertine A done,
Roberts, Nassau. NP.
NEW ORLEANS
Ar 24th, barque Isaac
—

Jackson. Davis, Martinique.
NORFOLK- Sid 23d, sch May McFarland,
Small. New Bedford.
Shi 24th, sch Joel F Shepard, Welsh, for Savannah.
Sid lm

Hampton Roads 23d, schj Millie J H,
Delano, irom Demeraraand Redondo for Bootbhay; Phlneas W Sprague, Strong, from DemeraraforNew York; Celina, Murray. Pensacola
for Philadelphia, aud about 200 otners.
PENSACOLA—Cld 23d, barque J A Wright,
Freeman. Philadelphia; sch Willie L Newton,

ELY’S CREAM HALM Opens and cleanses
the Nasal Passages. Allays Pain and Inflammation, Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane
from colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. The Balm is quickly absorbed and
gives relief at once.
A particle is applied into each nostril and is
agreeable. Price 60 cents at Druggists or by
mail,
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Warren St.. New York

R. H. JO
STATE

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 24tli, sch Rob Roy,
Norbury. Port Royal. SC.
Ar 25th, sen Horace G Morse. Hicbee, New
York.
Cld 25th, schs Clara Leavitt, Lombord. Porto
Rico; Mary E Palmer, liasael!. Portsmouth;
Henry S ittle. Pierce, do; Jacob Reed, Blake,
Boston ; Clias E Baleli. Crocker, Providence.
Reedy Island—Passed down 23d, sch Mary E
Morse, fqr Boston.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 24th, ship Eureka. from Philadelphia for New York: barque
Alice, Dodge, Turks Island for Portland; schs
Lizzie Chadwick, Clark, Darien for New York;
Spartan, Coombs. Baltimore for Boston.
Ar 23d, barque John S
PERTH AMBOY
Emery, Wooster, New Yor&.
1

—

FOR SALE OR

ROAN,

PORTLAND,

St.,

MAINE.

Alter usingf one of the National Cash Registers about a year,
we are fully convinced that it is
one of the necessities of a retail
store, and heartily recommend
it to any one
doing a retail
business.

LANDERS & BABBIDGE,
DrrgglstSi Monument Square.
ernltf
Jan2«_
TICKETS

FOR

EUROPE.

via S. S. 8( OTSMAN,

sailing
Thursday, Jan. 30tli,
Can be

H. G.

on

obtained of

2 1-2 Union Wharf.

STARR,

Agents for Allan, Dominion, Cunard, Atlantic
1 ransport and White Star Lines,
octmeodtf

3XT

O

Mongolian.

Very Fancy

Steamer Enterprise

Will leave East H.jOtllbay Monday at 7.15
m. for Portland, touc ing at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at G.45 a. m. for
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Island,
Boothbay Harbor, Heroo Island, So. Bristol
a.

Boothbay.

and East

Wednesday, leave Pemaauid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
Islahd.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.46 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
aug31dtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO
CUSTOM LOUSE WHARF. PORTLAND. ME.

W-inter Time Table, in Effect Nov. 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing,
Pe:*ks Is and, 5.46, G.40, 8, a in., 2.15 and
8.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond,
Trefethens and Long Island, 8.00,a. m.,
and 2.16, p. m.
C. w. T. GODIN G, General Manager.
uov25dtf

County of Washington.

SALE

delivery.

Assessed valuation of Washington
$13,000,000
county,
Debt,
$12,000
43,000
Population,
Sealed bids must be sub mitted to the unor
on
before
at
12,
1896,
February
dersigned
2 o’clock p. m., when they will be opened in
the presence of the Countv Commissioners
at the Court House in Macliias, Me. The right
is reserved to reject any or all bids.
dress all proposals “Bid for Bonds.”

AUSTIN HARRIS,

€be Cburston Print
exchange Street
makers of things Unique and
Attractive in Books Booklets
971-2

Announcements Programs

Splendid

curative agent for Nervous

or

Siok

iieupcohe, Brain Exhaustion, Kloenlossiiess,
or general Neuraluia; also for Rheu
mutism. Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dys-

.special

pepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and ft) cents.

CJSffervesoent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

16t S. Western Avenue.

Soldby

all

duggsists-

CHICAGO.

n«>
effects.
•Tt costs more than handbill

«

sorts and

Cents talk it over«

kinds

NOTICE,
Notwithstanding the fact that we
burned out a short time since,

were

are still in business and may be
found at the store No. 222 Middle St.,
under Falmouth Hotel, where we are
filling all orders.
Special and prompt attention will
be given to orders for
we

Stationery

great

variety.

LORING, SHORT & HAR1GN
Opposite Preble House.
ecd

Will receive puiflls in crayon portraiture
from life and the
flat; also in academic
drawing from cast, still-life and the living
model.

after
trains

MONDAY. Nov. I8tli,
will run as follows:

>odlmo*

1895

LEAVE.

Auburn and Lewiston 7.15, 7.55 a. ra
1.10, 1.30, 6.20 p. m
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1.30
and
5.20 p. in.
For Island Pond,7.56 a. m., and 1 30 p. m.
For Montreal
and Chicago. 7,56 a. m.
and
I. 30 p, ra.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

For

and

STEVENS,
jam 7

& JONES CO.
dtf

E.

miLLS,^
Tuner.

Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store. 4'S
Congress street.
eodt f

OF_PKEBLE

STREE

and

»_

ARRIVALS.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
12.16 3.10. 6.16 and 5.30 p. ra.
From Island Pond. Berlin and
Gorham,
8.S5, a. ra.. 12.16 and 6. 30 p. in.
From Chicago am. Montreal. 12.15 and 5.30

In

Effect December 33, 1893.

Trains leave Portland, Union
Square, for stations named

Station, Railway
below and interfollows;
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Brunswick.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic
Falls, Rumford Falls. Lewiston,
Livermore Falls, Farmington, Phillips, Rangeley, Oakland and Waterville
8.46 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis

p. m.

mediate points

From Quebec. 12.16 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping
Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET
OFFICE NO.
MIDDLE
177
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
CHAS. M. IIAYS, Gen’I Manager.
Portland. Nov. 18th. lajo.
dtf
STEAMERS.

as

and all points wesL
10.30 a. ill. For

Brunswick, Bath, L.sbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Au-

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

gusta and Waterville.

1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT Falls. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor. Bar Harbor
Oldtown and Houltun, via B. & A.
l.ifip. m„ For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
Sea
Delightful and
station. Mechanics
Rumford Falls,
Falls,
Phillips
Kingfiold.
Tile Steamships Manhattan and Cottag Lewiston. Farmington,
Oakland,
Bingham.
Waterville,
Skowhegan,
leave
Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs
City
Vanceboro.
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Bangor audm.
F#r Freeport. Brunswick, Au1.80 p,
Pier 38, East River, same days at 5 p. m.
on
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00; Round gusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterville, 8kovrtrip $7.00.
liegan. Belfast. Dover aud Foxcroft, GreenJ. B. COYLE, Manager.
ville, Bangor. Bucksport. Oldtown, Vanceboro.
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
nv2-dtf
St. John, Halifax, Honlton and Wood stock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, FryNorth Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
burg.
St. Johnsbury, Montreaijand Chicago.

Invigorating

Trip.

8.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
6.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Meohanio
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m, Night Express, sleeping cars, for
Bath,
Lewiston,
Waterville,
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephens. St John and all Aroostook County,
Halifax and the Provinces, but does not run to
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond
Bangor, Saturday nights.

Daily Lin©, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
STATE AND
BAY
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points

SUNDAY

beyond.
Through tickets

for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Retutniug, leave India Wharf, Boston,
ever? Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1.1895.

Bangor.

11.00 p. m.
Night Express with sleeping
(or ah points.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton,
8.26 a in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
8.30 a. in.; Waterville. Augusta and Bath,
cars

8.36a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Hocklar.d
12.25; Kingfleld, Phillips, Farmington, Rumford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland and Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Ccnway and Fryeburg 4.4u
Rockm.;
p.
Waterville,
Skowhegan,
land 6.25 p. m.; St, John. St.
St-jiheu,
Aroostook County. Bar Harbor and Banco;6.35 p. m.; Sangeley,
Farmington, Kuinfora
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 5.45 d. m; Chico :
and Montreal and
all
White
Mount;,,
paints. 8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. E ::
Bar
1.40
a.
Harbor.
Bangor.
express Halifax, St. John. Bangor WateraDd Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. £. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Dec. 17, 1895.

Steamship Co.

Easinort, Lubeo. Calais, SUohn, N.3., Halifax, N. 3.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campnbello and
St. Andrews. N. B.
on.

Winter

Arrangement.

and after Nov. 18th, and until further
notice, lb. steamer, of thi. tin. leave Kailroad
Portland.
Wharf,
Monday aud
Thursday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eutport, Lubeo
aud St. John, with the above connections.
Returning—Leave St John, Lubeo aud Easton

port

same

Portland & Romford Falls

days.

Oot. 7, 1895
DEPARTURES.

In Effect

Fiue Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other luf.rmation at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B.COYLE.Gen. Mac.
ap29dtf

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

train for Byron *sd Houghton.

Through passenger coaches between Union

On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the new
and fast

Station,

SALACIA.

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays at 8 & m
for Popham Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.45 a. m
for Boothbay Harbor, Bath, Popham
Beach
and Portland
Fare, 81,00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.
O. C. OLIVER.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
President.
Treasurer.
oct29
dtf

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Mgr.

Portland, Maine.
LINCOLN Superintendent,
FeblOdtf
Rumford Falls, Maine

L. L.

WlscasseiA

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday

Boston & mame
In Effect

Saturday.

C0~

Beginning November 5th, steamer Merry*
ooneag will leave Portland Pier,
Portlanddaily, {Sundays excepted;
For Long,
and
(.hebeague Islands,
Harpswell, Bailey’a and Gri’s islands, 2.0£
p. m. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr’s Island
6.45 a. in. calling at Harpswell and intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 0.15
a .m*
ISAIAH DANIELS,
Gen’l Man»per
oot5dtf_

R.

EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Cape E lira both,
ft 8.45 a. m.; Saco.
Conway Junction,
Wolfboro, 9 00 a. m.; Biddefnrd.
Porte
mouth. Amesbury, Newburyport,
Salem,
Rynr Boston, t2.00. t9.00 a. in.; §12 55
t6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston. 5.68a m.. 12. t
4.15, 9.20 ]>. m. Leave Boston lor Porti
7.30.
12.30, 7.0o. 7.45 p. in

liwe!

steamers sail on Thursday after arrival of
all truins due a’ Po' 1 ml at not n.
Kates of pass ive—First Cabin $50 to 8*70;
o steamer
return $100 to $130, according
and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Liver ool or Loudondery, $30.00 and return
$55 00* Xo London, Bristol or Cardiff $3
additional, or $(il return.
Steerage to

Liverpool, Londonderry, Loudon, Belfast,
and
$34.50
and

«o H. G. STARR, 3
T. P. McGOWaN. 418
J. W. PETERSON. 2
street, or DAVID TORRANCE &
agents. Foot of India street.

Apply

R.

October 20, 1895.

Trains leave Portland. Union Station.
for
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00 a. in.. 6.15,6.20, p.
m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. m.,
8.30. 6.16, 6.20, d m.; Old Orchard,
Saeo, Biddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a
m
12 40, 3.30, 6.16,
6.20, p. m.; Kennebunh. 7.00. 8.40. a. m., 12.40, 3.30. 6.16,
8.20 p.zu.; Welli Beach, 7.00.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
б. 15 p. m.; North Berwick, $3.45, 7.00, 8.40,
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.16 p. m.; Kennebunkport, Sonivrsworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m„
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40. 3.30 p. m.:
Wolfboro, 3.3J> p. m.;
Worcester (via
Somerswortb Wld Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. nj.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Raw
reace, Rowel), 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3 30 p.
ni. Exeter. Boston, f3.45, 17.00, 18.40a. in.,
Arrive in Boston, 17.25,
§12.40, 3.SO p. m.
10.16 a. m 12.55, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1 00,
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express. 3.45 a. m. For Boston
and way stations, 1.00. 4.15 p. m. Arrive iu
Boston, 7.' 5 a. m., 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portlaud, 3.45 a. m.

oct22dtt

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT

street,

Co

western division.

Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3p, m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip *18.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager, *8 Stale St.. Fisks Building, Boston.
riom

Pine

Whurf,

Quebec Railroad

and after Nov., 4th 1895, Trains v.
leave Wlscassett for Albion and way stations
9.18 a. m. and 3. 66 p. m., arriving in China a
12.00 a.m’ and 6.58 p. in.
Returning trains leave Albion ate.OO a. m.
and 12.16 p.m., arriving In \Vi3cassett at 9,05
a. m. and 2. 67 p.m.
J. P TUCKER. Supt
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Gen’l Mgr.
nemos
may!8
On

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Glasgow,
tueenstowu
25.50, according to steamers.

Portland and Rumford Falis.

Through tickets on sale for all points
onP.AR. F. R’y.

BOSTON AND PHIUDELPHIA.

DQMiiioa

R’y.

8.3u a. M. & 1.15 P. M. From Union Sta tion
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buckiield. Canton.
Dixfleld and Rumford Falls.
8.30 a. m.. 1.05 and 6.10 p. m, From
Union
station
lor
Poland
and
Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station J.16 p. m. connects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. R.

For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett

and

dtf

oct4

ThrougU tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. QT*Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the

STEAMER

TRAINS.

7.20 a. m., paper tram for Brunswick A t.
gusts, Watsrville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick
Lisbon Falli.
Lewiston, Batb, Augusta, Waterv'lle, and

ltoyal Mail Steamships—Liverpool Service
via Londonderry.
From
From
From
steamers.
I Portland. | H lit x
Liverpool. |
30
Feb. 1
j coiHiunn | J n.
everything in the lino of com- Jan. 0
Jan. 23
I Vancouver ! Fi b. 13
| F< b. .5
mercial work.
Feb .y
Feb. 1
I Labi dor
I Feb 27

Studio, 84 First ft’at’l Bank Building. I=»iano
ME.
PORTLAND,

§
<S

BLAM BOOKS,
CHECK BOOKS,

A. E. 3100RE

oad28

and

Mass.

in stock.

■

*«

HASTINGS’.

dec27

A Mfs ireiiwaig.
B

etc.* by original typographic

Printing, hutitpays.«$ome

BOOKS,

in

Ad-

Washington County, Macliias,
jan25, 27&28and Ffeb7Y8

people have found it out.
have You ?

£

FOR

principal

Plain at

w

TRUNK

International

OFJONDS.
Washington

S3

ACCOUNT

Office

State of Maine.

Bids are hereby invited for $25,000 of bonds
to be issued by the County of Washington,
Maine, in part payment of the subscription
made by the County of Washington to the
Preferred Stock of the
County
Railroad Company; said subscription being
to the amount of $500,000, being authorized
by Act of the legislature, approved FebruSaia bonds to be dated January
ary 28, 1895.
1, 1896 and to be payable twenty years after
date, to bear interest at the rate of 4 per
cent per annum, with coupons attached payand interest
able semi-annually,
payable at the Boylston National bank Boston, Mass.
The above $25,000 to be delivered during
the
the month of February, A. D., 1896, at
pleasure of the County Commissioners, and
shall bear interest from the date of such

Treasurer of
Me.

I

after Sunday, December
6,
Passenger trains will Ls»t« Portland:
t or
Worcester, Clinton. Ayer Ja
N*anna, Windham and Epping at '•
m. and 12.30 p. in.
lor Manchester, .Concord, aud points
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Rochester, Springvalo. Alfred. VV:
boro and S&co River at 7.30 a. in. 19 3'1
4.25 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. im, 19 30,
3.00, 4.25, 5.20 and 6.25 p, m.
We*
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills.
brook Junction and W oodford’s at 7.3C
9.45 a.
4.25. 5.20
m..
12.30,
3.0C.
sn<i 6.26 n. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
Tonne!
at Ayer Junction with
“Hoosae
Route” for the West and at Union Station.
'i orb.
New
for
and
Providence
Worcester,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with tho
New York All Rail via “Surinjrlield-”
Trams arrive at Portland trom Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.: from Rochester at 8.30 a. hl,
and
from Gorham
1.30
5.45 p.
m.:
1.30,
at
8.30 and
6.40.
a.
10.50
m.,
5.45 anC 6.15 p. m.
4.15,
F or through Tickets to ail points West, and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket
Agent, Portland. Me.
j. W. PETERS. Supt.
itf
1e2

STATION FOOT
^■n

New York Direct Line.

After Monday, Sept. 2,

—AT—

all

7 Mar

I

|#1
JW

Coupon Ticket Office.

n

R.

POETU1W & ROCHESTER

RAILWAY.
On

ARRANGEMENTS.

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

W. P.

6 Mar.
19

via Lonclenderry.
Cabin, $40 and upwards. Return, $80 and
upwards.
Glasgow to Bostou direct via Derry and
Galwny. Prepaid steerage $25.50; intermediate $30. Apply to T. P. McGowan and H. G,
STARR, Portland; H. & A. ALLAN. Boston,
or to H. & A. ALLAN, General A
cents* No.
1 IndaSt., Portland. Me,

RENT; ALSO
or

From

STATE
LINE {
New York and Glasgow

O FL Gc JIl N

AGEMT.

Exchange

104

Boston. *
Sid 24th. sch Warren

Boston.

-A.

.M.W&Ffntm

Kavanaugh.

Adams, Given, for New
York.
PORT ROYAL—Cld 24th. sells Jennie S Hall,
Watts. Fall River; Stephen G Loud, Pierson,

I

CATARRH

|From

Portland \ Halifax.
23
Jan
| 26
8 Feb
6 Fob.
i
2<‘ Ffcb. I 22 Feb

| 21
Steamers tall from Portland about 1 p.m. on
Thursdays after arrival of all trains due at
Portland at noon.
REDUCED RATES.
CABIN—Portland to Liverpool, $50 to $60.
Return. $100 to $110.
SECOND CABIN—To Liverpool. Londonderry, Glasgow or Belfast, $50. Return, $66.
Steerage to Liverpool. Queenstown, Londonderry. Belfast, London or Glasgow, $24.50.
Line

FIRST CLASS

S3*'

Steamships
Laurentlan.
Mongolian.
Numidian.
Laurentian.

Portland Service

any

GRAND

Stearns hips.

Royal Mail

_

0.

L I NL

ALLAN

E. S. PENDEXTER.

*.

is that Dr.
1 ho verdict of the people
Bull's Cough vSyrup is the best remedy
for coughs, coldiv eoie throat, asthma,
Mb

Drawing

School of

vtch' Atlantic Coast Line

Only 1 Night Boston to Jacksonville & St. Augustine.
the celebrated
New York and Florida
O^ilv * including solid
* *
3Tl*flin^
B«7
Special
Vestibuled train to Jacksonville and
St. Augustine. No Extra tare, l'or rates and information address
J. H. JOHNSON, N. E. Agent, 300 Washington St., Boston.

y

Congress
McCOULDRIC,

N'E¥S

and Charleston,

and Boothbay Steamboat Co
CO, Portland
FALL

VICTORS^

bbls: wheat. 14.000
313 000 bush:oats.22 60 1 bush:
r
3, 00 bush barley. 45,000 busn.
Shipments—Flour 6,80i> nbls wheat 67,100
bush corn. 120,000 bush, oats 167,000 bush:
Maine Oentrrl.
1600 bush: barle>00.000 bush.
r,New York ana New Butrlana ft.
Union Pacific.
ST. L"UIS—The Flour market to-day was
3
e
American
dull, higher; patents at 3 6604 67, extra fancy
!1... 3 97
American Sugar, common..
3 3008 40; fancy 2 8002 90; choice 2 5oJ
Wheat higher;,Jan
2 6 ; rve flour 2 002 76.
Sugar,
978/.
/4
Mass
6«V4c. Coriihigher; Jan 2tic. uats higher. Jan
pfd.
at SHOD, old at
Proyis
ona—Pork,new
i»e.
-ommon..
iqu
Mexican Central.
(0 60.
Laid—prime sieam 6 6n05 70. Bacon
•Laconia Man. Co. ex div.682 v —shoulders 5Va longs 6; clear rius at 6; clear
salted meats—shoulders a'
Kates Manufacturing Co.
j:t/4 side- at 6cl«. Dry
4-, ; longs 6“n-; clear lbs 664 ; clear siues 66s.
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth ft ....
Receipts—(Flour 3,800 bbls. wheat 64,000
Print Cloth Market.
busn; corn 62,000 bush; oais 3 9,10 busn: rye
hush.
FALL RIVER,Mass. Jan. 25. 189>The folShipments—Flour 490n bbls. whea, 17 60
lowing is the pi im cloth statement tor the week:
busli; cornlO.lOO bush; oats r2,6' 0 ousu; rye
Pieces.
bu h.
Production..... .220.000
DETltOIT—Wheat—No 2 Fed cash at 72c;
Deliveries.119.000 I May 73 V, ; No 1 White at 72Vhc. Corn—No2
Stock. ....68k,QOo cash at
Whiteat 22 hid.
2sV4c. oats—No

ft..’...!.

STEiNERT & SONS

M.

—

10Vs
66%
69%

67
70%

mond

j
TROUSERINGS, i
—■I
L. CARD,
]

DON’T BUY
OR RENT A PIANO

JANUARY 26, 1896.
NEW YORK—Flour—receipts 28.604 pckags;
exports ',26- bush and 1,216 sacks; sales 76nOpkgs firm, unchanged.
60 bus; exports
Wheat—receipts
bu«h:
sales 1. 00 bush, dull, stronger; No2 Redin
store and elev 7o«t7''Vac nom; afloat at 78c
nominal; fob ,'764078 W.
Corn—receipts 34,125 bush; exports 1 ,609
bush; sales 9.000 bush;dull and firmer; No 2 at
36*4 c elev, 87 '•« c afloat.
Oats—receipts 6 -.800 hush: exports 2 '73 bu;
sales 2*'00 bush; Ilrmand firmer; No2 at
2 ; do White at x6 ,026 V,.
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
dull, but prices were ery Arm '(notations unchanged :hard wheat spring patents 3 10®3 16soft wlie t
patents at $3 oo-< u.3 lOi^hard
wheat bakers 2 oo*2 26 in sacks; soft wheat
bakers S24i’2 2o;Wlnter wheat at 3 2033 4 in
wood. Wheat—No 2 Spring 6nV4®62%c; No 2
Red 66>4®68»'. c.
Corn—No 2 at 27“/, 02864
Oats—No 2 at 19,4 19V4C: No 2 Rye 39V, bidNo 2 Barley 3H(038|-. Nol Flaxseed 93c bid;
mess pork 10 40® 10 70. Lard at 6 7006 77 V, ;
short rib sloes 5 10®6 22V-; Dry salted meats
—shoulders at 4 7500 00; short clear sides at

13%

AND

SUITINGS

W.

J

Thomasviile, Ga.

OVERCOATINGS,

Worcester Line

Portland &

AIKEN, AUGUSTA

•

—

.MARINJb

iiaii-koads._

to

On All Our Winter

i

..

Quloliest

5

^

Discount...

•

|

13%

26
153

Bt.Paul At Omaha.... 33 •/*
do prfd.121
Bt Paul. Minn, & Mann...... 109

..

i lO Per Cent

Foreign Ports
FROM
FO*l
Ar at Yokohama Jan 8. barque Harry Morse,
POllK.
York.
.New
F Bismarck..
.Genoa.Jan 28 Harrirnan. Port Gamble.
•
**
Jan.
«huummi
Saale.New York. .Bremen
Jan 23
At Sydnev, NSW, Dec 14, ship Alameda. HalOpening.
10.40
St Pam.New York. .So’ampton Jan 28 crow, tor sale; barque Obed Baxter, Colby, for
Closing.
10.40
tan 29 Boston.
Noraland.New York. .Antwerp
Saturday’s quotations.
Ar at Auckland, NZ, Dec 26. barque Alice.
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool. ..Jau 29
WliKAT.
Trinidad.New York.. Bermuda ..Jan 29 Swain, Wellington, NZ, to sail Jan 7 for New
York..
Hav&Mex..
York.
Jan.
Jan 26
May. Vigllanela_New
.Jan 29
(tunning..... 61 to
Noordland ....New York. Antwerp
Sidjfm Adelaide Dec 8th, barque John Swan,
63%
losing.62%
c6% Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Jao 29 Nash. Soutli Africa.
At Melbourne Deb 16, ship Carondelet, StetScotsman.Portland... Liverpool... Jau 30
vons.
Niagara .New York.. Cleufuegos ..Jau 30 son, from Puget Sound for Port Plrle
Jan.
At Port Pirie Dec 14, ship C F Sargent, Morse
Jan 31
May Advance.New York. .Colon
pcutng.
29% Coleridge.New York.. Hosario —Feb 1 for Newcastle, NSW.
*
losing,.
At Macorris Jan. 16. soh Jas H Dudley, HaFeb l
3i
Caracas.New York.. Lagnayra
No. 46 Free Street.
1 gan. J.ir New Yo’ k 28th.
PORK.
Spaarndam... .New York. .Rotterdam..Feb
•
dec4
Ar at Barbados Jan 6, schs Eliza J Pendleton, Z
eodly
Feb l
Mississippi.New York.. London
Jan.
Feb 1 Fletcher. New York, (and aid 16th for Cuba;:
i—
i
10.72 Campania.... New Y’ork.. Liverpool
opening.
Feb 1 11 th. barque S R Bears*. Rose, Rio Janeiro;
Closing.
io.92 Palatia.....New York. .Hamburg
14th, brig J C Hamlen.JJr. Wolfe, Point-a-Pitre;
Feb
1
Bourgogne.New York-. Havre
LARD.
Feb 4 seh Luis G Rabel, Gardiner, Portland.
Latin.New York. .Bremen
July.
Sid 9th. schs Humarock. Veazle. Cuba: 11th,
Sept Merida.New York. .Montevideo Feb 5
Opening.
York. .Maracaibo..Feb 5 barque Mary C Hale, Higgins. Cuba; 14th. brig
Maracaibo.New
Closing.
Hattie-M
6
Bain, Gonld. Turks Island.
Paris.New York. .S’tbampton Feb
At Azua Jan 10, seh Nimrod, Green, for New
Until you haye examined our stock of
Friesland .New York.-Antwerp... Feb 5
New fork Mini a c stock w
York
6
Britantc.New York. .Liverpool.. Feb
Cld at Nassau, NP, Jan 18, sch Julia J Bai- Steinway & Sons,
6
(By T#iom*ai»is.i
Feb
Liverpool..
Portland
Mongolian....
Feb 8 ley, Sprague, Jacksonville.
Hardman, Gabier,
NEW YORK. Jan. 24. 1896.—Tho following Umbria.New York.. Liverpool
In port Jan 20, sch Nathan F Cobb, Benner, Bacon, Stnndard
New York.. Rotterdam Feb 8
Amsterdam
arc to-day's closing quotations oi minute hocks
Feb 8 from Demerara ior New York, 23d, ldg.
Touraine.New York. Havre
and
other
C'l. Coai.
high grade
Ar at Halifax 25th, steamer Laureutian, from
F'eb 8
Mohawk.New York. Lonuon
H cKirtiCoaL.
\
Feb 8 Portland for Liverpool, (and sailed.)
Anchoria.New Y'ork. .Glasgow
uoraestake.
18
Moravia.New York.. Hamburg .Feb 8
•
>ntano.10% Bellaura. New York. .Pernambuc.Feb
Spoken.
10
i%
Quieksi lver.
Feb 11
Jail 21. oil Bird Rock, sell Wm F Campbell,
Spree .New York. Bremen
do pfd...
Vancouver
.Portland...Liverpool...Feb 13 from Wilmington, NC, for Pori au Prinee.
Mexican...
New York.. Rio Janeiro Feb 12
Jan 24, off E’ive Fathom Bank, so
Sorrento
Clara A
New York_New York. .S’thainpton.FeD 12 Puiuney, from Charleston for New York.
Bolton Produce Market.
AH
All Prices.
York. .Bremen
Feb 12
Jan 9. Iat 8 N, ion 28 W. ship Tillle E StarFulda.New
BOSTON, Jan. 26, 1896.—The following are Galileo.New York. .Bahia
Feb 15 buck, Curtis, from New York for Portland, O.
or
Cash
Easy
Payments.
of
to-day's quotations
Provisions, etc,.
Jan 21, off Bird Rock, sch Win F Campbell,
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool... Feb 16
Call and see the Wonderful
FLOUR.
Numldian-Portlaud
.Liverpool ..Feb 20 from Wilmington. NC. lor Havti.
Sspringpatents. Mi in.. 3 80«*$4 00.
Spring pat. Wis., 3 70ia3 80.
MINIATURE ALMANAC .JAN. 27.
Carlton Cornwell, foreman of the GaSpring, clear ana straight, 3 U0@3 60.
Winter patents, 3 90ca;4 10.
.7 03l llirh w»ter f
Sunrises
815
Write for Catalogue if you cannot call.
Middletown, N. J., believes that
water
zette,
"Kh
3
and
clear
Wiuter.
straight, 45(gj3 86.
Sunsets. 4 52
|_ I 00
Add 25c to the above for the jobbing rates.
Mood sets. 6 061 length of days..
1) 49 Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy should be
MEATS.
home. He used it for a cold
in every
barrel, 13 00.
Pork, long and short cut,
St.
517
and it effected a speedy cure. He says,
Pork, light and hvy oacK.3 $12 00@13 00.
Pork, lean lenus :3 00.
“It is indeed a grand remedy, I can recT.C.
Tongues pork, $16 6(»: do beef $19 ^ bbL
ommend to all. I have also seen it used
eodtf
jani7
Beef, corned. $8 60k.il 60.
manager.
Shoulders, corned ard iresh 7c.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
with
the
best
refor whooping cough,
Snoulders. smoked, 7%.
ults.” 25 and 50 cent bottles for sale
Hams, large and small, 9%*10%c.
SATU RDAY, Jan 26.
Bacon. 9c.
Babbidge, Druggists
sby Landers &
Pork, salt
Cleared.
WestPortland, and C. B. Woodman,
Briskets, ,*lt 7.
J
Beal.
H
M
Sewall,
—.7
Sch
Blake.
Jonespor
SamiairA* 7 lown
brook.
Sch Lydia M Webster, Hooper, Tenants HarSausage meat. 6 Vic.
D Roberts.
Lard, tcs.at 6Vic; pails, at 7@7Vic; If, In pails, bar—N
SUNDAY, Jan 26.
8*A HV4.
Beef steers, «r®7Vi.
Arrived.
Beef, fresh, hinds 8@10c; fores, 4®5c,
Steamship Austrian. (Br) Brodie, London—
ALGER V. CURRIER, Instructor,
Lambs, 6a,7c ^ ib.
passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
es. -iressed,< n\, 5VV lf» lb; country* 4Vic.
Steamship Caconna. (Br) Whalen. Louisburg.
choice.
—c.
Turkeys, Northern,
CB with coal to Me Cent HR. Vessel to Ryan & (Pupil of Boulanger, Lefebove, BenJ. Constant
Turkeys, Western 13® 13Vi,
and Carolus Duran; Member Paris AssoKelsey.
Chickens, Northern. I5.®17c.
ciation of American Artists,)
Steamer Manhattan. Bragg. Now York—with
Fowls, Northern, 13c
J
b
and
mdse
to
Coyle.
passengers
Fowls, Western, 103)11 c.
Commences Jan. 6,1896—for 5 months.
Chickens. Western 12® 13.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Term-Day Classes *10 per month:
PRODUCE.
$40 the season.
RED BEACH, Jan 23—Sid, sch Lizzie J Clark
Smith, Boston.
Butter, cream, choice, 22 323c,
FREE SKETCH CLASS,
sch
S
H Sawyer, Norton, JonesJan 24—Ar.
Butter, fair to good, 21422c.
Butter. North choice, iu(®20.
port, to load plaster for Boston.
Evening ( lasses will be formed if applicaButter, lmit, crm. 17c.
tions are sufficient.
EXCHANGE
DISPATCHES
For further information as to the school, and
Ladle packed 15® 16.
KNOW
Cheese. Northern, new do 10&10Vi; Wst, ch’ce
Ar at Newcastle, NSW. Jan 19. barque Free- as to railroad fares for pupils living out of the YOU
9 alOc.
city, apply by letter or iu person to ALGER V.
man, Gerrish, Port Elizabeth. CGH.
Passed Cape Point Jan 1. barque St James, CURRIER, Hallowell. <T to Portland Society
egs. hennery choice. 22®25: East 19.
of Art, School of Drawing and Palullug, No. 5
Eggs. Mich, choice. I7®18c.
Banlield, Shanghaii for New York.
decl9dtf
Western fresh 17 *t 18c.
Deering Place, Portland, Me.
45 ;mediums, 1 30® 1 35.
Beans, pea. 1
Memoranda.
Beans, yei. eyes, 1 45® i 66;red kld.l 30® 1 35.
A.H.K
BEST.
Barque Ethel. Hodgkins, at New York from WHITE’S CLEARANCE SALE
Beans foreign, 1 25 31 36.
Montevideo, reports, strong E and NE gales
Potatoes.Aroostook Co. Hebrons 33@35c bush. and heavy seas;
-OF—
several sails.
split
uow ready for your inspection
Our
are
samples
Potatoes. N H Hebrous 33 335.
Jan 24, lat 37 28, Ion 76 3. sch M L Crosby,
do
Rose.
Boots, Shoes and Slippers.
from Savannah for New York, was passed with
Potatoes, White s ar, 28®3<>c.
Previous t<> taking stock, we will prace on
loss of jibboom and bowsprit at knightbeads.
Apples, choice 1? bbl, $3 0033 60.
at our store commencing Wednesday, Jan.
sale
Did not signal to assistance.
Apples. Baldwins at $2 50 a3 00.
Sell J F Coolidge, Bragdon, which sailed from 1st and continuing for three weeks, a large
of odd lots of Boots,Shoes aud Slippers,
number
Polnt-a-Pitre Nov 30 for Fortune Island and
Gloucester « ish Market.
Baltimore, is probably lost at sea. A report in men’s, boys’, women’s, misses’ and children’s,
POR THE WEEK ENDING Jan. 26, 1896.
as
are deiermln d to sell these goods,
and
we
irom Grand Turk -Ian 16 states that about 15
No. 561 Congress St., Portland. Me.
Frozen herring $2 60
hundred,
miles from that place a b ^ard bearing the name we offer them at unusually low prices. We
i^ast sales of Bank halibut at loV4 and 11c jp of J F Coolidge was piekeo up. In the vicinity, are doing this in order to make preparations
jam 3
dtf
for white and gray.'
for our Spring lines, and you will find It to
was seen deck house, hatches, planking, AcLast sales of Georges Cod from vessel $3Vi
New York, Jan 24—Brig Havillan, Richard- your advantage to pay a visit to our store,
for,large and $2 for medium; Bank av $2Va<& son, from Demerara. reports, from lat 26; en- where we will be pleased to show the goods
lVi
countered a succession of heavy northerly gales and give you the greatest bargains ever offered
Bay Mackerel in small stock: bloate s $2'@ and head seas; lost and split sails, broke main in Portland,
s
at
no
3s
iu
the
$28
j21®$22; 2s, $lhft£20;
boom, s ash d booby hatch, and sustained
WHILE’S Boot and Shoe Store,
market.
other damage about the decks.
00
Wequote prime new Georges Codfish
New York, Jan 24—Sch Brigadier. Tollman,
480 Congress St., Opp. Preble House.
•®6 6 for large ana 3 75®$4 26 for small ;Bank which from here 18th for Port au Priuee. rejanleodtt
$3 75®$4Vi for large and zV2u$28/4 for small; turned yesterday with bobstay carried away.
50 and $3
dry Bank ai $4 and $2% : Shore
Will repair and proceed.
LEAD
CO.
ATWOOD
for large and for small. Newfoundland do 6.
Nassau, NP. Jan 20 —Sch Nathan F Cobb,
We quote curea cusk at $3** @$4
qtl; hake fr- m Demerara for New York, which put in
annual meeting of the stockholders of
$ 84 ; haddock—a $ 75; heavy saltedjpollock here in distress, has finished eaulking and is
the Atwood Lead Co., will be held at
lb otl; and English cured do $3 3314. reloading cargo. Will clear about 23d.
$ 1 •/*. c®
No. 432
Fore
the office of the company,
Best, handline boneless Geoges cod «c for mestreet, Portland, on Monday, February 3rd,
dium to 7c larg
middles » 60®$9; boneless
meiitio Foru
the
choice
or
offifor
1096, at 3 o’clock p. m.,
Shore do 6@ c; Grand Bank do 6®8Vsc cusk,
NEW YORK—Ar 25th. steamer Advance, fra cers and the transaction of any other busi5-v at5V*C; haddock 3*4@4*4 : akeat3@4Va;
them.
come
before
Colon; Sicilian.Pernambuco; Niagara. Cienfue- ness that may leaglly
f
y brands of entirely heed cod 11 to 15c
AUGUSTUS P. FULLER, Clerk.
gos; ship Eureka. Darrah, from Philadelphia;
lb; Smoked Halibut, straight strips at 10c baruqes Ethel, Hodgkins, Montevideo; Grace
jan25dlw»
Portland, January, 25th, 1896.
thick
:medium
10Vi
9c; small6Vi c;
p lb.; extra
96 days, sch
NZ
Auckland.
Deering.
Meech,
chunks 1 ® 12c.
Lena Nelson, Nelson, Turks Island via Proviis hereby given that the
s*
18c
tb:Medium herring 12c dence.
•uoKed salmon
subscriber has been duly appointed and
ks at 9c: lengthwise 8c;No Is at *c;
bo
Below, barque Henry NorwelJ, Cookson, from taken
Bloatrers at 1 25. shore do at 1 10: canned
upon herself the trust of administratrix
Brunswick.
2 20: salmon ISO;
of the estate of
esh halibut
Trout $150
SI 23d, sch Lois V Chaples. St Domingo.
90
95c.
clams
American sardines,
lobtsers l
Sid 24th. snip John Currier, Shanghai; Sterl- J. CARLTON RUNDLETT, late of South
quar er oils. $2 6*»; bad oils, »5 60; three-auarPortland,
ing. Adalaide: schs H J Cottrell. Feruandina
ter mustards. $2Vi, spiced. $3.
for New Bedford; Mollie Rhodes. Philadelphia.
4 60 bbl. Nova
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
*o nul nerring
in
Larue New
Passed Hell Gate 26th. steamer Co tage City,
All persons
bonds as the law directs.
Scotia large -olit $6 00; medium|$5:large round Now York for
Portland; schs Judge Low, do given
shore$ .c.uoice lay-T packet* do *3Vi(®»3 7-; for Providence; Sarah, Alley, Raritan River for having demaiids upon the estate of said
exhibit
the same j
to
are
deceased,
Extra large
•hrador$ <>0.
required
Providence.
and ail persons Indebted to said estate are
Pickled codfish $4a.4 60; haddock 25; halt
BOSTON—Ar 25th, sch Mazurka, Stinson,aud
to
make
to
called upon
payment
but beads $3 s unu $10: t uuues and so md* H S
Boynton. Cooper. Kockport.
$
ANNIE R. RU sDLETT, Adm’x.
Cld 26th, barque Annie Lewis, Gould, PortNewfoundland cod oil 28c
gal strong oil at land.
Jan.
16, 1896.
South Portland,
25c:blacktish do 40c; menhaden do, northern
Ar 26th. cutter Dallas. Regers, cruising; sch
Jau20ulaw3wM*
cured 2 c.
Annie 1, Wilder, Greenleaf. Rockport.
Sid 2f»th sch Jos Luther, Francis, Norfolk.
Chicago Live Stock Market.
I was afflicted, with
Ar 24th. schs Almeda
APALACHICOLA
autumn.
Wiiley, Warren, Barbados; Morris W Child, catarrh last
Jan. 2
1696.—The Cattle mark- Beck. Havana.
OHK a <
the month of OcDuriwj
L
OO
common
steady;
to extra
et-receipts
Sid 24th. sch Nelson Bartlett, Willey. Boston. tober 1 could
neither
4 -<»: stockers an feeders 2 6
steers at 3 20
BALTIMORE—Ar 24‘h, sch Annie R Kemp,
and
smell
taste or
a 3 8
*ud bulls at l 50®8 65; calves
; cows
San Andreas via Nassau, NP.
Gray.
at 3 00<®6 25. Tex-ins 2 50®4 10.
could hear but little.
( Id 24th. barque Doris. Thompson. Bahia and
00;
firm, s^’Oc higher; Rio Janeiro; sch Carrie E Look, Stevens, GalHogs—Receipts 8,
Ely's Cream Halm cured
heavy packing and shipping lots at 4 0@4 30; veston.
it.—Marcus Geo. Shautz
common to choice mixed at 4 00 a4 30
choice
Ar 25th, sch Jennie S Butler, BuUer, Port
assort**' at 4 2 \oh 26;light 4 00£)4 -7-Vb; pigs Tampa,
Halrnay, N. J.

(By Telegraph

177

Bt. Paul.
do bfd.126%

roc it

port 600 bales.
Quotations Winter Wheat
PorK unchanged.

May.
29V*
29%

96-,4
75
45

Pttlman Palace.J53
Reading. 11 Vs

Roston

64V*

Jan
Opening. 27%
Closing.27%

144s/*

to 1st pi a... 75
New York & 2f J2. 45
Ohio & Miss..
Did Colonv.
Dm. & Western. 14
Pacific Mail.-. 2t>%

Texas Pacific.
Union Pacific, new.
U. S. Express.
Wabash....
do prfd.
Western Union.
Richmond & West Point.
do orfd.

•«.

2()vv
14 Va
46Vs

Worth western... 9JVs
Nortnwestern. via...144%
New York central. 97 Va
New York.Chicago & St. Louis 18%

Rock Island ..i.

n

Jan. 24
felt)
a 108%

...

<s

62%

Ryder,

RAILROADS.

Moore,

...

Portland tVhoiflisi. Mark«-t
PORT!,A.NT >. Jan 26. IS 6

F\

Warner
RICHMOND—Ar 26th,
Crockett, Charleston.
SAN FRANCISCO —Sid 24th, ship Elwoli,
ll-16d

KAIUROADS.

miscellaneous.

Gov Ames.

seh

...

:**

K«taii

by.

May.

sch

News.

..

Jan. 26.

>.

Receipts by Maine Central R. R.-For Fortland 162 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 142 cars.

7- ;|iu'

Jan.
61%
61%

PROVIDENCE—Ai' 24th,

Davis, Newport

..

*ur<>«.d strong.
Bar silver *7.
Mexican dollars 62%.

steady.

Silver

sales 105 bales; middling up

ralddilug gull 3 fl-itic.
European Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON',Jan. 25 1896.—ConsoLs 107

LIVERPOOL. Jan. 25. 1896.—Cotton market
steady: American middliug 4i9-32d: estlmat8d sales 8.000 bates; HpeculttUuu
and ex

CORN

<By Telegraph.)
VEW YORK. Jan. 26.

^ull.unchanged;
]
lauds
at
6-l6;
1

lor both money and the account.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Friday’8 quotations.
WHEAT.

Alone/ Alarkot.

and

Gram onnt<tiv>n%.

in the

Quotations of Staple Products
heading Markets.
New York Stock

Rales. R6 000
Spots. 23,000
18.000
Futures..
The market is nominal at 3e for 64x64s.

Union
Congress
Exchnnge
CO.. Gen
(Uclldtf

1-2

SUNDAY
lor
port.
p. in.
in.

i’.'tbh /••rd,

Saicm, Ryan,
51

i\

u-

Leave Boston

7.00 i>.

1K A1N

I

firU-uouth.
Bnsto
2.00
o. 5.5
a.
iv, Portland

ip

$l*o is no
:r.n«*av.s
tConnccta with Rail Line*

!

South aad West.

j

^Connects with

;o>

Lines tor Ne\.
•Western Division from Nona herw.c*.
day a ouly.
}+Connect9 at
Scarboro Orossius
wit-u
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Througn tickets to all points in Florida,
the South and West lor sat* at Ticket Office.
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS, 6, P, and T. A., Boston*
ie2J
4H
Sound

THE

PERSONAL.

:pibess.

•T. R. Libby.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
T. P. Ilornsted.
Owen, Moore S Co.
Larrabee’s White Store—2.
R. H. Stearns & Co.
Waiter Corey Co.
Johnson’s Cyclopaedia.
AUCTION SALES.

heads

“Mrs. Winslow’s

on

Rage

OWEN, MOORE & CO
The
is

cers.

F. 0. Bailey & Co.—2.
AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre.
New Wants. To I.et, For Sale, Lost, Found
anti Similar advertisements will be found under

appropriate

6.

Mr. N.G. Niohois, the druggist, is confined to the house with rheumatism.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H.West of Chicago,

visiting Mrs.West’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. F. Burnham of Burnham street.
pected

Soothing Syrup”

Jaokson is improving and is exto bo on duty again in about a

A Mother’s

week.

teething

sale

in every part of the world.
nsk for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing

gists

Be

by Drugsure

and

excellent
medicine. I have taken it for catarrh and
impure blood and it has given me a good
appetite and strength.
My husband
has also taken it and he is now in
good
health. When he feels a little run down
he gets a bottle of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla,
and before it is gone he is all right and is
able to work all the time. I give it to
my
babv occasionally, and we have never had
to nave a doctor attend her.”
Mrs.
E. K. Warmest, Greenfield, N.
H., Box 34.

the association.

Mr. Georgs B. Loring of the firm of
Boring, Short & Harmon, sailed from
New York Thursday an a two months'
Ladies take Dr. Siegert’s Angostura Bitters trip to Barbadoes. Mr. Loring has
spent
generally when they feel low spirited. It the past two winters in the same way.
brightens them up immediately.
His many friends wish him'another successful and enjoyable vaoation.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Mrs. T. E. McDonald will entertain the
this afternoon
Excelsior club
at her
An entertaining
home, 79 North street.
It was a cloudy day yesterday.
The annual meeting of the Y. M. (J. programme has been prepared for the
The meetings of the club have
Auxiliary will be held at the rooms afternoon.

Syrup,

25

«ts.

bottle.

a

G. A.
the Y. M.
this
afternoon.
The Ladies’ Veteran
Firemen’s Aid
Society will hold a meeting next Wed-

of

nesday afternoon at 3.30 at Mystic Hall,
457 1-3 Congress street. All veteran Bremen’s mothers, wives, daughters
and
invited to be present.
sisters
Bines Brothers’ clerks, to the number
of about 40, are to have a private party
at Willard’s pavilion,
Siinonton’s cove,
are

this evening.
A state society of the Children of the
American
Revolution is soon to be
formod in this city. Mrs. John E.Palrahas been appointed state promoter.
Xvanhoa lodge, K. of P.,will confer the

er

rank of page tomorrow evening.
>
Elizabeth Wadsworth Chapter, D. A.
will hold a special meeting in the
R.
Union Safe Deposit and Trust Company’s offices this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
A full attendance is desired.
The Floating Society of Christian Endeavor will meet with the secretary, Miss
S. C. Leavitt, 95 Green street, this eve-

ning at 8 o’clock sharp. As this will be
the annual election of officers, a full attendance of members is requested.
The committee on fire department has
confirmed the appointment of two new
members of the department, Chailes S.

of

the

history

an

A

LONG

AND

ROUGH

to-day

rather

than usual

to-day.
The following list of
offerings should be of
interest to you personally.

several excellent

Coast in

a

Storm—Marine News and

Thick Snow

Notes.

of

CtS.

A

tinuing from London to Portland. For
two nights before making this port CapThursday evening at 7.15 the Presump- tain
Biodie bad no sleep. They encounscot Local Union of Christian Endeavor
tered very strange weather. There was a
oonstant suooession of heavy gales, and
the snow storms were of almost constant
oocnrenoe.
The weather would clear up
for an hour or so at a time, and
then
would be followed by a tbiok snow storm.
The Austrian brought 300 tons of oargo
to Portland, and will probably leave this
afternoon for New York for a cargo.
The steamer Oaoonna, came in yesterday with 1674 tons of oool for the Maine

will meet at

the Baptist ohruoh.
The
principal address will be by Miss Charlotte T. Sibley of Belfast.
The “banner” will be awarded to tbe society havand

(Rev. Edward C. Reynold of [Gorham
exchanged pulpits with Rev. W. G.
Mann of Warren church yesterday.
Mizpah Chapter, O. E. S., will install
officers this evening.
The members of
Dona Chapter of Portland and
other

Central.
The Manhattan, had a rough passage
have
been
invited.
Refrehments from &ew
guests
York to Portland. She reaohed
will be served.j
here at 3 o’clock yesterday morning, but
Prof. Joseph Brodur formerly organist
was off this eoast at 10 o’olook the previat the St. Hyacinth churoh Is visiting
ous evening.
She was prevented by a
Charles Benoit of this city.
thick snow storm from coming in.
A member of the orew of the sohooner
Mr. Joseph Lewis is sick with typhoid
C. H. Lowe, at Custom house wharf, fell
overboard late Saturday night, but was
resoued by his shipmates, and yesterday
a man fell overboard while trying to get
on
board a sloop. He was a wet and
thoroughly disgusted man when he got
back to the wharf

fever.

to-day

in

line of Cream

complete

a

style.

One lot of
Damasks at all prices from

worsted

regular price

25 cts., 38 cts., 50 cts.

Towels at $1.00, 1,50, 1.66, 2 00 and 3.00 per pair,
Fine hem-stitched huck Towels, 50 cts., ;66 cts.,

all

prices.

Extra

(j§

and 25

cts,

values in Huck Towels

at

$1.00,

women’s,

days

the

yard.

ed. The exeroises will be held in G. A.
R. hall and prominent publlo speakers
Saturday, February 1st, matinee and
will be present.
The public will be inevening,Cleveland’s mastodon minstrels
vited.
Robert L. Howe and E. M. Walker will hold the boards at Portland Theatre.
tipped ovorSarurday morning onPortiand were drawn Saturday as special jurors The company is stronger and better
for the Superior court.
than | ever and includes white men, neThe horses Leoame frightened
street.
Wawenook Tribe, I. O. R. M., works
Arab and Japs. The company inand ran away badly wrecking the cart the adoption
degree on several candidates groes,
cludes Lew Benediot, J. H. Allman and
arid harness.
Wednesday ovening.
Mr. Furgueson of Tufts Divinity school Dan Palmer, comedians, and William
Mr. Fred Clay, the
truokman, was
preaohed at the Unlversalist churoh Sun- Henry Rice, burlesquer. The wonderkicked
in the stomach by a horse last
t
day.
Thursday morning. He was hurt interFriday evening Miss Sibley will give a ful performance of the Arabs and the
free
lecture, subject, “Through Palestine sensational feats of the Japs must be
nally and will be laid up for some time.
on Horsebaok,” at tbe obapel of the Conseen to he appreoiated.
Mrs. Price of Sherman street, fell down
gregational ohuroh.
a
Stockbridge Course,
flight of stairs ono night last week
The King’s Daughters of the Congregaand
several ribs. She was tional churoh will meet with Mrs. James
fractured
The next entertainment in the StookH. Banks, Mechanic street.
removed to the hospital.
will be given by the great
The low water in the river is again bridge course
E. Willard will have an exhi- a source of trouble to the
Mrs. W.
bliss
by
manufacturers. violinist Ondricek, assisted
bition of water oolors at 20 Saunders
Grace Haskell,
Arthur Beresford, and
Funeral of kred Small Plaisted.
street, Woodfords, beginning Tuesday,
Isadore Lnckstone. Get tickets now.
The funeral service of Fred
Small
the 28i,h, and continuing three daya, af8 This will be the programme for the
ternoon and evening.
Plaisted, son of Dr. J. N. and Carrie Ondricek ooncert.
at Concerto Pathetic,
The whist tournament of the Portland Small Plaisted. who was drowned
Ernst
Sanford on tbe 18th inst were held In Album blatt,
club will be continued this evening.
Wagne:
An intoxicated man fell through the Limington, at the home of Mr. Benj. bloto Perpetuo,
Paganini
Ondricek
Barcarole,
on
window of the Eureka laundry on Tem- Small, his maternal garndfather,
Fantasie Smetana’s “Bartered Bride,”
held the
Wednesday. Prayer had been
ple street .last- evening.
Ondricek
Mr. George S. Staples last evening had previous day, at the home in Sanford, at Evening Song,
Sohuman
Witches’
Danoe,
Paganini
the rind carts sout round and the side- 2 o’elock p. m. At a later hour tbe schoo
Mr. Frans Ondricek.
walks on the main thoroughfares sand- mates of the deceased had come to take
Liszt
Rbapsodie Hongroise,
a
last loving farewell of their friend. Polonaise e flat,
ed.
Chopin
Mr. Isadore Luokstone.
Eaoh one of his grade, dropping, as they
Jewel Song, “Faust,”
Gounod
Gas Escaping on State Street.
passed, a sprig of smiiax at the foot of
Polonaise, “Mignon,”
Thomas
of
Santhe
casket.
Rev.
Mr.
Woodworth
For several
Miss Grace
the odor of

Haskell.
Aria, “Revege Timothous Cries,’

escaping

ford, conducted the services at LimingHe paid a glowing tribute to the
manly character, and loving disposition
The casket was covered
their of tbe departed.

has been very noticeable on State
gas
Street.
In one residence where there is
kept handsome tropical piants.the plants

ton.

killed.
The gas company set
men
at work and after digging below
tho frost, found the gas was escaping and

with many beautiful floral
tributed by loving friends.

designs

King of the Wind,
Persian serenade,
Scottish War Song,

Handel

Wehling
Colyn
Cowen

Mr. Arthur Beresforl.

con-

Colleen 15aw

n.

at

other

10c,

15c.

One lot

black

Leggings,

style,

for children

drawers
to

one

each.

lot of white

Saxony

wool

Flannel, 32 inches wide,

yard to-day,
urday’s price 32c.

at 25c

a

SatOne

lot of

white silk wadded
Bonnets, for babies,

New

New Slikolines.

gOOdS.

New Curtain Muslins.

trimmed with swansdown,

Extra values in Linen and Cotton Diaper,

at

89c to-day,

One lot of
for

EASTMAN

BROS. &

BANCROFT

stylish Cloaks,

children

three

year’s old,

trimmed
at

$2,

STATIONERY COUNTER.

JOHNSON’S

-

UNIVERSAL

One
color

CYCLOP/EDIA

Eight

New and

table,

fine

extra

in
a

bottle.

Larger Type.

One lot of pure white
Toilet Soap, in fancy

‘‘The International Cyclopaedia is largely a reprint of 'Alden’s Library of
Universal
based on the old edition of Chambers, (1859-1866.)
The Britannica is not a Cyclopaedia, but a collection of lengthy and technical dissertations wholly unadapted for reference, foreign, prejudiced,
and twenty years
behind the times.
More than Three Hundred scholars in New England have exchanged
Britannica
encyclopaedia for Johnson’s Cyclopaedia.
BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, Oct. 19, 1895:—I have for years regarded Johnson’s Universal Cyclopaedia as the best work of the kind
The
published in America.
revised edition of 1895 more than holds its ground as a clear, compact and trustworthy
I believe it to be the best working
presentation of human knowledge in our decade.
GEORGE C. CHASE, President.
cyclopaedia in the English language.
PORTLAND, ME., APRIL, 1895:—I have satisfied myself that the very best encyclowork is Johnson’s. It is reliable; it is
paedia for
up to date; it is compact; it is
comprehensive; it is American. I have used Bitannica’s, but if I could only have one
encyclopaedia, it would be Johnson’s.
MATT S. HUGHES, Pastor of M. E. Church.

Knowledge (1880)

three

boxes,

insular,

ioc a

box

cakes,
to-day.

as

quickly

as a

was

plaid Ribbon,

Forty

Hankerchiefs,

size,
to-day, Saturday’s

|

price

songs.
Sale

will begin at 8 o’clock
Tuesday morning at Portland theatre.
of seats

Notes.
*'

I

powder
cooking

The ever-popular “Shanghraun” will
be given in Portland Theatre, Monday,
with young Mr.
February 3,
night,

convinced Cleveland’s is the purest baking
made and i have adopted it exclusively in my
schools and for daily household use.
„

am

fciRS. S. T. Rorer,

Principgi Philadelphia Costing

School,

j

Bouoicauit In the titie role. In the oast
will be William Herbert, Louis Massen,
(Sadie Martinot Amelia Bingham and!
others.

W.

E.

JOHNSON.

LACES COUNTER.

Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., or 88$ Exchange street, Portland, Me.
Superintendent of Maine. New aHampshire and Vermont.
I will furnish anyone wanting
Cyclopaedia Britannica, International, People’s and
Chamber’s at half price, where I take them in exchange for Johnson’s. Have a number of
72

sets

on

An

243 College

GENERAL AGENT,

Street, Lewiston, Maine.
ian2jfebl,8,i5

assorted

lot

of

sewing silk, gauze and

hand.

GEORGE B. FILES,

yard to-day,

1

[OWEN,

MOORE

&

at

were

25c

a

33c and

boxfull

at

15c

25c and

SKIRTS

At

same

One

day,

ends, hemstitched,
36c.

black, braided or
ruffle, at
$1.29 to-day, were $1.75.

hamburg edging,

CO.

Bargain.

fine

ity printed
at

60c

English cashmere
Hosiery, women’s, high
spliced heels and double
soles, at 44c to-day, were

75c.

One lot of hemstitched
linen Table

Scarfs, fagotaround, stamped

ted all
for

embroidery, at $1.12
to-day, other days $1.50.
One lot of fancy Pen-

58c.
HOSIERY COUNTER (Children's.)

of

genuine
Onyx dye,
lined Stockings, all sizes,

wipers,

black fleece-

at 15c,

In the

were

in

fancy gilt frame with
gilt mat, at $1.25, regular
price 51.59.

COUNTER.(Men's.)

One lot of heavy grey
mixed Shirts and Draw-

YARNS COUNTER.

been

One

50c.
HOSIERY COUNTER. (Men's)

faced,

Parker’s

of

German-

Saxony Yarn,
slightly de-

skeins

some

fleeced lined Arctic Socks
for men and boys, to be

lot
and

town

at ioc

skein.

a

BASEMENT.

One

lot

of

imported
Pepper and
Salt Shakers,silver plated
top, at 18c to-day, other
days 25c.

rubber

boots,
Saturday’s price

Cut Glass

25c.
UMBRELLAS COUNTER.

One lot of brown water

One lot of Macintoshes

drop Teapots,
Bargain.

women’s, navy blue cloth,
silk lined capes, at $6.98
to-day,marked down from

One lot

at

of

white German

Candlesticks,

day,

Five lots of

fancy jet
at
Trimmings, 50c a yard
marked down from 75c.
NOTIONS COUNTER.

OWEN,

R.

French

straight

MOORE

H.

49c.

Picture

Room,
colored
twenty
pictures

Great Value.

of

yard,

a

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

black

One lot
Hair Pins,

qual-

Florentine

regular price

heavy

to-day,

each

12c

Great

Silks,

One lot of extra

Barometer

at

One lot of

HOSIER Y CO UN TER.

at 19c,

25c.

SILKS COUNTER.

at

88c.

with

days

to-

17c

Forty pieces of fancy
Silkoline, all good patterns, at ioc a yard today, other days 15c.

59c, marked down from

of

at

russet

DRAPE RIES ROOM.

fine camCorset Covers, V
neck
trimmed
with

worn

other

to-day,

bric

lot

Sterling

Bag Tags,

combined,

embroidered

29c

of

mometer and

and

ers, at

lot

One lot of household
Weather Glasses, Ther-

COUNTER.

lot

reg-

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

to-day, Saturday’s

One

fiom 75c.
counter, one lot

leather strap,

One lot wool ladies’
cloth Skirts, navy blue

wide

down

same

Silver

fancy
Windsor Ties,

25 and

marked

JEWELRY COUNTER.

lot of

one

silk

at 19c

price

were

36c.

couuter,

plaid

each,

jersey ribbed
Suit*, at 50c,

lettes, at 35c to-day,
ular price 50c.

of

remnants of Neck Ruch-

ing,

women’s

of children’s Swiss ribbed
merino Vests and Panta-

NECKWEAR COUNTER. (Women's)

big

of

Union
At

38c.
One

COUNTER(Kmtted)

lot

fleeced lined

DRESS TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

quality
light

COMPANY,

One

at

3ABERDASHERY COUNTER,
The
great interest manifested in the
lighted match
A Famous Old Horse.
of
“The
Colleen
coming
production
applied. The street has been dug
One lot £ of men’s
Every horseman in the city knew old Bawn” at Portland Theatre on Thurs
from Mr. Henry Fox’s to Spring
up
library
“Marshal,” the horse owned by the late day and
of
Four-in-hand
Friday evenings
tbisgweek,
street and every effort will be made to
Neckties,
'John F. Randall, for so many years.
gives sufficient indication that the amalocate the leaks.
fine
silk
“Marshal” or “Frotl” as he was ealled
and
satin,
teurs will be handsomely encouraged in
Oeo, C. Purington, A. itl„ Principal Farmington Normal School.
by the family, was brought from Penob- their
The story of the
silk lined,
undertaking.
and
dark
Charged With Larceny.
K.
’77
We have found it an excellent work,
scot in ’76 or
useful and accurate,
by Cyrus
Bridges tiiumpb of love over birth and educaand more useful than
Chamber’s, Britannica or Appleton’s.
One of the crew of the stchuoner Hat- who was then acting as city marshal of
at
were
colors,
19c,
50c.
tion is well known and affeotionally retie Maud lying at Central wharf
Portland. Mr. Bridges used him for a
comHon. Win. P. Frye.
membered by theatre-goers of a few years
attracted
athe
or
two
and
at
the
McGovern
always
station
Joe
that
plained
year
RIBBONS COUNTER.
The drowning of Eily O’Connor
ago.
I have examined “Johnson’s Cyclopaedia” with considerable care,and have
no heshis
well
a
known character about the tention by his stylish appearance,
her rescue by Myles itation in recommending It as the best, most accurate aud comprehensive reference book
by Danny Mann,
to be had.
wharves, had stolen an overcuat and ?7 in playful though kind disposition and his na
One lot of four-inch
Coppaleen, and a host of other exoit- ]
Hon. Nelson Dingley, Jr.
money from him Friday night, and an- wonderful speed. Coming from Hamillug Hceues iuuuu it one or vne most atother of the crew said lie saw McGovern tonian and Knox stock he inherited all
I have carefully examined the two volumes of Johnson’s Univesnl Cyclopaedia recently
pure silk
tractive plays on the stage. Following
issued, or revised, by D. Appleton & Co., aud find them to he
nlv a great improveMc- the good qualities of those noted strains.
change a $5 bill at a saloon later.
former
on
the
editions
of
will be tbo cast of charaoters:
a
I
ment
work which
at 35c a yard, were 48c.
always regarded
feeding value, hut
Govern was arrested and said Mr. MoAs near as can be ascertained Marshal
even well nigh perfection as a ready reference on almost every t,
1 every prominent
Myles na Coppaleen, John A. McGowan public
man.
Graw, mate o£ the Edward Waite, lying was foaled In 1873, whioh would make Hardress Cregan,
HANDKERCHIEFS
COUNTER.
George E. Dawson
Miohael H. Manning non. A. E£.
at Brown’s wharf,
gave him the money him at the time of his death about twen- Danny Mann,
Spofford, LL. D„ Librarian of Congress, Washington.
Jobn
Welch
P.
Kyrle
Daly,
Randall
Mr.
and ooat, but Mr. McGraw
bought
denied it. ty-four years old.
O* C»
dozen women’s
Louis A. McGowan
Squire Corrigan,
KeGovorn will he tried on a charge of him in ’79 and his long reoord of victor- Father Tom.
Dennis Kelley
Johnson s Universal Cyclopaedia is found, in the Libarry of
to answer more
Congress,
fine
hemstitched
linen
ies on Portland street from ‘79 to ’94,
Bertie O’Moore,
John Hayes questions satisfactorily than any other work of reference.
larceny this morning.
John Hadzor
School of Individual Instruction, Concord, N. H., July 13, 1895.
places him very near the top for that Hyland Creagb,
unlaunWin. E. JohnsonThough possessing the Century
Joseph Douglass
Dictionary, 1he Encyclopaedia BriOld age seemed to have little Sergeant,
The Rev. George H. Gutterson, the period.
A. Forester tannica, and Appleton's American Cyclopaedia, with annuals, 1 have felt the desirableNew England secretary of the American effect on Marshal’s speed
and in
the Corporal,
ness, almost the necessity, of so compact and complete a work as is Johnson’s Cyclopaedered, at 17c each, worth
Miss
Mamie
Eily O’Connor,
Twigg
in its revised form. I have, gladly added it to my lihrary.
Missionary association, is sending out an winter of ’93 and ’94, he seemed to trot Mrs. Cregan,
For anv person
desiring
Miss Mayna Griffon dia, one such
work of reference,this cyclopaedia it seems to me, will be
only
found the one
appeal to the Congregational churches, as well as ever.
Ann Chute,
Miss Bernadette Moreaud most
25c and 38c.
AMOS IIADLEY, Ph. D.
satisfactory of ail others extant.
Endeavor societies and Sunday schools
As a fai! ily horse he was simply per- Sheelah,
Miss Molly Lawson
cf New Engl.-.mi, urging an observation fect. Any child could drive him and a
Members of Literary Clubs will find Johnson's Cyclopaedia unrivaled.
LINENS COUNTER.
Ducie Blonnerhasset,
of Lincoln Memerial day, February 16. hitoh weight was never used.
Miss Margaret Devine
Miss Minnie Olanoy
Kathleen,
D. APPLETON & CO.
One lot of white
Guests, soldiers, etc.
A.
JJOHNSON
During the progress of the play Mr.
crochet Quilts, full
John P.Welch,the favorably known bari72 Fifth Avenue, New York, INI. Y.
at 86c
tone, who takes a prominent part, will
A prospectus and specimen pages of Johnson s Universal Cyclopaedia, showing type,
Miss Twigg and Miss illustrations, etc., will be sent free on application. Persons now subscribing can receive
render two solos.
$1.25.
the set, paying for them in small ninthly installment. Before purchasing a Cyclopaedia
Kelley will also render popular Irish correspond
with
would burn

UNDERWEAR

counter.

widths,

One

quality Ammonia,
large bottles, at 6c

Royal Octavo Volumes, containing 7264 pages, 130 colorplans of the Chief cities of North America and Europe, and

Extra

engravings.

boxes,

for the toilet

One lot of

JOHNSON’S UNIVERSAL CYCLOP/EDIA
3000

in

One lot of Toilet paper
in large packages, three
packs for 25c.

thousand Contributors.

Complete

water-

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

CHARLES KENDALL ADAM8, LL. D.,
President of the University of
Wisconsin. EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.
Thirty-six Eminent Scholars and Specialists as Department Editor. Three

ed maps, including

dium

two pa k*
the regula

price.

to-day,

One lot of Nainsook
Swiss Embroideries, me-

at 8c.

Covers the whole round of Science, Literature, Art History, Politios,
Theology,
Philosophy, etc., in about 50,000 articles, written specially for it by the most
eminent men in each department—men who sign their articles, and whose names
carry weight.

over

of

paints,

Trays,

JOHNSON’S UNIVERSAL CYCLOP/EDIA

EMBROIDERIES

at

for 25c, half

closed

been 15c and 25c.

UNDERWEAR

the 25c and 35c sort, to
go today at 16c. At same
counter a lot of Silver

That has jnst been published comes nearest to being the IDEAL CYCLOPAEDIA
of any that has yet appeared in this country.

in

lot

to be

yard

a

at2ic.

$2.75.

were

THE SEW EDITION OF

and

two

with angora fur,

_.

$1.38.

were

edges,

out at 5c

crinkled,

and

One lot of

children’s

of

veilings, plain

satin

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin)

three years, at 50c, regularly sold at 75c. One

12 1-2 cts., 15 cts.

Cleveland’s Minstrels.

the SpriDg street cars will
to Congress street instead of
stopping at the reservoir as heretofore.
The cart of Mr. Norton, the milk man,

50c.

INFANT’S OUTFITS COUNTER,

Fine Glass Linen in blue and red checks, for glass
and silver, 10 cts., per yard.
All Linen Crash, bleached and unbleached, 5 cts.
Round thread Royal Dresden Art Linen for embroidery,
42 cts., 50 cts., 63 cts., 75 cts.

By

36c,

One lot of Warren’s
Hose Supporters,

For to-day these three Towel chance*.
Two hundred immense Bath Towels, 27 Inches by 54
inches, at 20 cts. each.
One hundred and fifty fine quality bleached Bath Towels,
14 inches wide and 30 inches long, at 5 cts. each.

gains.

at

CORSETS COUNTER.

1,25 per pair.
Extra Fine hem-stitched Damask Towels, 75 cts., $1.00,
1.25, per pair,

3
bar-

heavy black

Leggings,

other

square

70 inch grass bleached WORSTED GOODS COUNTER.

Our Tovel sfock is perfect. Grass-bleached Huck

Towels,

Gloves, at 35c
pair to-day, other days

50c.

50 cts. up.

Turkey Red Damasks,

black

cashmere
a

to match each

women’s

fleece-lined

heavy

not

A Great value
Damask at 69 cts.

69

The steamship Austrian, of the Allan
line, arrived yesterday from London direct, and after a very rough passage con-

WESTBROOK.

prices
high—$2.00, 2.50, 3.00.
Napkins in two sizes (5-8 and 3-4)

of

lot

One

bargains.

For fine Table Linens the assortment or femble Satin
Damasks is a marvel. Finest of qualities, choicest of patterns
and

over

were

tO-day,

PASSAGE.

the Manhattan—Hours off the

been made
attractive
more

-All the new goods are excellent values and well worth
your consideration.
GLOVES COUNTEE.
To make it important that you see them to-day, we offer

Austrian—The Hard Trip of

Arrival of the

Hereafter

days

Fine
J

Come

The
finest.

Hood’s Pills

Mr. C. R. Cressey has resigned as orMiss Ella
ganist at the Warren church.
Jervis, who is assigned to engine 3, and M3ioher acted in that capacity yesterday.
Rev. A. N. Dary of the Baptist ohurch
Wm. H. Steele, who is assigned to enand Rev. S. N. Adams of the Congregagine 4. Those men were appointed to fill tional churoh exchanged pulpits yesterSousa, Opera, Melba, Talmage, Herman, Jerry,
vaoanoies caused by the retirement of A. day.
Wade Camp.No. 12. S. of V. are mak- Bell Bingers, Ondrlcek. Only $1.60 to hear all.
H. Lenham and D. H. Towle, both of
the [observance of
whom readied the uge limit and were ing arrangements for
MUSIC AND DRAMA,
Liucoln’g|birthday, February 12. A oomhonorably discharged.
mittee of arrangements has been appointrun

Sales have

Purifier.

Aunt Jemima is at Shaw’s.

ing the largest proportion of active
associate members present.

Sale of

our

regular Monday

i

Linens.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
la the One Trua Blood

been very interesting during the winter
and the members are acquiring quite a

thorough knowledge
England.

Report

“Hood’s Sarsaparilla, is

over

To-day you
our
Opening

features of

invited to

are

special

the

ALL

are

Chief

weather today
likely to be
Fair.

Portland. Jan. 27, 1896,

Charles H. Mitchell of this city, has
Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their children while
Teething, been appointed a member of the organiIt soothes the child, zation committee of the National Assowith perfect success.
softens the gums, allays l’aiu. cures Wind oution of Post Offioe Clerks for the state
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best of Maine, and will shortly visit the first
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from and second olass offices in
the interest of
or other causes.
For
Has been used

saw AnmnwiMiiras.

Chief Engineer Hannaford.for 86 years
in the employ of the Grand Trunk,is to
be retired, one of the results of the consolidation of the Grand Trunk,and ChiTrunk.
He is well
cago and Grand
known in this city, and
is one of the
most popular of the Grand Trunk offi-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

their

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

j

other

at

days

7c,Great

blu<

and

porcelain
18c

to-

25c.

only terms at these
Monday Sales are cash
The

and

no

exchanges.

and

&

MOORE

CO. OWEN,

&

STEARNS
BOSTQ3V

& CO.

CO.,

-

Our First Exhibit of Spring and Summer Goods for the Season
of 1896 will held at the

PREBLE HOUSE,
Wednesday

and

Thursday,

January 29 and

30, 9

a. m. to 5 p. m.

As usual the exhibit will be in charge of MR. 0. T. EVANS.
The display of Rich Trimming, Laces and Linen Embroideries is
to be so much larger than usual, the head of our Lace and Trimming Departments,
who bought =tlie goods, will accompany Mr. Evans, and we trust will be of as
sistance iu showing the goods and suggesting how they are to be used.
Some of the goods that are to be included iu the exhibit :

Fancy Taffetas Silks, Black Silks, Wool Challles, Figured Linen
Batistes. Plain Linen Batistes, Figured Dotted Swlsses, Figured
White and
Colored
Indian Dimities, Figured Linen Lawns,
Piques, ‘White and Colored Linen Ducks. David and John
Anderson’s Ginghams, Table Damasks, Napkins and Towels,
Quilts, Cotton Underwear, Black Chiffon Collars. Heniton Lace
Effects; Batiste Edgings, W'ebblngs and Insertings, Lace Effects;
Linen Batiste Collars, Guipure Effects; Rich Jet Passementeries,
Jewel Effects Crepes, Gauzes, Chiffonettes, Real Laces, New Veils,
Honiton Trimmings, Black Grounds; Black and White Nets, Persian
for Louis XV. Waistcoats.
Evans’ customers will be interested to know that he can hereafter be
found on the 4tlt Floor, where as assistant to a member of our firm he has immediate charge of our Fancy Work and Art Embroidery Departments.

Trimmings
Mr.

R.

3an27

H.

STEARNS

&

CO.
48t

